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Abstract 

In the era of Big Data, data entries, even describing the same objects or events, can 
come from a variety of sources. There are some sources that typically provide accurate 
information, but due to various reasons such as recording errors, device malfunction, 
background noise and intent to manipulate the data, some other sources may contain 
noisy or even erroneous information. Therefore, it is inevitable that information from 
multiple sources is conflicting with each other. To discover useful knowledge, which is 
usually deeply buried in those complicate multi-sourced data, we have to conduct infor
mation trustworthiness analysis on all available data sources. In this thesis, we propose 
a series of approaches of multi-sourced information trustworthiness analysis, including 
reliability-aware information integration and inconsistency detection to efficiently and 
effectively discover both trustworthy and untrustworthy information, respectively. 

In reliability-aware information integration, it is critical to identify reliable sources 
that more often provide accurate information, so we can pay more attention on their 
information to better discover the truths (i.e., trustworthy information). Unfortunately, 
there is no oracle telling us which information source is more reliable a priori. To 
correctly identify the truths, in Part I of this thesis, we develop novel information in
tegration methods that incorporate the estimation of source reliability. We explore the 
power of source reliability estimation in both data-level and model-level information. 
The objective is to jointly estimate which source is reliable and which piece of infor
mation is correct, where the information could be the raw data in data-level information 
integration or the model parameter in model-level information integration. In this part, 
we proved some nice properties of the proposed approaches via theoretical analysis and 
demonstrated their impacts on some real applications, such as indoor floorplan construc
tion and crowdsourced question answering. 

On the other hand, when unexpected disagreement is encountered across diverse 
information sources, i.e. data entities receive inconsistent information across multiple 
data sources, this might raise a red flag and require in-depth investigation. The Part II 
of my thesis research is to conduct inconsistency detection among multiple informa
tion sources to detect anomalies. We develop a series of tensor decomposition based 
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algorithms for detecting inconsistent information in an unsupervised learning setting. 
In unsupervised learning, by representing dynamic multi-sourced data as tensors, we 
proposed different tensor decomposition based approaches, including an online method 
with theoretical guarantees for large-scale applications, to capture the common patterns 
across sources. An indicator of anomaly is proposed by identifying inconsistencies 
based on a comparison between source inputs and common patterns. The proposed 
frameworks have further been applied to a wide variety of applications from cybersecu
rity, to hotel review, and to computer networks. 

To sum up, we conduct novel multi-sourced information trustworthiness analysis to 
discover trustworthy information or to detect untrustworthy information in this thesis. 
For trustworthy information discovery, the proposed reliability-aware Information In
tegration framework gives us a tool to identify reliable sources and discover the true 
information of data entities from the conflicting multi-sourced data. For untrustworthy 
information detection, we can detect malicious data entities which receive inconsistent 
information across all available data sources via the developed Inconsistency Detection 
approaches. The frameworks we developed have been effectively applied in many areas, 
including Hotel Review Analysis, Cybersecurity, and Computer Network, and have the 
potential of being applied to many other areas, such as Healthcare, Mobilesensing, and 
Crowdsourcing. With advances in technology and devices, both the amount of data and 
the number of sources in our world are still exploding, so there are great opportunities as 
well as numerous research challenges for inference of useful knowledge from multiple 
sources of massive data collections. 
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Overview 

In the information age, especially with advances in devices, a vast ocean of data is 

being collected from a zillion connected devices in real time on a daily basis. Now, 

it is easier for people to collect information from a verity of sources on a same set 

of objects or events. For example, customer information can be found from multiple 

databases in a company, a patient's medical records may be scattered at different hos

pitals, and product specifications are typically listed at different websites (e.g., Ama

zon.com, ShopZilla.com). Inevitably, there exist conflicts among those multi-sourced 

information due to different reasons, such as background noise, hardware quality or 

even malicious intent to manipulate data. Information trustworthiness analysis aims 

at discovering useful and actionable knowledge that is usually hidden in the noisy and 

conflicting multi-sourced information. However, conventional information trustworthi

ness analysis usually focuses on one single source, and the results are highly likely 

to be deteriorated due to the unreliable information from it. Without considering the 

characteristic of multi-sourced information that conflicts always exist, single-sourced 

information trustworthiness analysis fails in many real applications where data usually 

come from various sources. 

https://ShopZilla.com
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of a toy example of multi-sourced data: there are M sources 
which make claims on N objects. Different shape represents for different objects, and 
different claims represents different claims from different sources. 

To overcome those issues, in this thesis we aim to efficiently and effectively discover 

both trustworthy and untrustworthy information via developing novel multi-sourced in

formation trustworthiness analysis from two unique perspectives, as shown in toy exam

ple Figure 1.1 : (i) Reliability-aware Information Integration for trustworthy information 

(i.e., truths) discovery and (ii) Inconsistency Detection for untrustworthy information 

detection. For both works, we provide scalable and effective algorithms to solve real

world problems in various applications, and conduct comprehensive theoretical analysis 

to support the proposed algorithms. 

1.1 Reliability-aware Information Integration 

To discover the truth that is usually hidden in a significant amount of noisy or even 

conflicting multi-sourced data, we have to aggregate the information from all avail

able sources which make claims on the same objects with the objective to minimize 
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the errors from individual source and extract the trustworthy information. The simple 

integration strategy is averaging for continuous data or majority voting for categorical 

data. Although averaging or majority voting can erase errors to some extend, there is 

one limitation that they treat all sources equally reliable. However, in many real-world 

applications, different sources have different reliability levels. For example, in mobile 

sensing, faulty sensors may keep emanating erroneous information, and in social net

works spam users tend to propagate false information on the Web. The obstacle in 

discovering truths in those scenarios lies in the problem of information veracity, i.e., 

individual sources might not be reliable. 

Truth discovery is an advanced information integration technique that takes the 

source reliability into consideration. It is motivated by the general principle: The source 

which often provides trustworthy information should be reliable, and the information 

from multiple reliable sources is usually trustworthy. To achieve this, a major chal

lenge has to be addressed. That is, there is usually neither prior knowledge or training 

data for the derivation of source reliability. In light of this challenge, we propose to 

jointly estimate source reliability and infer trustworthy information from those conflict

ing multi-sourced data without any supervision. 

Reliability-aware Information Integration for Specific Tasks. In this thesis (i.e. 

Part I), we develop novel information integration methods that incorporate the estima

tion of sources reliability from both data-level and model-level point of views: 

• Data-level Reliability-aware Information integration. In data-level information 

integration (i.e., truth discovery), the objective is to jointly estimate which source 

is reliable and which piece information is correct. Although many existing data

level information integration methods have been proposed, they have two issues 

that have been solved in this thesis: 

- All truth discovery algorithms differ in the specific ways to compute truths or 

source reliability, but they typically follow the iterative procedure as follows: 
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* Based on source reliability, obtain the truth by assigning high weights 

to reliable sources in the aggregation of sources' inputs; 

* Based on the truths, calculate the reliability degree of each source by 

measuring the deviation between truths and sources' inputs. 

However, the convergence of such an iterative procedure has not been dis

cussed in existing work and there is no theoretical guarantee in the results of 

existing truth discovery approaches. Thus, theoretical analysis is desired to 

fill the gap between practical and theoretical performance in truth discovery. 

- All existing truth discovery methods focus on providing a point estimator for 

each object's truth, i.e., the estimate is a single value. However, important 

confidence information is missing in this single-value estimate. Therefore, 

instead of a point estimation, an estimated confidence interval of the truth is 

more desirable. 

• Model-level Reliability-aware Information Integration. In model-level informa

tion integration, the goal is to integrate models derived from a collection of dis

tributed data sources. However, in many applications the data from all the nodes 

in a distributed setting are not equally informative for the estimation of global 

model. It brings obstacles to the existing distributed machine learning works. 

1.2 Multi-sourced Inconsistency Detection 

Both data-level and model-level Information integration are important techniques to 

jointly learn source reliability and infer truths for all objects. However, unexpected 

disagreement is encountered in those multi-source data. That is, the information of 

some data entities are inconsistent across diverse information sources. This inconsistent 

information might raise a red flag and require in-depth investigation. Many existing 

inconsistency detection works require labelled data, which is usually rare in many real 

applications, to train a classification model to detect malicious entities. Without any 
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supervision or labelled data, it is difficult for existing inconsistency detection algorithm 

to distinguish trustworthy and untrustworthy information in an unsupervised manner on 

the data from one single source information. 

In contrast, the proposed inconsistency detection algorithms are able to detect un

trustworthy information via information comparison across all available sources. This 

is motivated by the following observation: People will check the information from mul

tiple platforms or information sources to obtain a global consensus for their interested 

objects. For instance, customers tend to search from Orbitz, Priceline, TripAdvisor etc, 

when booking a hotel or choosing a flight. Since the information from one single source 

could be very noisy and biased, the information is unreliable or even erroneous. By 

information comparison from multiple sources, however, we can learn which piece in

formation is more likely to be trustworthy. This is motivated by a common principle 

that a piece of information shared by many sources is more likely to be true while a 

highly inconsistent or conflicting information could be suspicious. In light of this task, 

we propose to conduct multi-sourced comparison for outlying behavior or patterns that 

are inconsistent across sources. This process is called Multi-sourced Inconsistency 

Detection. 

Multi-sourced Inconsistency Detection for Specific Tasks. There are two mainly 

issues for the proposed inconsistency detection framework. First, the information from 

multiple sources is usually not directly comparable. For example, in the hotel review ap

plication, it is easy to observe that the customers on different websites who made reviews 

are different. Second, the information from each source is consistently changing along 

time dimension. Those dynamic multi-sourced data poses new challenges for existing 

inconsistency detection algorithms which usually treat dynamic data statically, where 

the internal relation among time dimension is missing. In light of those challenges, in 

this thesis (i.e., Part II), we proposed novel multi-sourced inconsistency detection frame

works to detect inconsistent objects in an unsupervised manner for decision-makers. 
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• Multi-sourced Inconsistency Detection. In multi-sourced inconsistency detection, 

we proposed to compare the information of objects from a hidden clusters level. 

For example, in the Hotel Review application. The reviews are not comparable 

at customers level, but is possible to be compared with each other at customers 

group level, because different sources may posses similar groups and have same 

group behavior. Similarly, we can compare information at time group level. To 

detect inconsistent information from both perspectives (i.e., Customers and Time), 

we adopt advanced tensor analysis techniques to learn the latent space, where the 

untrustworthy or inconsistent information are extracted. 

• On-the-fly Tensor Decomposition. In many applications, efficient multi-sourced 

inconsistency detection framework are desired. As tensor decomposition tech

niques are very useful for latent space learning, efficient tensor decomposition is 

thus necessary. 

1.3 Contributions and Broader Impact 

This thesis investigates multi-sourced information trustworthiness analysis from two 

unique perspectives, Information Integration via Truth Discovery and Multi-soured In

consistency Detection. The proposed methods advance data mining area via developing 

novel frameworks, comprehensive theoretical analysis and experiments designs. Espe

cially, Part I of this thesis contributes greatly to truth discovery area, as it is the first 

work that provides comprehensive theoretical analysis, which can give theoretical sup

ports and insights for the researchers following in truth discovery are, and the proposed 

solutions are regarded as the state-of-the-art. The research work related to truth discov

ery also have shown significant impacts on, but is not limited to, the following real-world 

applications : Web information fusion, Crowdsourcing question answering, Healthcare, 

Crowdsensing, etc. Multi-sourced inconsistency detection has also been applied to a 
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wide variety of applications, ranging from Cybersecurity, Hotel review, Healthcare, to 

Computer Networks. 

For the Reliability-aware Information Integration, we have that: 

In Chapter 2, we propose a randomized gaussian mixture model (RGMM) to repre

sent continuous multi-sourced data, where truths are model parameters. We incorporate 

source bias which captures its reliability degree into RGMM formulation. The truth dis

covery task is then modeled as seeking the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the 

truths. Based on expectation-maximization (EM) techniques, we propose population

based (i.e., on the limit of infinite data) and sample-based (i.e., on a finite set of sam

ples) solutions for the MLE. Theoretically, we prove that both solutions are contractive 

to an E-ball around the MLE, under certain conditions. Experimentally, we evaluate our 

method on both simulated and real-world datasets. Experimental results show that our 

method achieves high accuracy in identifying truths with convergence guarantee. 

In Chapter 3, we propose a probabilistic model based Unified Truth Discovery (UTD) 

framework with proven equivalence to existing truth discovery approaches for categor

ical multi-sourced data. In particular, we prove that under mild conditions and proper 

initializations, the consistency of the proposed estimators can be guaranteed. Being 

equivalent to UTD, the performance of existing truth discovery approaches is also the

oretically justified. We conduct extensive experiments on synthetic datasets as well as 

four real-world datasets, which confirm the theoretical results of the proposed UTD 

framework. Moreover, UTD is experimentally demonstrated to be more efficient than 

the-state-of-art truth discovery methods. 

Both work are the very first ones on theoretical analysis in truth discovery, which 

contributes to the field of truth discovery by filling in the gap between the practical and 

theoretical perforamnce. 

As existing truth discovery mainly focusing on providing a single point estimation 

of the truth. In Chapter 4, however, we propose a novel truth discovery method (ET

CIBoot) to construct confidence interval estimates as well as identify truths, where the 
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bootstrapping techniques are nicely integrated into the truth discovery procedure. Due 

to the properties of bootstrapping, the estimators obtained by ETCIBoot are more ac

curate and robust compared with the state-of-the-art truth discovery approaches. The

oretically, we prove the asymptotical consistency of the confidence interval obtained 

by ETCIBoot. Experimentally, we demonstrate that ETCIBoot is not only effective in 

constructing confidence intervals but also able to obtain better truth estimates. 

Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are all data-level information integration, but motivate our pro

posed model-level information integration. Typically, data are usually distributed across 

numerous connected computing and storage units (i.e., nodes). Under such environ

ment, many machine learning problems can be reformulated as a consensus optimization 

problem, with the objective and constraint terms split into N parts (each corresponds to 

a node), which can then be solved efficiently in a distributed manner via Alternating 

Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM). However, existing consensus optimization 

frameworks assume that the data from all the nodes are equally informative for the es

timation of global model parameters, and fails to consider the fact that the data from 

different nodes usually do not have the same level of quality. As a result, they may lead 

to inaccurate estimates in the presence of nodes with low quality data. To overcome this 

challenge, in Chapter 5, we propose a data quality aware consensus optimization frame

work, which incorporates the data quality of each node into the estimation of global 

model parameters. Theoretically, we prove that the convergence rate of the proposed 

framework is better than that of ADMM, as it is linear to the number of iterations but 

has a tighter upper bound compared with ADMM. Experimentally, we show that the 

proposed framework is more efficient and effective than existing ADMM based solu

tions on both synthetic and real-world datasets due to its faster convergence and higher 

accuracy. 

For the Multi-sourced Inconsistency Detection, we have made the following contri

butions : 
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In Chapter 6, we study the important problem of detecting untrustworthy information 

from a novel perspective of correlating and comparing multiple sources that describe the 

same set of items. Different from existing work, we recognize the importance of time 

dimension in modeling the commonalities among multiple sources. We represent dy

namic multi-source data as tensors and develop a joint non-negative tensor factorization 

approach to capture the common patterns across sources. We then conduct a comparison 

between source input and common patterns to identify inconsistencies as an indicator of 

untrustworthiness. An incremental factorization approach is developed to improve the 

computational efficiency on dynamically arriving data. We also propose a method to 

handle data sparseness. Experiments are conducted on hotel rating, network traffic flow, 

and weather forecast data that are collected from multiple sources. Results demonstrate 

the advantages of the proposed approach in detecting inconsistent and untrustworthy 

information. 

In Chapter 7, we investigate the problem of identifying inconsistent hosts in large

scale enterprise networks by mining multiple views of temporal data collected from the 

networks. The time-varying behavior of hosts is typically consistent across multiple 

views, and thus hosts that exhibit inconsistent behavior are possible anomalous points 

to be further investigated. To achieve this goal, we develop an effective approach that 

extracts common patterns hidden in multiple views and detects inconsistency by mea

suring the deviation from these common patterns. Specifically, we first apply various 

anomaly detectors on the raw data and form a three-way tensor (host, time, detector) 

for each view. We then develop a joint probabilistic tensor factorization method to de

rive the latent tensor subspace, which captures common time-varying behavior across 

views. Based on the extracted tensor subspace, an inconsistency score is calculated for 

each host that measures the deviation from common behavior. We demonstrate the ef

fectiveness of the proposed approach on two enterprise-wide network-based anomaly 

detection tasks. An enterprise network consists of multiple hosts (servers, desktops, 

laptops) and each host sends/receives a time-varying number of bytes across network 
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protocols (e.g.,TCP, UDP, ICMP) or send URL requests to DNS under various cate

gories. The inconsistent behavior of a host is often a leading indicator of potential 

issues (e.g., instability, malicious behavior, or hardware malfunction). We perform ex

periments on real-world data collected from IBM enterprise networks, and demonstrate 

that the proposed method can find hosts with inconsistent behavior that are important to 

cybersecurity applications. 

As introduced in Chapters 6 and 7, a tensor (i.e., an N-mode array) is a natural rep

resentation for multidimensional data. However, in many applications, the large-scale 

tensor is dynamically evolving at all modes, which poses significant challenges for ex

isting approaches to track the TD for such dynamic tensors. In Chapter 8, we propose 

an efficient Online Tucker Decomposition (eOTD) approach to track the TD of dynamic 

tensors with an arbitrary number of modes. We first introduce and prove a corollary 

on the multiplication of block tensor matrix. Based on this corollary, eOTD allows us 

(1) to update the projection matrices using those from the previous timestamp and the 

auxiliary matrices from the current timestamp, and (2) to update the core tensor by a 

sum of tensors that are obtained by multiplying smaller tensors with matrices. The aux

iliary matrices are obtained by solving a series of least square regression tasks, not by 

performing Singular Value Decompositions (SVDs). This overcomes the bottleneck in 

computation and storage caused by computing SVDs on large-scale data. A Modified 

Gram-Schmidt (MGS) process is further applied to orthonormalize the projection matri

ces. Theoretically, the output of the eOTD framework is guaranteed to be low-rank. We 

further prove that the MGS process will not increase Tucker decomposition error. Em

pirically, we demonstrate that the proposed eOTD achieves comparable accuracy with a 

significant speedup on both synthetic and real data, where the speedup can be more than 

1,500 times on large-scale data. 



Part I 

Reliability-aware Information 

Integration 



A Truth Discovery Approach with 

Theoretical Guarantee 

2.1 introduction 

With the increase in our capabilities in collecting data from the physical world, an im

portant feature of the data collection is its wide variety, i.e., data about the same object 

can be obtained from various sources. For example, customer information can be found 

from multiple databases in a company, a patient's medical records may be scattered 

at different hospitals, and product specifications are typically listed at different web

sits (e.g., Amazon.com, ShopZilla.com). Conflicts among information from different 

sources are commonly observed. Therefore, it is an important task to discover the truth 

(i.e., correct information) out of conflicting multi-source data, which is referred to as 

truth discovery. 

A trivial approach of accomplishing the truth discovery task is to treat the average 

of the data as the truth. The drawback of this simple averaging approach is that it treats 

each source equally reliable, which is often violated in real practice. Usually there 

exist sources with low-quality information, such as faulty sensors that keep emanating 

erroneous information, or spammers who propagate false information on the Web. To 

https://ShopZilla.com
https://Amazon.com
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address this challenge, researchers propose a variety of approaches that inf er both source 

reliability and truths from multi-source data. These approaches, referred to as truth 

discovery approaches, are developed based on heuristic principles [1- 8], optimization 

[9- 16], or probabilistic models [17- 19, 19- 26]. Despite the difference in the techniques, 

the underlying principle is the same: The sources which often provide truths should be 

reliable, and the information from reliable sources usually represent the truths. Based on 

this principle, existing truth discovery approaches usually start with an initialization of 

source reliability, and then conduct the following two steps iteratively until convergence: 

(i) Based on source reliability, obtain the truth by assigning high weights to reliable 

sources in the aggregation of sources' inputs; 

(ii) Based on the truths, calculate the reliability degree of each source by measuring 

the deviation between truths and sources' inputs. 

Although these algorithms differ in the specific ways to compute truths or source relia

bility, they typically follow this iterative procedure. However, the convergence of such 

an iterative procedure has not been discussed in existing work, and there is no theoretical 

guarantee in the results of existing truth discovery approaches. 

In contrast, in this chapter we propose an effective truth discovery approach with 

theoretical guarantee in convergence. Compared with existing approaches, the proposed 

approach follows the same principle that reliable sources provide truths and truths are 

stated by reliable sources, but the major advantage of the proposed approach is its theo

retical guarantee. Specifically, we introduce the bias of each source which is a random 

variable measuring its reliability degree. To represent multi-source data with various 

reliability degrees, we propose a Randomized Gaussian Mixture Model (RGMM) for

mulation, which consists of a gaussian mixture model [27] with sources' biases incorpo

rated. We cast the truth discovery problem as inferring a maximum likelihood estimator 

(MLE) of the unknown parameters in RGMM. To solve the problem, we derive both 

population-based and sample-based Expectation-Maximization (EM) solutions [17] for 
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the limit of infinite data and a finite set of samples respectively. We name the two ap

proaches as population- and sample- EMRGMM (i.e., EM for RGMM), respectively. 

Theoretically, we prove that the output of the proposed EMRGMM approaches con

verge to a MLE of the truth as the number of sources increases. The proof is first 

derived for population-EMRGMM. We first bound the distance between the popula

tion-EMRGMM and the MLE. In Property 2.4.1 , we present the conditions under which 

population-EMRGMM estimate is contractive to the MLE, in an E-ball around the MLE. 

Then to prove that the output of sample-EMRGMM converges to an E-ball around MLE, 

we bound the deviation from sample-EMRGMM to population-EMRGMM. To achieve 

this goal, we introduce the definition of the covering number [28] of a metric space, and 

show that the distance between population-EMRGMM and sample-EMRGMM is upper 

bounded by the number of sources (Corollary 2.4.3). Combining these theoretical results 

and applying triangle inequality, we prove that the distance between sample-EMRGMM 

and the MLE is bounded, under certain conditions. 

Experimentally, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed sample-EMRGMM 

and verify the theoretical results on several simulated data as well as three real-world 

application datasets: Weather Forecast, Indoor Floorplan, and Stock data. Experimental 

results show that the proposed sample-EMRGMM approach are able to estimate truths 

from conflicting multi-source data. Compared with the state-of-the-art truth discov

ery algorithms, the proposed sample-EMRGMM can achieve comparable performance. 

Moreover, the estimate is asymptotically consistent to an E-ball around the MLE under 

the stated conditions., 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. We discuss related work in 

Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 , we mathematically formulate the task setting, introduce 

the randomized Gaussian mixture model, and derive the closed form EM algorithms 

for MLE. Then we present two important theoretical results for the convergence of the 

proposed approaches (Peoperties 2.4.1 and 2.4.4) in Section 2.4. 
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2.2 Related Work 

The problem of truth discovery has attracted much attention recently. People develop 

various approaches to extract true information from multiple sources of conflicting data. 

Initial studies [7, 8] were motivated by the observation that source reliability and truths 

are highly relevant-Truths are often stated by many reliable sources and reliable sources 

tend to tell truths more often. Based on this principle, approaches were developed to 

iteratively update source reliability and true facts. Later, various approaches were further 

developed to capture various factors that affect truth discovery [l - 6]. 

In recent work, this principle is formulated as an optimization framework [10]. The 

objective is to minimize the overall distance between source observations and truths 

in which sources are weighted by their reliability degrees. Then this framework was 

extended to handle data with long-tail distributions by calculating the confidence of 

source reliability estimates [9]. In [12], an optimization framework was developed based 

on min-max entropy. The solutions to these optimization formulations usually involve 

an iterative update of truths and source reliability as well. 

In addition, probabilistic approaches [17- 21 ,23,24,29] were developed to tackle the 

truth discovery task. The basic idea is to formulate multi-source data as certain mixture 

of distributions and incorporate source reliability as some random variable into the prob

abilistic models. The approaches differ in the way of selecting proper distributions and 

capture source reliability to handle various scenarios in truth discovery, such as the ex

istence of multiple truths, various difficulty levels of the task, and various data types. To 

obtain the truths, these approaches try to maximize likelihood or posterior distributions , 

which leads to iteratively updates in model parameters and truth inference. In particu

lar, Dawid & Skene were the first to develop a maximum likelihood formulation and an 

expectation-maximization based approach to solve the problem. This approach was then 

adapted to social sensing scenarios in [19]. In [19], the authors developed a maximum 

likelihood estimator for source reliability and approximately quantified confidence in its 
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estimation based on an asymptotic Cramer-Rao lower bound, but the convergence to the 

truth is not analyzed and cannot be guaranteed. 

In summary, although the topic of truth discovery has been widely studied and most 

approaches achieve success in real-world applications, there is no theoretical guarantee 

that the results of these approaches converge to the truths. In this chapter, we propose 

a novel truth discovery approach which can not only achieve comparable effectiveness 

in identifying the truths but also has theoretical guaranteed in the convergency to the 

truths. 

2.3 Methodology 

In this section, we mathematically formulate the truth discovery task, propose a ran

domized gaussian mixture model to represent multi-source data with various reliabil

ity degrees, derive both population-based and sample-based expectation-maximization 

solutions (i.e., population-EMRGMM and sample-EMRGMM), and finally present the 

complete algorithm of sample-EMRGMM. 

2.3.1 Problem Formulation 

We first introduce the notations that will be used throughout the paper and then state the 

target problem. 

Input. Consider a set of entities N := { n};;'=1 that we are interested in, and there 

are S := { s}f sources which provide information about all N entities. For the s-th 

source, denote its claims on N entities as X s = (xf , · · · ,xN ), where x~ represents its 

claim on then-th entity. Then, X = {X 8 }r represents the whole set of claims over the 

sources S. 

Output. The truths for all entities are denoted as µ = (µ1, · · · , µ N ), which is 

unknown a priori. Let's also denote the estimator of the truth obtained from a truth 

discovery approach as µ. 
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Table 2.1: Notations used in continuous setting 

Notation Definition 
N the set of entities 
s the set of sources 
µ the vector of entities' truths 
µ* the maximum likelihood estimator of µ 

the estimator of truths 
the bias for the source s 

the data collected from source s 
the whole claims over S sources 

the variance of data collection in the model 

Truth Discovery Task. The truth discovery task is formally defined as follows: 

Given the data collection X, the goal of a truth discovery method is to obtain an estimate 

µ, for all entities' truths as close to µ as possible. 

We summarize the notations in Table 4.1. Some of the notations will be introduced 

later in the paper. 

2.3.2 Randomized Gaussian Mixture Model 

Now we propose a probabilistic model with parameters µ whose estimate will be in

ferred via maximum likelihood estimator technique. In truth discovery, different sources 

are treated differently depending on the quality of their data. To do this, we assume that 

the reliability of the s-th source is captured by a random variable r,S that measures bias 

(i.e., deviation from the truth). The smaller absolute value the bias r,S, the more reli

able the s-th source. Considering all the S sources together, their reliability degrees 

{1,S}f can be assumed to follow certain distributions, for example, a uniform distri

bution r,S ~ Uniform(-C, C) N. This distribution models the overall quality of the 

collection of sources. 

For the s-th source, we assume that the claims made by this source follow a multi

variate gaussian distribution with variance 0'
2 IN, where IN is an identity matrix of size 

n. This assumption is typically adopted in many existing truth discovery work [9, 10, 12]. 
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The mean of the gaussian distribution is µ - r,S in which µ is the truth and r,S is the 

source bias. Therefore, a more reliable source's mean is closer to the truth and thus its 

claims are more likely to be close to the truth. With these notations, we can write the 

distribution of the claims made by the s-th source as : 

(2.1) 

We further model the whole data collection using the following mixture model [30]: 

(2.2) 

where we assume equal weights among components. Different from traditional gaus

sian mixture model with fixed mean in each component, the proposed model's mean 

is random because we incorporate the random variables TJ 8 as the source bias. Thus, 

we name the proposed model as Randomized Gaussian Mixture Model (RGMM). We 

introduce a latent variable Y E {s}f as a source indicator, which is also an indicator 

of the underlying mixture component. Namely, the claims from the s-th component of 

RGMM is denoted as : 

(2.3) 

We assume that the pair ( X ,Y) are random variables in the sample spaces X x 

Y. Based on the RGMM, we formulate the problem of truth discovery as the task of 

estimating the model parameter µ. Specifically, the objective is to obtain the estimate 

ofµ which maximizes the likelihood of observing the multi-source input. We defineµ* 

as the maximum likelihood estimator of µ in the proposed RGMM formulation. In the 

following sections, we propose effective solutions to estimateµ* and then demonstrate 

the approaches' convergence guarantee in Section 2.4. 
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2.3.3 EM Solutions for RGMM 

The objective of the proposed approach is to obtain an estimate of the unknown param

eterµ* which maximizes the likelihood of RGMM on the data. An effective approach 

for deriving MLE is expectation-maximization (EM) method. We develop EM solutions 

for two versions of MLE estimates in this task: population-based MLE (assuming the 

limit infinite data) and sample-based MLE (assuming a finite set of samples). We name 

these solutions as population- and sample- EMRGMM, respectively. Data is finite in 

real practice, so we should use sample-EMRGMM to identify entities' truths, but the 

introduction of population-EMRGMM enables us to conduct the convergence analysis 

for both solutions. In this subsection, we first introduce the general EM procedure, and 

then derive the EM updates of both population- and sample-EMRGMM. 

First, let us briefly review the EM algorithm. Given the lower bounds on the log like

lihood Q( ·I·), EM algorithm successively maximizes the lower bound and then reevalu

ates the lower bound at the new parameter value. The update procedure is as follows. 

EM updates: Given µ t- l obtained at the (t - 1)-th iteration, the t-th iteration of 

EM algorithm can be summarized in the following two steps: 

• E-Step. Calculate the lower bound of the log likelihood Q (· I µ t-l). 

• M-Step. Compute the maximizer as follows: 

µ t = arg max Q(µ'lµ t- 1
). 

µ 'EO 

An EM-based method iteratively conduct these steps until some conditions are satisfied. 

Next, we introduce both the population- and sample- EMRGMM. 

population-EMRGMM. When deriving the E-step and M-step for population-based 

MLE of RGMM, we assume that there is an infinite set of samples. The population

based Q-function Q ( · Iµ) takes the form that 

(2.4) 
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where Jµ(ylX) denotes the conditional density of Y given X and gµ(X) is the density 

function of the observed variable X. The population-based EM operator M : IRN ➔ 

IRN is defined as follows: 

M(µ) := arg max Q(µ'Iµ) . (2.5) 
µ'EJRN 

M (·) is to find the maximizer of the Q-function given the parameters µ obtained in 

previous step. 

sample-EMRGMM. sample-EMRGMM is derived on a finite set of the claims, i.e., 

X = {X 8 }f. We assume that each sample given by every source is drawn i.i.d. from 

the mixture density Eq. (2.2). Under this assumption, we define the sample-based Q

function as Qs, which is shown as follows : 

(2.6) 

IP [y = s' IX 8
] is the probability that a sample X belongs to source s', and its value is 

defined by the following function: 

(2.7) 

To simplify the notation, we denote Eq. (3.1 ) as wµ(X , r,S). Substituting wµ(X , r,S) 

(Eq. (3.1 )) into Eq. (2.6) and ignoring terms that do not contain µ, we show that the 

sample-based function Qs(µ'Iµ) takes the form: 

(2.8) 

We denote the sample-based EM operator as Mn : IRN ➔ IRN , which is to maximize 

the sample-based Q-function. Namely, Ms(µ):= argmaxµ'EJRNQs(µ'Iµ). According 
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Algorithm 1 sample-EMRGMM 

Require: Entities N = {n } f" , Sources S { s}f, and data collection X 
{ 

s }S,N 
Xn s= l n= l' 

Ensure: T~th estimates µ 
1: for entity n (n = 1, · · · ( N ) do 
2: Calculate its variance~~ over S sources; 
3: Initialize µ ~ld using the mean of claims over sources; 
4: end for 

. d 1 . . ~ 2 - 1 " N ~ 2 • 5: Est1mate mo e variance. r7 - N L.m= l r7n , 

6: Estimate upper bound of biases C using the maximum absolute value of X; 
7: while convergence criterion is not satisfied do 
8: For each source s, generate r,S ~ Uniform(-C, C)N; 
9: Update truth estimator according to Eq. (2.9): 

10: end while 
11: return µ=µ new 

to Eq. (2.8), we have that 

s s 
(2.9)Ms(µ)~~ ~~eX", 1{)(X' - 1{) 

Moreover, Eq. (2.9) implies that M(µ) = IE [w(X , r,)(X - r,)], where the expectation 

is taken over X x r,. 

2.3.4 Sample-EMRGMM Algorithm 

As discussed, sample-EMRGMM which deals with finite samples, is typically adopted 

in real practice. We summarize this algorithm in Algorithm 1. 

2.4 Theoretical Analysis 

In this section, we theoretically present convergence analysis for the proposed solu

tions: population- and sample- EMRGMM. The outline of this section is: (1) In Prop-
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erty 2.4.1 , we first provide conditions under which the distance between the popula

tion-EMRGMM's result and the MLE is bounded; (2) Based on the concept of covering 

number of a metric space, we bound the distance between the result of population- and 

that of sample-EMRGMM (Corollary 2.4.3); (3) Based on Property 2.4.1 and Corollary 

2.4.3 , applying triangle inequality, the error between the sample-EMRGMM's result and 

MLE is upper bounded by the number of samples (Property 2.4.4). 

Convergence of population-EMRGMM 

Let's first introduce the convergence property of the population-EMRGMM. Recall 

thatµ* represents the maximizer of the population likelihood. [31] introduces the self

consistency property for the maximum likelihood estimator, that is, 

µ* = argmax Q(µ'Iµ*). (2.10) 
µ' 

Eq. (2.10) implies that the maximum likelihood estimator should maximize the population

based Q-function. Combining with Eq. (2.5), it is obvious thatµ* = M(µ*). For the 

proposed RGMM (Eq. (2.2)), we have the following property. 

Property 2.4.1. Given the RGMM with a sufficiently small bias-to-mean ratio ll µ~ 11 2 and 

a sufficiently large signal-to-noise ratio 11 
~ *211 2, there is a universal constant c > 0 and a 

constant A E (0, 1) with A :s; exp(-c 11 ~*} 2 
), such that 

(2.11) 

holdsforall µ ifllµ- µ*11 2 :s; llµ: 11 2_ 

The idea of the proof for Property 2.4.1 is adopted from [31]. However, two ma

jor differences are: (1) we incorporate a random variable rJ for each latent component 

whose mean share the same sign, and (2) we consider arbitrary number of latent compo-
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nents more than 2. Both differences make the proof more complicated comparing with 

Corollary 1 in [31 ]. 

Property 2.4.1 establishes the conditions under which the convergence of the popu

lation-EMRGMM M(µ) is guaranteed. Namely, the proposed M(µ) is contractive over 

a small ball aroundµ*, a maximum likelihood estimator of the truths. Given an initial 

µ 0
, an immediate result from Property 2.4.1 is : 

IIM(µt-l) - µ* II~ ::; Allµt-l - µ* II~ 

< AIIM(µt- 2 
) - µ*II~::; · · · ::; Atllµ 0 

- µ*II~- (2.12) 

Eq. (2.12) implies that M(µ) is linear convergence. Moreover, It shows that given any 

initialization, the proposed M (µ) is able to modify it as the iteration increases. 

Convergence of sample-EMRGMM 

To prove the convergence property of the sample-EMRGMM, we first measure the devi

ation of its result from that of population-EMRGMM. As the covering number is used 

in the proof, we formally introduce its definition from [28]. 

Definition 2.4.2. Let Q be a subset of a metric space. VE > 0, the covering number 

N (Q, E) is defined to be the minimal integer n E N such that these n balls with radius E 

cover Q. 

Based on Definition 2.4.2, the difference between population-EMRGMM (M(µ)) 

and sample-EMRGMM (Mn(µ)) is upper bounded as follows. 

Corollary 2.4.3. Given the population- and sample- based EM operator Mn and M, 

there exists a constant c8 such that 

supllMn(µ) - M(µ) 112 ::; Cs,N(O,t5) s-½ (2.13) 
µ Erl 

holds with probability at least 1 - c5, where D is the parameter space. 

https://II~-(2.12
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Based on Property 2.4.1 and Corollary 2.4.3, we can bound the distance between the 

result of sample-EMRGMM Mn(µ) and the MLE µ*, which is stated in the following 

property. 

Property 2.4.4. Under the conditions ofProperty 2.4.1, Vµ 0 such that 11µ0 
- µ* 11 2 :s; r, 

if there are enough sources, then {µt}~ 0 obtained by the sample-EM algorithm satisfies 

that 

(2.14) 

holds with probability ofat least 1 - c5, where A E (0, 1). 

After conduct enough iterations, Eq. (2.14) shows that the main component of the 

upper bound is the second terms (i.e., 1~.x cs,N(o,s)s-½). Namely, Property 2.4.4 states 

that the performance of the proposed sample-EMRGMM is upper bounded by D(s-1
/ 

2
). 

Intuitively, in truth discovery tasks the more the sources, the better the performance of 

methods. In Property 2.4.4, we theoretically present that the convergence rate of the 

sample-EMRGMM is D(S-112 ). 

2.5 Experiments 

Note that, only finite number of samples can be obtained in real-world applications, 

which fits the sample-EMRGMM setting. Therefore, all experiments are conducted us

ing sample-EMRGMM1 
. In this section, we test the sample-EMRGMM on both simu

lated and real-world data sets. The experimental results show the effectiveness of the 

proposed sample-EMRGMM in identifying truths as well as its convergence. We first 

introduce baselines and performance measures in Subsections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, respec

tively. Experimental results on simulated data are presented in Subsection 2.5.3 . In 

1We will use ROMM and sample-EMRGMM interchangeably in the experiment section 
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Subsection 2.5.4, we show experimental results on three real-world application datasets: 

Weather Forecast, Indoor Floorplan, and Stock Data. 

2.5.1 Baselines 

A variety of truth discovery methods have been developed to identify each object's truth. 

As we consider applications of continuous data in this paper, we compare the sample

EMrgmm with three state-of-the-art truth discovery methods CRH, CATD, GTM, and 

two naive methods: Mean and Median. Details of the baselines are shown as follows. 

CRH: In [10], truth discovery task is formulated as an optimization problem, seeking 

the optimal truth estimators and weights to minimize the weighted distance between 

claims and the truths. CRH is proposed to iteratively update the truths and source 

weights. CATD: CATD [9] is a statistical method that has been proposed for long

tail phenomenon in truth discovery, where confidence interval is incorporated in source 

weight estimation. GTM: [21 ] proposes a probabilistic graphical model based method 

to solve the truth discovery task. In their framework, source reliability and truths are 

model parameters to estimate. Mean: The average of claims provided by multiple 

sources is treated as the final estimator of the truth. Median: The median of claims 

provided by multiple sources is defined as the final estimator of the truth. 

2.5.2 Performance Measures 

In the experiments, we have continuous input obtained from multiple sources. Although 

the ground truths are available, we conduct all methods in an unsupervised manner 

and the ground truths will only be used in evaluation. To evaluate the performance 

of sample-EMRGMM as well as baselines, we adopt the following measures. MAE: 

It measures the mean of absolute error between the output of methods and the ground 

truths. As L1-norm is applied, MAE penalizes more on small errors. RMSE: It mea

sures the root of mean squared error between output and ground truth. RMSE penalizes 
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more on big errors because of the involved L2-norm. Error Rate( c): It is defined as the 

percentage of the estimated truths falling outside an E-ball2 of the ground truth. 

Note that a lower measure value means that the truth estimates are closer to the 

ground truths. Thus, for all measures, the lower the value, the better the method's 

performance. 

2.5.3 Simulated Data 

The advantage of using simulated data is that we can simulate different truth discovery 

scenarios to compare the performance of the proposed sample-EMRGMM with that of 

the baselines. In this section, we first introduce the procedure of generating simulated 

data. Then, we show the performance of the sample-EMRGMM as well as the compari

son with baselines in terms of MAE, RMSE, and ErrorRate(c). 

Data Generation. In each experiment, we generate N = 200 entities and S = 100 

sources. For each source, its bias (r,S) is drawn i.i.d. from a distribution F. We as

sume that the ground truth for all entities are Os. Thus, the s-th component (i.e., source) 

of the mixture model follows a multivariate normal distribution, Normal(-178, 0" 
2 IN). 

To generate the sample of claims {X 8 }r, we first randomly generate a source index 

s from [1, · · · , S], and then x s is drawn from Normal(-178, 0"
2 IN), where 0"

2 = 1. 

We use MAE and RMSE, and Error Rate (0.1) for evaluation. We simulate three dif

ferent scenarios involving different distributions of source biases: Uniform, Normal, 

and Student's t-distribution, and then evaluate the performance of all truth discovery 

methods. 

Scenario 1: TJ 8 ~ Uniform(-c, c). In this scenario, sources' biases are drawn 

from a uniform distribution with c = 2. The source reliability degrees are uniformly 

distributed. We report the results on experiments with different source number S = 

{10, 20, · · · , 100} in terms of all methods in Figure 2. 1. In Figure 2.1 , the solid and 

dark line represents the value of function f (S) = s-½, which is the dominated term in 

2 
E is chosen based on the scale of the multi-source data. 
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Figure 2.1 : Simulated data on Scenario 1: Performance v.s. the Number of Sources (S) 
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Figure 2.2: Simulated data on Scenario 2: Performance v.s. the Number of Sources (S) 
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Figure 2.3: Simulated data on Scenario 3: Performance v.s. the Number of Sources(S) 

upper bound of the proposed sample-EMRGMM (Eq. (2.14)). From Figures 3.3a, 2.lb 

and 3.2a, we can see that the convergence of the proposed sample-EMRGMM is similar 

to the s-½, which confirms the result in Property 2.4.4. Moreover, we can see that 

the performance of the proposed RGMM is better when comparing with baselines in 

terms of RMSE and Error Rate. It means that most of truth estimates from the sample

EMRGMM have smaller errors compared with that of baselines. For MAE, all truth 

discovery methods have the same performance. 
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Scenario 2: TJ 8 ~ Normal(0 , (F). In this scenario, sources' biases are drawn from 

a Normal distribution with variance 62 = 0.5. Based on three-sigma rule of thumb, 

sources biases fall into the interval [-1, 1] with probability of 99.73%. Meanwhile, 

as the variance of the normal distribution is small, there are many samples closer to the 

mean 0. Therefore, there are many reliable sources than unreliable sources. The results 

are shown in Figure 2.2. The convergence performance of the sample-EMRGMM with 

respect to the number of sources is similar to that in Scenario 1. 

Scenario 3: TJ 8 ~ Student's t-(v). In this scenario, sources' biases are drawn 

from a student's t-distribution with freedom z; = 2. Compared with previous scenarios, 

Student's t-distribution has heavier tails, i.e., it is more prone to producing values that 

fall far from its mean 0. Consequently, there are more unreliable sources. The results in 

terms of MAE, RMSE, and Error Rate(.1) are shown in Figure 2.3 . 

Result Analysis. Comparing the performance on Scenarios 1 ~ 3, we can see that 

all methods perform best in Scenario 3 and worst in Scenario 3. In Property 2.4.1 , the 

conditions show that the performance is better if the upper bound of data C is smaller 

2and the variance 0' is larger. In Scenario 1, Cr 6.3476 and (3-2 = 2.4502, while

Cr 5.74, and (j-2 = 2.0886 in Scenario 2. As st\dent t-distribution is long-tail, there 

ar\some sources which have very large bias. Thus, in Scenario 3, the upper bound of 

original simulated data is 161.4553. The claims provided these sources can be treated 

as outliers. After removing them, we have Cr 19.9335 and (j-2 = 5.8458. Based on 

Property 2.11 , the performance in Scenario 2 s\ould be the best, as shown in Figure 2.2. 

The convergence rate of the sample-EMRGMM is D(s-½) as shown in the Section 

??. Experimentally, the convergence rate in Scenarios 1 and 2 is nicely fit to D(s-½), 

as shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. In Scenario 3, the convergence is not as clear as that in 

Scenarios 1 and 2, as there are more outliers. 
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2.5.4 Real-World Data 

Data Description. We test the proposed sample-RGMM and baselines on real-world 

data. The detailed description of each dataset and their tasks are shown as follows : 

• Weather Forecast [10]: Temperature forecasts information for 88 cities in US 

are collected from three websites: HAM weather3 , Wundergound4 
, and World 

Weather Online5 . Besides, the real temperature for all cities are also crawled as 

ground truths for evaluation. The goal is to estimate the true temperature for each 

city from the conflicting data provided by different sources. 

• Indoor Floorplan [9]: An Andriod App is designed for smart phone users to collect 

their estimates of hallway distance. There are totally 308 claims from 44 users on 

7 indoor hallways. The ground truths are obtained via manually measuring the 

hallways by tape. The goal is to estimate the distance of indoor hallways from the 

data provided by a crowd of users. 

• Stock Data: The stock data in [32] contains the price information for 1000 stocks 

from 55 sources over 21 days. To fit our scenarios, we preprocess the data and 

obtain a full dense dataset which contains the price information of 300 stocks 

from 36 sources over 19 days. In this task, we only focus on the open price, so the 

goal is to estimate the true open price for each stock. 

Note that we have a different task setting compared with [9, 10] on the real-world 

datasets reported in this paper. We consider a scenario where all entities are claimed 

by all sources while CATO [9] and CRH [10] were applied to entities that are observed 

by a subset of sources. To fit the full observation scenario, we preprocess the data used 

in [9, 10] by deleting those entities which have not been claimed by all sources. In 

addition, our model in this paper tackles continuous data only. Therefore, we select 

continuous attributes in the Weather Forecast dataset, and the "Price" attribute (i.e., a 

3http://www.hamweather.com 
4 http://www.wunderground.com 
5http://www.worldweatheronline.com 

https://5http://www.worldweatheronline.com
http://www.wunderground.com
https://3http://www.hamweather.com
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Table 2.2: Statistics of real-world datasets 

Dataset sources objects claims 
Weather Forecast 30 88 3, 344 
Indoor Floorplan 44 7 308 

Stock Data 36 300 * 19 108, 000 * 19 
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Figure 2.4: Weather Forecast dataset: Performance v.s. the Number of Sources (S) 

continuous attribute) in the Stock dataset ( [32]), which also differs from the setting 

in [10] (i.e., using both categorical and continuous attributes). The statistics of three 

real-world datasets are summarized in Table 2.2. 

Result Analysis. On the Weather Forecast data, we reduce the scale of the obser

vations in preprocess step. For example, the original 77 Fahrenheit is changed to .77. 

We evaluate all methods on different scenarios in which the number of sources increases 

from 4 to 10 by the stepsize of 2. In Figure 2.4, we report the experimental results in 

terms of MAE and RMSE. We can see that the performance of the proposed RGMM 

improves as the number of sources increases. When the number of sources is relatively 

small, the performance of the proposed RGMM is worse than baselines. however, given 

a plenty of sources, RGMM converges to other baselines. The experimental results with 

respect to Error Rate(E) is presented in Table 2.3. Table 2.3 shows that the performance 

of RGMM is comparable to that of baselines. 

On Indoor Floorplan dataset, we test all truth discovery methods on different sce

narios where the number of sources increases from 6 to 44 by the stepsize of 1. In each 

scenario, we randomly choose the pre-fixed number of sources. To reduce the random-
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Table 2.3 : Error Rate(c) on Weather Forecasts 

Error Rate(E)
Method 

.05 .06 .07 .08 .09 .10 

RGMM .2159 .1591 .1477 .1023 .0795 .0455 
CRH .2045 .1477 .1023 .0682 .0568 .0341 

CATD .4205 .3523 .2955 .2273 .1705 .1364 
GTM .4091 .3409 .2386 .1932 .1591 .1023 
Mean .2045 .1477 .1023 .0682 .0568 .0341 

Median .2045 .1477 .1023 .0682 .0455 .0341 

-a-CRH1.4 
..... CAID 
-+-GTM 

1.2 - Mean 
..... Median 
- Fitting 
-9-RGMM 

10 20 30 40 10 20 30 40 
Number of Sources Number of Sources 

(a) MAE vs. S (b) RMSE vs. S 

Figure 2.5 : Indoor Floorplan dataset: Performance v.s. the Number of Sources (S) 

ness, we repeat experiments 20 times and report the average of evaluation measures . 

The performance comparison between the proposed RGMM and baselines in terms of 

MAE and RMSE are presented in Figures 2.5a and 2.5b, respectively. Note that the de

crease rate is not exactly fit to the exponential function with power to - ½- For both 

measures, although the performance of all methods decrease as the number of sources 

increases, the proposed RGMM is the best. Namely, the truth estimates obtained by 

RGMM is closer to the truths. We also report experimental results in terms of Error 

Rate(E) . We change E from .5 to 1.0 and show the results in Table 2.4. We can see that 

the performance of the proposed RGMM is the best on all scenarios exept E = .6. 

On Stock data, we follow the similar experiment design. We report the results in 

terms of MAE and RMSE measures in Table 2.5 . Table 2.5 shows that the performance 

of RGMM comparable with baselines. We also test the performance with respect to the 

number of sources . Due to the page limit, we only show the results on the data collected 
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Table 2.4: Error Rate(c) on Indoor Floorplan 

Error Rate(E) 
Method 

.5 .6 .7 .8 0.9 1.0 

RGMM .5714 .4286 .2857 .2857 .1429 .1429 
CRH .4286 .4286 .2857 .2857 .2857 .2857 

CATD .4286 .4286 .2857 .2857 .2857 .2857 
GTM .4286 .2857 .2857 .2857 .2857 .2857 
Mean .5714 .4286 .4286 .2857 .2857 .2857 

Median .7143 .2857 .2857 .2857 .1429 .1429 
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Figure 2.6: Stock data on Day 1: Performance v.s. the number of sources (S) 

on day 1 in Figure 2.6. To better confirm the theoretical results obtained in Section ?? , 

we report the convergence of the RGMM with respect to the number of sources on all 

days' Stock data in Figure 2.7 . Each blue line represents a experiment conducted in a 

single day Stock data. We also fit each line into a function a* s-½+ c where a and c 

are coefficients. The red line is plot using the average of a and c over 19 days. From 

Figures 2.6 and 2.7, we can see that the convergence of the RGMM's performance is 

indeed D(s- ½), which perfectly confirms our theoretical results. 

In summary, the experimental results on both simulated and real-world datasets 

demonstrate that: (1) the performance of the proposed sample-EMRGMM is compa

rable compared with several state-of-the-art methods, and (2) the convergence rate of its 

performance is D(s-½) as proved in Section 2.4 (Property 2.4.4). 



Table 2.5: Performance comparison on Stock data 

Data 
RGMM CRH 

MAE 
CATD GTM Mean Median RGMM CRH 

Dayl .0162 .0144 .0145 .0145 .0138 .0145 .0200 .0175 
Day2 .0161 .0149 .0149 .0149 .0144 .0150 .0200 .0199 
Day3 .0155 .0238 .0238 .0238 .0225 .0238 .0200 .0303 
Day4 .0175 .0221 .0222 .0222 .0220 .0222 .0245 .0287 
Day5 .0227 .0234 .0235 .0235 .0231 .0235 .0316 .0316 
Day6 .0308 .0240 .0240 .0240 .0233 .0240 .0337 .0337 
Day7 .0351 .0273 .0273 .0273 .0268 .0273 .0469 .0399 
Day8 .0394 .0303 .0304 .0304 .0296 .0304 .0414 .0414 
Day9 .0505 .0370 .0370 .0370 .0365 .0370 .0525 .0524 

DaylO .0522 .0402 .0403 .0403 .0397 .0403 .0532 .0548 
Dayll .0543 .0425 .0427 .0427 .0412 .0427 .0663 .0558 
Day12 .0479 .0436 .0437 .0437 .0419 .0437 .0608 .0561 
Day13 .0576 .0461 .0462 .0462 .0440 .0462 .0600 .0600 
Day14 .0472 .0438 .0439 .0439 .0422 .0439 .0612 .0585 
Day15 .0506 .0453 .0454 .0454 .0439 .0454 .0600 .0598 
Day16 .0539 .0500 .0501 .0501 .0486 .0501 .0652 .0642 
Day17 .0605 .0544 .0546 .0545 .0525 .0546 .0723 .0703 
Day18 .0761 .0659 .0660 .0660 .0645 .0660 .0856 .0849 
Day19 .0794 .0678 .0679 .0678 .0666 .0679 .0901 .0856 

RMSE 
CATD GTM Mean Median 

.0175 .0175 .0170 .0175 

.0199 .0199 .0189 .0199 
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Figure 2.7 : Convergence w.r.t. the number of sources on all Stock data 

2.6 Summary 

With the increasing possibilities to collect data from multiple sources in the real world, 

it is critical to identify true facts from conflicting data. To solve this problem, many 

algorithms were developed based on heuristic principles, optimizations, or probabilistic 

model. However, in existing literature on truth discovery, the convergence analysis is 

missing, and thus there is no theoretical guarantee that the results of these algorithms 

converge to the truths. In this chapter, we proposed an effective truth discovery ap

proach with theoretical guarantee. We first introduced the randomized biases of sources 

to measure their reliability degrees. Then we proposed a novel model (RGMM) to rep

resent multi-source data with various reliability degrees, which consists of a Gaussian 

mixture model with the randomized biases incorporated. The parameters of interests in 

this model are the truths to be identified. We then derive both population- and sample

EMRGMM to the MLE of the truth parameter of RGMM. Theoretically, we prove that 

population-EMRGMM converges in probability to an E-ball around the MLE with the 

increasing number of sources, under certain conditions. Moreover, we prove that sam

ple-EMRGMM also converges to the E-ball around the MLE with more iterations. In the 

experiments, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed sample-EMRGMM on both 

simulated and real-world datasets. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed 

sample-EMRGMM is able to identify reliable information from multi-source data, and 

the estimator converges to an E-ball around the MLE under the stated conditions. 



UTD: A Unified Framework for 

Truth Discovery 

3.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 2, we proposed a truth discovery approach with theoretical guarantee for 

continuous multi-sourced data. However, there are many real applications where data 

from different sources are categorical. Many examples can be found in Crowdsourcing. 

For categorical multi-sourced data, a simple strategy to resolve conflicts among different 

sources is to conduct majority voting, that is, on the same object, we can accumulate 

votes from the sources for each claim and then choose the claim with the most votes 

as the truth. The limitation of the majority voting strategy is obvious: it assumes that 

sources are equally reliable. Failure is inevitable when there exist sources providing 

low quality information. To address this problem, the truth discovery methods usually 

adopt a weighted voting strategy [9, 10, 33, 34], where the weights are determined by 

the source reliability degrees. This strategy improves majority voting since sources with 

high reliability can play a more important role when identifying the truths. Then the key 

question is how to assign the weight for each source. Unfortunately, source reliability is 

usually unknown a priori in real-life applications, and without ground truth information, 
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it is hard to estimate directly, so the weights need to be inferred from the data. Despite 

the differences in existing truth discovery methods, the same underlying principle is 

used to learn the weights and truths : If a source provides correct claims more often, its 

weight should be higher, and if a claim is supported by reliable sources, then the claim 

should be true. Consequently, most methods conduct an iteratively two-step procedure 

following this principle: 1) updating the weight for each source based on the estimated 

true claims, and 2) updating the truths via weighted voting. Although the weighted 

voting strategy is widely used in truth discovery methods and has shown advantages in 

practice, there is little theoretical guarantee for its performance in truth discovery tasks. 

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose a probabilistic model for truth 

discovery on categorical data that provides theoretical guarantees on its performance. 

In this chapter, we propose a Unified Truth Discovery (UTD) framework for the cat

egorical data. We further prove the theoretical guarantees to identify true claims from 

multiple conflicting sources. The theoretical results fill in the gap between the prac

tical and theoretical performance of truth discovery methods. To sum up, we make 

the following contributions in this chapter: (1) The proposed UTD framework formu

lates the truth discovery problem as a joint maximum likelihood estimation on both 

unknown true claims and source reliability degrees. To derive the joint maximum like

lihood estimators, we introduce a profile likelihood procedure. We further illustrate 

that our UTD framework can cover most of the existing truth discovery algorithms, as 

these truth discovery methods adopt weighted voting which we show is equivalent to 

the joint maximum likelihood estimators of UTD. (2) We theoretically prove the follow

ing two properties of the UTD framework: (a) The proposed joint maximum likelihood 

estimators are consistent under some mild conditions, and the solutions given by the 

UTD framework theoretically converge to the joint maximum likelihood estimators if 

properly initialized. (b) The proposed UTD framework can achieve asymptotically con

sistent estimates with high probability. Particularly, given any c5 E (0 , 1), we provide the 

lower bounds on the number of sources and the number of objects such that with at least 
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probability of 1 - 6, UTD can correctly estimate true claims for all the objects. Since 

existing truth discovery algorithms are proven to be equivalent to the UTD framework, 

the above properties naturally apply to them as well. (3) Experimental results on both 

synthetic datasets and four real-world datasets confirm the theoretical results of the pro

posed UTD framework. Moreover, the UTD framework has been experimentally shown 

to be a more efficient truth discovery method, and perform comparably with several 

state-of-the-art truth discovery approaches in terms of accuracy. 

3.2 Related Work 

Many truth discovery methods have been proposed to infer true claims from multiple 

conflicting sources [9, 10, 19, 22, 33- 39] as mentioned in Section 2.2. Although truth 

discovery methods have been widely used in real-life applications, there is little work 

that provides theoretical justification on the performance. The work in Chapter 2 [ 40] 

is on truth discovery from the perspective of theoretical analysis. However, our work in 

this chapter differs in the following aspects. (1) Chapter 2 is exclusively proposed for 

continuous data while UTD is for categorical data. (2) Chapter 2 proposes one truth dis

covery method (i.e., RGMM) based on randomized Gaussian mixture model, but their 

convergence guarantee only holds for RGMM. In contrast, in this chapter we propose a 

unified truth discovery method UTD which is proven to be equivalent to many existing 

truth discovery methods. Therefore, the theoretical results of UTD can be inherently 

applied to these methods. And (3) RGMM does not explicitly estimate the source relia

bility, while in UTD there are explicit estimations for the source reliability. 

A topic highly related to truth discovery is crowdsourcing aggregation [25, 41-44, 

44- 47]. With the development of commercial crowdsourcing platforms, such as Ama

zon Mechanical Turk and CrowdFlower, crowdsourcing becomes one of the most popu

lar ways to collect labels for machine learning tasks nowadays. A general crowdsourc

ing procedure is that requesters post their tasks on the platform with small rewards and 
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then some workers provide their labels to obtain those rewards. Since a single worker 

might make mistakes, requesters usually hire multiple workers for the same task and 

then aggregate their labels to find the correct labels by estimating workers' quality and 

expertise. Since the crowdsourcing tasks are often designed for machine learning prob

lems, binary or multi-choice questions are commonly asked for all questions, where 

each choice corresponds to one class label. Thanks to this property of crowdsourcing 

tasks, a worker's quality can be quantified using a confusion matrices. Dawid & Skene 

(O&S) were the first to develop a maximum likelihood formulation and an Expectation

Maximization algorithm to infer both the confusion matrix and the true labels from cor

wdsourced data [ 17]. Their work has a great impact in crowdsourcing aggregation and 

there are numerous variants that have been widely used in practice [48- 50]. Recently, 

some work [51 , 52] provides theoretical analysis on the performance of crowdsourcing 

aggregation methods. To make the confusion matrix in the D&S's model meaningful, 

the answer space needs to be fixed, i.e., every question should have the same set of pre

defined candidate answers (typically a small set). Thus, the D&S's model is more often 

used for labeling when each object's label is chosen from a global set. However, the 

setting of truth discovery involves open-domain answer space, i.e., each question may 

have different candidate answers in terms of size and content, so the D&S's model is 

not suitable. In this chapter, the proposed model takes no constraints on the number of 

possible claims. 

3.3 Problem Setting 

Consider that M sources provide claims to N objects. We denote the claim on the object 

n provided by the m-th source as x ;;, . Different from [ 40] where claims are numerical 

number, x :;, is categorical data. For example, the claims are A, B, C, or D for the Game 

data (introduced in Section 3.6.3). Further, the claims from all sources on all objects 

are denoted as a set Xtf = {X: }:\~_1 . The true claims to these objects are denoted, -
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Figure 3 .1 : Probability of truth existence with respect to the number of sources 

as a vector Y ~ = (Y~ , · · · , Yiv ), which are unknown a priori. Truth discovery aims to 

identify the true claims Y ~ from the observed claims X/1 . 
Now we introduce some notations that will be used throughout this paper. We denote 

the variables of the true claims as Y N = (Y1 , · · · , YN). Further, we define a character

istic variable z: = ] (X: = Yn) to indicate whether the m-th source provides a true 

claim on then-th object or not. Namely, 

(3.1) 
otherwise. 

In this paper, similar to many exi ting truth discovery methods [9, 10, 20, 34], we 

make the following assumption that each source independently provides claims. The 

probability that the source m makes correct claims is independent of objects, i.e., the 

source reliability is consistent over all objects. The probability that the source m makes 

correct claims is denoted as as K m , Vm E [M] {1 , · · · , M}. Mathematically, 7rm is 

defined as: 

(3.2) 

where 7rm E (0 , 1). The probability that the true claim of an object is provided by at 

least one source is 1 - II~=l (1 - 1rm ), which could be close to 1 regardless of 7rm given 

enough sources. This phenomenon is clearly shown in Figure 3. 1. 
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We denote the true probabilities of all M sources as a vector ?T ~ = (1r~ , · · · ,1r~), 

which are also unknown a priori. Note that the number of possible claims varies on 

different objects in truth discovery tasks. For example, different books (objects) may 

have different numbers of authors (possible claims). Unlike Dawid & Skene's model 

[17], we cannot construct a confusion matrix for each source. Therefore, we use a 

single parameter 1rm instead to measure the reliability of each source1
. The higher the 

Km is, the more likely the source provides correct claims on the objects. 

3.4 Methodology 

In this section, we present a Unified Truth Discovery (UTD) framework to infer the joint 

maximum likelihood estimators of the unknown true claims Y N and the reliability of 

sources 7T M . With the assumption of independence, the likelihood function of both Y N 

and 7T M constructed from the probabilistic model based on M sources and N objects is: 

(3.3) 

In the joint likelihood function (3.3), Y N is the structure parameter that we are 

interested in and 7T M is the unknown incidental parameter. The problem is how to 

jointly estimate the reliability of each source and the truth claim of each object. Based 

on the proposed model, the Joint Maximum Likelihood Estimator (JMLE) of (7TM, Y N) 

is defined as: 

(7r7::}e ,Y r;J1e) = arg max log L(7TM , Y N; X}:f). (3.4) 
7r M ,Y N 

We introduce the following profile likelihood procedure [53] to infer the joint max

imum likelihood estimators. The profile likelihood procedure consists of: (1) find the 

1In this paper, we use the probability of making right claims and its reliability interchangeably for 
source m. 
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ML estimator for the incidental parameter 1rM in terms of the structural parameter Y N 

and (2) obtain the profile MLE of Y N . 

Step 1: Given Y N , Estimate the MLE of 1rM • The likelihood function of 1rM 

given Y N is : 

The corresponding log-likelihood function is: 

Thus, irm is the solution of the following maximum likelihood estimate equation: 

(3.6) 

which implies that 

(3.7) 

Step 2: Profile MLE of Y N • Given irM , a function of Y N , the profile likelihood 

for Y N is : 

Instead of using the profile likelihood function, the log-profile likelihood function is 

applied to obtained the estimates. Thus, the log-profile likelihood function in terms of 

Yn is defined as follows: 
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Algorithm 2 The UTD framework 

Require: x 1):f . 

1: Initialize the source reli~bility fr M = 1; 
2: while each element of Y N does not stay the same do 
3: For object n (n = 1, · · · , N), update its claim based on (3.8), 1.e., Yn 

argmaxyn lp(YnlfrM); 
4: For source m (m = 1, · · · , M), update its source reliability based on (3.7), that 

· ~ (Y ) _ I:;;'=l ] (X;:i= Y n) . 
IS, 7rm N - N ' 

5: end while 

Ensure: Y N and irM . 

and the profile MLE of Yn is the maximizer of (3.8). 

The UTD Framework. We summarize the proposed UTD framework in Algorithm 

2. We will later prove that the (1rM, Y N) estimated by UTD framework converge to 

(1r7:}\ y :z:le ). 

3.5 Theoretical Analysis 

Next, we analyze the properties of the proposed UTD framework in terms of asymp

totically consistency; and illustrate that existing truth discovery methods which use 

weighted voting strategy are equivalent to the UTD framework, so the desirable proper

ties of UTD apply to these methods as well. 

3.5.1 Properties of UTD framework 

We first prove that the JMLEs are consistent estimators of both true claims and true 

source reliability. 

Theorem 3.5.1 (Consistency of JMLE). Assume that for any m E [M], we have that 

l1r~ - irm l::;; 61 and1r~ ~ p. Moreover, ifIEx,Y [lp(Y~ ,1r*)-lp(Yn , 1r)] = 8(M) holds, 
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then 

(3.9) 

We defer the proof of Theorem 3.5.1 in Appendix B. 1. It states that the joint likeli

hood function of ( ?TM, y ;_, ) is larger than that of any others. As ( 1r1::}e, Y 1J:;1e) is the max

imizer of the joint likelihood function, lp(Y~, 1r*) :s; lp( 1r1::}e, Y 1;;1e). Combining with 

Theorem 3.5.1 , it indicates that ( 1r7!:;/e, Y 1;;1e) are consistent estimators of (?TM, y ;_, ). 
Further, we characterizes the error rate of the proposed algorithm in Theorem 3.5.5 , 

which states that under proper initializations, the steps (ii) and (iii) refine the estimators 

irM and Y N to the optimal accuracy. To prove Theorem 3.5.5 , we first introduce three 

useful lemmas. 

Lemma 3.5.2. Given Vm E [M], l1r~ - Km l :s; ch and 1r~ ~ p hold. \/6 E (0, 1), if 

M > log(l / 6) (log~)2 

(3.10)- 2 2 ' mo 

then there exists E > 0 such that the following holds with probability at least 1 - 6 

(3.11) 

The proof of Lemma 3.5.2 is shown in Appendix B.2. It illustrates that given suf

ficiently accurate estimators of source reliabilities and a large enough sources, the log

profile likelihood functions of the truths in terms of 1rm le and 1T is close. Based on 

Lemma 3.5.2, we further obtain the following result that the maximizers of the log

profile likelihood function given the true and estimated reliability are the same. 

Lemma 3.5.3. Given Y :le = argmaxy) p(Ynl1rm1e) and Yn = argmaxy) p(YnlK). 

Based on the assumptions in Lemma 4.2, and given enough sources M, then Y n = Y~ 

holdsforalln E [N]. 
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1-6 

The proof is straightforward using contradiction and the property of a maximum 

likelihood estimator. Please refer to Appendix B.3 for a detailed proof. 

Lemma 3.5.4. Given I:::=l ](YnfY;.) :s; 62, the following holds with probability at least 

(3.12) 

We defer its proof in Appendix B.4. Lemma 3.5.4 indicates that if the estimators 

of truth in the previous step is sufficiently accurate, we can refine the estimators of 

source reliability at convergence rate O(N-1
/ 

2 
). The underlying meaning is that the 

more correct claims on sufficient objects, the more accurate the estimator of the source 

reliability. Now, we show the theoretical results on the UTD framework. 

Theorem 3.5.5 (Convergence Guarantee of UTD). Given 1r:n, ~ p, Vm E [M]. For any 

6 > 0, ifthat (1) the source reliability irmis initialized in a way such that I1r:n, -irmI :s; 61 

for all m E [M], and (2) the number ofsources and the number ofobjects satisfy that 

log( l / 8) (log ~M > p-u1 
)2 

N > 3 log(l / 8) and _ . (3.13)
- 2m 80 1 

Then, for the proposed UTD, the following holds with probability at least 1 - 6: 

• (ii) lirm- 1r:n, I :s; J361 log(l / 5) / N , Vm E [M]. 

Based on Theorem 3.5.1 , Lemmas 3.5.3 and 3.5.4, the proof is straightforward. The

orem 3.5.5 shows that if we have enough sources and objects, then with high probability 

the error rate will converge to 0. Namely, the estimator Y N will be soundly accurate. 

Meanwhile, the estimator of the source reliability will be bounded as lirm - 1rmI :s; 

0(VPfN) for all m E [M ]. 
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3.5.2 Equivalence of Existing Truth Discovery Algorithms 

In this section, we first give a general definition of a weighted voting truth discovery 

algorithm (WVTD). Then we show that based on this definition, weighted voting strat

egy is actually equivalent to maximizing the log-profile likelihood estimators of the true 

claims in the proposed UTD. Thus, theoretical results from Section 3.5.1 can be applied 

to a broad spectrum of truth discovery methods. 

Definition 3.5.6 (WVTD Algorithm). Given {X :;,1' } ~~~,n=l• a WVTO algorithm A is a 

algorithm that iteratively executes the following two steps until the convergence crite

rion is satisfied: 

• (~) w~ = g(~ficn ](X~ = Y n1 )), where g is a monotonically increasing func-

tion. \ 

Weight w~ is adopted to measure the reliability of the m-th source on the object n. 

The underlying principle is that: if a source provides more correct claims, its weight 

should be higher, and thus it contributes more in the weighted voting. Next, we show 

that every weighted voting truth discovery algorithm is equivalent to the proposed UTD 

framework. 

To show the equivalence, we plug (3.7) into the log-profile likelihood function of 

Yn , yielding that 

We apply Taylor theorem to log(N - ~:=l](X~ = Y n)) and log(~:=l ](X~ = Y n)), 

respectively. Plugging the Taylor expression into (3.14), we can obtain the following 

property for lp ( ·). 
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Lemma 3.5.7. For any object n, the likelihood function w.r.t. its truth Yn can be rewrit

ten as follows: 

l (y ) - '\'t 1 h("'I:,n' # n](X;;_;=Yn' )) )] (Xm - Y ) C 
p n - ~ \SM og ~ p((N- L,, nncx;:;~Yn,)) n - n + , 

where h(x ) = xeex and C is irrelevant to Y n. 

The proof is deferred in Appendix B.5 . Define that 

-n h(~ 'in](X~ = Y n1 
)) "~ m 

wm = log (( N _ '\'f' ](Xm = y ,))) = f(L...t (Xn, = Y n, )). 
exp ~ < n n' n n'fn 

It is easy to see that w~ is a monotonic increasing function in terms of ~fi n ] (X~ = 

Yn ' ), which satisfies the first condition in Definition 3.5.6. When deriving t~e true claim 

of the n-th object, the more true claims a source provides, the higher weight the source 

will have, so the more contribution it can exert to the weighted voting. The estimator for 

Y; from the profile likelihood function is defined as Yn = arg maxy nESlp(Yn), where S 

is the claim set which contains all observed claims. The procedure of truth computation 

corresponds to the second condition of Definition 3.5.6. 

Previous analysis directly shows that the estimators obtained from the UTD frame

work and weighted voting are equivalent, given that the weights are calculated in the 

manner introduced in Definition 3.5.6. 

Lemma 3.5.8. Suppose Yn is obtained from A defined in Definition 3.5.6. Therefore, 

The proof for Lemma 3.5.8 is straightforward. Combining Theorem 3.5.5 and Lemma 

3.5.8, we can obtain similar convergence results for the weighted voting truth discovery 

algorithms. 

Theorem 3.5.9 (Convergence Guarantee of A WVTD Algorithm). Assume a WVTO 

algorithm A which has Wm ~ a . If the following two conditions holds: (I) the weights 
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are initialized in a manner such that 

2M > log( l / 8)(log 2J~"' ) and N > _3l_og~(l~/ 8_) (3.15)
- 2m

0 
- 4/3 

Then, the following holds with probability at least 1 - 6: 

• (ii) lwm - w~ I~ J12/3 log(l/6)/N, Vm E [M]. 

3.6 Experiments 

3.6.1 Experiment Set-up 

Baselines. We compare the proposed UTD with the following methods: (1) MV: 

The claims made by the majority of sources are regarded as the truth; TruthFinder: 

Bayesian analysis [34] is applied to estimate the truth and weights iteratively. In addi

tion, TruthFinder enhances the vote count of a claim by considering similarity between 

claims from different sources. AccuSim: AccuSim [33] also applies Bayesian analy

sis. Different from TruthFinder, different claims on the same entity are complement 

and their probabilities should be sum up to 1. Meanwhile, AccuSim also considers 

claim similarity in the same way as TruthFinder does. CRH: In [10], the truth discovery 

task is formulated as finding the optimal truth and weight assignment that minimizes 

the weighted distance between claims and the truth estimators. CATO: CATO [9] is 

a statistical method to deal with long-tail phenomenon in truth discovery tasks, where 

confidence interval is incorporated in source weight estimation. 

Measures. To evaluate the performance of all truth discovery methods, we adopt 

the following measures: (1) Error Rate: Error Rate is defined as the percentage of 

the true claims correctly identified; and (2) MAE: Mean of Absolute Error (MAE) is 
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computed as the L1-norm between the estimated and true source reliability. It measures 

the method' ability to estimate sources' reliability. 

Note: For both measures, the lower the value, the closer the estimators of truth/weight 

to the real ones, the better the algorithms. 

3.6.2 Experiments on Synthetic Datasets 

We simulate several scenarios involving various distributions of source reliability 1r = 

('1r1 , · · · , 7rM ), where 1r8 is the probability that the sources makes true claims. Then, we 

test the effectiveness and the convergence of the proposed UTD and baselines in terms 

of the number of sources and objects. In each scenario, we generate truths for N objects 

from M sources. To reduce randomness, we conduct UTD and baseline methods on the 

synthetic datasets 100 times and report both the mean and variance. 

• Scenario 1: 1r8 ~ Uniform(0, 1), where the reliability of sources is uniformly 

distributed on ( 0, 1). 

• Scenario 2: 1r8 ~ Beta(.5 , .5), where all values are residing in (0 , 1). Compared 

with Scenario 1, the distribution of 1r8 is more polarized, i.e., most sources are 

either very reliable or very unreliable. 

• Scenario 3: 1r8 ~ FoldedNormal(0 , 1), where we first generate values from 

FoldedNormal(0 , 1) and then convert them into (0 , 1] via dividing by the largest 

value. Compared with previous two scenarios, there are much more reliable 

sources. For simplicity, we still claim 1r8 ~ FoldedNormal(0 , 1). 

Convergence w.r.t. # of Sources. Let N = 200 and M increase from 6 to 30 by a 

stepsize of 2. We report the Error Rate for all truth discovery methods in Figures 3.2a, 

3.2b and 3.2c. Clearly, the performance of all truth discovery methods improves as the 

number of sources increases. Actually, all methods are able to identify the truths for all 

objects given enough sources. Moreover, as there are more reliable sources in Scenario 
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Figure 3.2: Experiments on simulated data with respect to the number of sources M: (a) 
Uniform(0 , 1), (b) Beta(.5 , .5), and (c) FoldedNorm(0, 1) 

3, the results of all methods are the best among all scenarios (Figure 3.2c). Based on 

Theorems 3.5.5 or 3.5.9, Mis inversely proportional top= min{1r~}- In Scenario 1, 
m 

p is the smallest among all scenarios with value of .0025. As a result, it needs more 

sources to converge compared with Scenario 2 (p = .0165) and Scenario 3 (p = .1863). 

Convergence w.r.t. # of Objects. Let M = 30 and N increases from 100 to 300 

by a stepsize of 20. For all methods, we use the equation (3.7) to calculate source reli

ability degrees based on their own truth estimates. We report the MAE for all scenarios 

in Figures 3.3a, 3.3b and 3.3c. Obviously, the convergence of the MAE is consistent 

across all scenarios. It confirms our theoretical results as shown in Theorems 3.5.5 and 

3.5.9. Moreover, as there are more reliable sources in Scenario 3, the performance of all 

methods in this scenario achieves the best performance. 

Efficiency Comparison. We test the efficiency of all methods on simulated datasets 

with 10 sources and 1, 500 objects. We run all methods 100 times, and present the 
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Figure 3.4: Running time comparison 

overall running time of UTD and baselines in Figure 3.4. It is clear that the proposed 

UTD is more efficient when compared with all baselines, except for the majority vote. 

It demonstrates that the proposed UTD is more efficient than the state-of-the-art truth 

discovery methods. 
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Table 3.1: Error Rate(%) in predicting true claim on the real datasets 

Dataset MV AccuSim TruthFinder CRH CATD UTD 

Education 
SFV 

Game 
Tree 

11.63 
11.28 
9.80 
35.74 

11.63 
7.01 
11.22 
34.81 

23.26 
7.93 
19.31 
35.65 

6.98 
8.54 
8.27 

36.26 

6.98 
9.76 
4.52 
42.20 

6.98 
9.76 
9.32 

34.29 

Table 3.2: Summary of the real datasets 

Dataset 
Education 

SFV 
Game 
Tree 

# sources 
199 
18 

37,029 
677 

# objects 
43 
328 

2,103 
2,275 

# claims 
8,544 
2,538 

214,849 
13,749 

3.6.3 Experiments on Real Datasets 

Description of Datasets. We implement truth discovery algorithms on four real datasets: 

Education, Slot Filling Validation (SFV), Game, and Text REtrieval Conference (Tree) 

datasets. For each dataset, its detailed information and task are: 

Education. The Education dataset is collected from a university final exam. The 

exam has 43 questions (i.e., objects) and 199 students (i.e., sources). There are totally 

8, 544 answers. The task is to identify the true answer of each question only based on 

the students' answers. 

SFV. SFV dataset is built upon the annual Slot Filling Validation (SFV) competi

tion of the NITS Text Analysis Conference Knowledge Based Population (TAC-KBP) 

track [54]. In this task, given a query (i.e., referred to as an object), e.g., the birthday 

of Newton, 18 slot filling systems (i.e., referred to as sources) extract useful claims in

dependently from a large-scale corpus. The SFV dataset contains 2, 538 claims from 18 

sources for 328 objects. The goal is to identify the true answer for each query. 

Game. Game dataset [9] collects multi-source answers based on a TV game show 

"Who Wants to Be a Millionaire" by an Andriod app. There are 37, 029 Andriod users 

participating for 2, 103 questions. Totally, there are 214, 849 claims. The goal is to 
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Figure 3.5: Convergence v.s. the number of sources on real datasets. 

obtain true answers based on the users' claims. The ground truth information is provided 

by the TV game show. 

Tree. In Tree 2011 crowdsourcing track [55], there are 677 workers (i.e., sources) 

on 2, 275 items (i.e., objects), and 13, 749 worker labels (i.e., claims). The task of Tree 

is to identify the true claims for objects. 

For better reference, we summary the statistics of the real datasets in Table 3.2. 

Result Analysis. Table 3.1 reports the results of all methods on all real datasets. The 

performance of UTD is comparable with the other methods. One important observation 

is that some baselines are sensitive to the datasets. For example, AccuSim works well on 

SFV dataset but suffers on Education dataset. As CATD is proposed to deal with long

tail data like Game dataset, its performance is the best on the Game dataset. However, 

for CRH and the proposed UTD, they work well on all datasets. Specifically, the UTD 

achieves the lowest Error Rate in Education and Tree Datasets and its results on SFV 

and Game datasets are close to the best ones. 
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We further conduct experiments to show the convergence of the truth discovery 

methods with respect to the number of sources. For each dataset, we conduct exper

iments 100 times and report both the mean and variance. In Figure 3.5, we can see: 

(1) the proposed UTD is comparable with the state-of-the-art truth discovery methods 

in terms of accuracy, and (2) in general, the error rate converges with respect to the 

source number for all truth discovery methods. This phenomenon further confirms our 

theoretical results as shown in Theorems 3.5.5 and 3.5.9. 

3.7 Summary 

Many real-world applications have witnessed the success of truth discovery methods, 

which automatically identify the true claims from multiple conflicting sources by infer

ring source reliability degrees. However, there is yet no theoretical guarantee on the 

performance of truth discovery methods. To fill the gap between practice and theory, 

we propose a probabilistic model based Unified Truth Discovery (UTD) framework to 

infer the joint maximum likelihood estimators of the unknown true claims and source 

reliability. Theoretically, we prove that under mild conditions the joint maximum like

lihood estimators are consistent and the convergence of the proposed UTD framework 

is guaranteed. We further illustrate that the UTD framework is indeed an integrated 

framework of the existing truth discovery algorithms. Experiments on synthetic and 

real-world datasets confirm the theoretical analysis of the proposed UTD framework as 

well as existing truth discovery methods. Besides, the efficiency of the proposed UTD 

has also empirically demonstrated compared with existing methods. 



Towards Confidence in the Truth: A 

Bootstrapping based Truth 

Discovery Approach 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapters 2 and 3, we have conducted some theoretical analysis to support truth dis

covery algorithms. All existing truth discovery methods [5- 11 , 14, 17,21 , 22, 25,56- 60] 

focus on providing a point estimator for each object's truth, i.e., the estimate is a sin

gle value. However, important confidence information is missing in this single-value 

estimate. For example, two objects A and B receive the same truth estimate, e.g., 25. 

Even though the estimates are the same, the confidence in these estimates could differ 

significantly-A may receive 1000 claims around 25 while B only receives one claim of 

25, and clearly the confidence in A's truth estimate is much higher. Therefore, instead 

of a point estimation, an estimated confidence interval of the truth is more desirable. An 

a-level confidence interval [61 ] is an interval (a ,b) such that IP(0 E (a ,b)) = a for a 

given a E (0 , 1), where 0 denotes the truth in our scenario. The width of the interval 

reflects the confidence in the estimate-A smaller interval indicates the higher confidence 
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in the estimate and a larger interval means that the estimate has more possible choices 

within the interval. In the example we just mentioned, suppose the 95 % conference 

interval of A and B's estimates are (24.9,25.1) and (0,50) respectively. Although both 

truth estimates are 25, we are more certain that the truth of A is close to 25. With such 

confidence information, the decision makers can use the truth estimates more wisely. 

However, such important confidence information cannot be obtained by the traditional 

point estimation strategy adopted by existing truth discovery methods. 

The estimation of confidence intervals for objects' truths can benefit any truth dis

covery scenario by providing additional information (i.e., confidence) in the output, 

but its advantage is more obvious on long-tail data. A multi-source data is said to be 

long-tail in the sense that most objects receive a few claims from a small number of 

sources and only a few objects receive many claims from a large number of sources. As 

discussed in the aforementioned example, the difference in the confidence of the truth 

estimates is usually caused by the difference in the number of claims received by the 

objects. When an object receives more claims, a smaller confidence interval is obtained, 

and thus the estimate of this truth is more certain. It is essential to provide confidence 

intervals rather than points for the truth estimates on such long-tail data, which are ubiq

uitous. The Flight Status and Game applications used in our experiments are examples 

of such long-tail phenomena. In Figure 4.1 , we present the histograms in terms of the 

number of claims and fit them into an exponential distribution, a typical long-tail distri

bution, respectively. 

To address the problem, in this chapter, we propose a novel method, Estimating 

Truth and Confidence Interval via Bootstrapping (ETCIBoot) to construct confidence 

interval estimates for truth discovery tasks. We adopt the iterative two-step procedure 

used in traditional truth discovery methods : 1) Update truth estimates based on the 

current estimates of source weights (source reliability degrees), and 2) update source 

weights based on the current estimates of truths. At the truth computation step, instead 

of giving a point estimation, we now adopt the following procedure to obtain confidence 
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Figure 4.1 : The long-tail phenomenon 

interval estimates. ETCIBoot obtains multiple estimates of an object's truth, using boot

strapping techniques. Each estimate is obtained by calculating the weighted averaging 

or voting on a new set of sources which are bootstrapped from available sources. A 

statistic T that involves the truths is constructed. Its distribution Fis usually unknown 

a priori. Based on these multiple estimates obtained via bootstrapping, we derive an 

estimator T rf T and further approximate F by F p.e., the distribution of T). The 

confidence i~ervals of the tr~hs are naturally implie~ in the distribution of 'I' (i.e., F). 
Theoretically, we prove that Tis asymptotically consistent to Tin distribution, and the 

end points of the confidence intervals converge to the true ones at Op(n-! ), where n is 

the number of claims. 

Besides providing confidence intervals, ETCIBoot is also able to provide more ac

curate and robust truth estimates if we use the average of the multiple estimates as the 

point estimator. Existing truth discovery methods typically compute weighted mean in 

the truth computation step, and thus the truth estimates can be quite sensitive to some 

outlying claims. In contrast, ETCIBoot adopts bootstrapping procedure which improves 

the robustness of the estimation. The truth estimates are obtained by computing the 

mean of bootstrap samples. These samples capture the distribution of claims in which 

the outlying claims' effect can be greatly reduced. 

We conduct experiments on both simulated and real-world datasets. Experimental 

results show that the proposed ETCIBoot can effectively construct confidence intervals 
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for each objects and achieve better truth estimates compared with the state-of-the-art 

truth discovery methods. To sum up, the chapter makes the following contributions : (1) 

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to illustrate the importance of confidence 

interval estimation in truth discovery, and propose an effective method (ETCIBoot) to 

address the problem. (2) Theoretically, we prove that the confidence interval obtained by 

ETCIBoot is asymptotically consistent. (3) The point estimates obtained by ETCIBoot 

are more accurate and robust compared with existing approaches due to the properties 

of bootstrap sampling, which is nicely integrated into the truth discovery procedure in 

ETCIBoot. And (4) experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of ETCIBoot in 

constructing confidence intervals as well as identifying truths. 

4.2 Problem Setting 

We first introduce terminologies and notations in this section. Then, the problem is 

formally defined. 

Definition 4.2.1. An object is an item of interest. Its true information is defined as a 

truth. 

Definition 4.2.2. The reliability of a source measures the quality of its information. A 

source weight is proportional to its reliability, i.e., the higher the quality of a source's 

information, the higher its reliability, and the higher its weight. 

Assume that there are S := { s}r sources, providing claims on objects N := { n } fl , 

where an object may receive claims from only a subset of S. The truths of objects N 

are denoted as {x~ }nEN, which are unknown a priori. For then-th object, Sn represents 

the set of sources which provide claims for it. The multi-source data for then-th object 

is denoted as Xn := {x~ }sESn, where x~ represents the claim provided by the s-th 

source for the object n. The whole data collection on objects N is further denoted as 

X := u ;;'=lXn. 
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Table 4.1 : Notations used in categorical setting 

Notation Definition 
s the set of sources 
N the set of objects 

the claim on object n made by source s 
the true claim of the n-th object 

the estimator of the claim for object n 
the s source's error 

the s-th source's variance of claims 
the weight of source s 

the subset of sources available for object n 
the subset of objects claimed by source s 

the data set available for object n 
the whole data set for all objects 

For the s-th source, we assume the difference Es between its claims and truths follows 

a normal distribution with mean O and variance a-;, i.e., Es ~ Normal(O, a-;). This 

assumption is commonly used in existing truth discovery works [9, 10, 21 ]. Es captures 

the error of source s. As a small Es means that the claims are close to the truths, a-; 
measures the quality of the claims provided by the s-th source. We further denote the 

weight of source s as Ws . Definition 4.2.2 implies that the larger a-;, the smaller Ws -

Truth Discovery Task. Truth discovery task is formally defined as follows: Given 

the multi-source data X, the goal of a truth discovery approach is to obtain estimates Xn 

which are as close to x~ as possible (Vn EN). Besides, for any a E (0 , 1), we can also 

provide an a -level two-sided confidence interval for each object. 

We summarize the notations in Table 4. 1. 

4.3 Methodology 

In this section, we first review some preliminaries about truth discovery and confidence 

interval in Subsection 4.3. 1. We then introduce two main components of ETCIBoot: 

a novel strategy for data aggregation (ETBoot) and a method for confidence interval 

construction (CIC) in Subsections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 , respectively. The proposed ETCIBoot 
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is further summarized in Subsection 4.3.4. Finally, we present the theoretical analysis 

of the confidence interval estimates obtained by ETCIBoot in Subsection 4.4. 

4.3.1 Preliminary 

Truth Discovery 

The goal of a truth discovery task is to identify objects' truths (i.e., true information) 

from conflicting multi-source data. Many truth discovery methods have been proposed 

to estimate truths and weights iteratively. Details can be found in Section 8.7 . We briefly 

introduce two iterative steps as follows. 

Weight Update. Source weights play important roles in truth discovery. The un

derlying principle is that: If a source more often provides reliable information, it has 

a larger weight, and consequently this source contributes more in the truth estimation 

step discussed below. Based on this principle, various weight update strategies have 

been proposed. In this paper, we adopt the weight estimation introduced in [9], that is, 

a source weight is inversely proportional to its total difference from the estimated truth: 

2 

Ws OC X(% ,1Ns l) 2 ' (4.1)~{EN• (x~ - i:n) 

where X(% ,INsl ) is the %-th percentile of a x2-distribution with INsl degree. It is used 

to capture the effect of the number of claims so that small sources get their weights 

reduced. 

Truth Estimation. A commonly used strategy is weighted averaging for continuous 

data or weighted voting for categorical data, namely, 

~ '"""'L,; sES n WXs n ~ L,;'"""' 
Xn = '°'; 8 ,or, Xn = arg max (4.2) 

L, \Sn W, " 
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where] (x~ , x ) = 1 if x~ = x ; otherwise it is 0. The weights are obtained at the Weight 

Update step; the truth estimated at this step will be used to update weights based on 

(4.1 ). 

Providing proper initializations, Weight Update and Truth Estimation are iteratively 

executed until the convergence condition is satisfied. 

Confidence Interval 

Assume that an experiment has a sample set X = {x 1 , · · · , xn } from Fµ( x ), where Fµ 

is an accumulative density function (c.d.f.) with a parameterµ. An a-level confidence 

interval for the parameterµ is defined as follows: 

Definition 4.3.1. For any a E (0, 1), (µx ,L, µx ,R) is called an a-level two-sided confi

dence interval ofa parameter µ if it satisfies the following condition: 

IP(µ E (µx ,L, µx ,R)) = a. (4.3) 

The immediately preceding probability statement (4.3) can be read: Prior to the re

peated independent trails of the random experiment, a is the probability that the random 

interval (µx ,L, µx ,R) includes the unknown parameterµ. 

Given the distribution of the experiment sample set X, the exact end points of a 

confidence interval is defined as: 

Definition 4.3.2. The exact end points ofan a-level two-sided confidence interval ofµ 

with a known c.d.f Fare: 

_ Var(µ ) p-1 (l )
L ,Exact - µ - vn - a , 

(4.4){ R ,Exact = µ + V:£)p-l(a) ; 

1where p- ( ·) is the inva e function of c.d.f F, Var(µ) is the variance ofµ, and n is 

the number ofobserved samples. 
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However, (4.4) is always unknown a prior because Fis unknown. The major task 

in this paper is to construct a confidence interval estimate for each truth. 

4.3.2 ETBoot Strategy 

In this subsection, we introduce a novel bootstrapping-based strategy for the truth dis

covery task. We term this strategy as Estimating Truth via Bootstrapping (ETBoot). All 

existing truth discovery methods apply weighted averaging or voting using all sources' 

information. In contrast, ETBoot first bootstraps multiple sets of sources and then on 

each set of the bootstrapped sources it obtains a truth estimate based on (4.2). The fi

nal truth estimator is defined as the mean of these estimates. Due to the properties of 

bootstrapping techniques which are nicely integrated into the truth discovery procedure, 

ETBoot is more robust to the outlying claims and then achieves a better estimate of the 

truth. Moreover, as shown in Subsection 4.3.3 , ETBoot is able to construct an a-level 

two-sided confidence interval of the estimated truth for any a E (0, 1). 

The detailed procedure of ETBoot is as follows : for the n-th object, it obtains B 

estimates of its truth, i.e., {x~}f=1 , where x~ is obtained by the following two-step 

procedure: 

• Step 1: Source Bootstrap. In this step, we randomly sample ISn I sources S~ from 

Sn with replacement. The sampled data is denoted as X~ = {x~ }sES ~ . 

• Step 2: Truth Computation. Based on the sampled data X~ = {x~ } sES ~ , x~ is 
calculated based on (4.2). 

The final estimator (x~00t) 1 for then-th object's truth is further defined as: 

(4.5) 

1We use .Boot to represent the estimator obtained by Bootstrapping throughout the paper. 
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Algorithm 3 ETBoot 

Require: Sn, Xn, {Ws } sES n , and B 

1: for the b-th iteration (b = 1, • • • , B) do 
2: Bootstrap S~ from Sn; 
3: Extract X ~ from Xn; 
4: Calculate x~ according to (4.2); 
5: end for 
6: Calculate x!00t according to (4.5 ); 

Ensure: x!00t . 

Compared with existing truth discovery methods which use (4.2), the proposed ETBoot 

combines results from multiple bootstrap samples instead of using all the sources at 

once. This enables ETBoot to obtain more robust estimates and confidence interval 

estimates as explained in Subsection 4.3.3 . 

The pseudo code of ETBoot for then-th object is summarized in Algorithm 3. 

4.3.3 Confidence Interval Construction 

In this subsection, we introduce the procedure of constructing an a -level two-sided con

fidence interval of an object's truth. We illustrate it for the n-th object. The procedure 

is similar for other objects. 

We denote the estimator we are interested in as 0(Xn) corresponding to the dataset 

X n = { x~ } sESn · In our scenario, 0(Xn) denotes the truth estimate. For simplicity, we 

ignore the subscript ·n for X n. In a truth discovery task, the truth estimate is calculated 

as 0(X) = I:sESn WsXs , yielding, 
I:sESn Ws 

IE(0(X)) = x~, and, Var(0(X)) = ( 2 . (4.6) 
)Sn Ws 

The corresponding estimate of Var(0(X)) is defined as ½r(0(X)) = ~ Esn w;~~ where 
sESn Ws 

I: (xs _5;Boot)2 Ba-; = nENsNsn_l n and xn oat is obtained by ETBoot. To obtain a confidence interval 

of the truth x~ , we first construct a statistic T which is related to x~ , and then estimate 
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the accumulated density function of T ~ F (t). In our scenario, T is defined as follows: 

T = 0(X) - x~ (4.7) 
[~(0(X))]l / ~ ' 

which measures the error between 0(X) and x~. The confidence interval of x~ is avail-

able once the distribution of T is determined. More precisely, let r (a) indicate the 

(100 · a)-th percentile of T, i.e., a= J~:l dF(t). Thus, we have that 

(4.8) 

Moreover, an a-level two-sided confidence interval of x~ is naturally implied in (4.8), 

that is, 

~ T(l-a/ 2)[½f(0(X))]½ ~ r (a/2)[½f(0(X))]½) (
0(X) - /1pJ , 0(X) - /1pJ (4.9) 

\,nl \,nl 
Thus, the width of the confidence interval is proportional to ~. It implies that if 

y ISnl 
an object is claimed by more sources then the width of its truth's confidence level is 

smaller, and vice versa. Especially, when the long-tail multi-source data is involved, 

this phenomenon is clearer. 

However, as the T-percentile is usually unknown a priori, estimation of r (a) is 

required. One commonly used strategy is bootstrap sampling [61- 65]. Note that at the 

b-th iteration of ETBoot (Algorithm 3), we have bootstrapped X~. Based on X~, we 

are able to calculate both 0(X~) and ½r(X~), yielding an estimator Tb for the statistic 

T, that is, 

(4.10) 
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Algorithm 4 CIC 

~BootReqmre: · {Xb}n bB = l' Xn , and a . 

1: Calculate &; for s E S n; 
2: for the iteration b (b = 1, • • • , B) do 
3: Calculate ½r(0(X~)) and ft~ccording to (4.10); 
4: end for 
5: Choose T(l - a/2) and T(a/ 2) according to (4.11 ); 

Ensure: Endpoints calculated based on (4.12). 

Moreover, the estimate of r (a) is defined as follows: 

~(a) { ~ ~ #(f\ t) } ( T ~ sup t E {TT .. ,Tn(: :<= n (4.11) 

(4.11 ) provides estimates of (4.9). Thus, the estimate of an a-level two-sided confidence 

interval is defined as follows: 

~ f (1-a/2)[½f(0(X))]½ ~ f (a/2) [½f(0(X))]½) (
0(X) - /lpnT 0(X) - (4.12) 

l\_nl ~ 
We summarize the procedure of constructing confidence interv~s as CIC, i.e., Confidence 

Interval Construction. Its pseudo is presented in Algorithm 4 for then-th object. 

4.3.4 ETC/Boot Algorithm 

So far, we introduce the update for source weights (i.e., (4.1 )), a new truth estimation 

strategy, ETBoot, and the construction of confidence intervals for truths via CIC. Com

bining them together, we propose a novel truth discovery approach, Estimating Truth 

and Confidence Interval via Bootstrapping (ETCIBoot), to automatically construct con

fidence intervals as well as identify objects' truths. The main component of the proposed 

ETCIBoot consists of the following three steps: 

• (i) Weight Update. Given initialization of truth { x ~}, source weights are updated 

based on (4.1 ). 
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Algorithm 5 ETCIBoot 

Require: the whole data collection X, confidence level a , and the number of bootstrap-
ping samples B. 

1: Initialize truths x~,o, · · · ,x;/ as average; 
2: while the convergence condition is not satisfied do 
3: Compute W8 for each source s according to (4.1 ); 
4: for each object n (n = 1, • • • , N ) do 
5: Conduct ETBoot to obtain x~00t; 
6: Calculate the confidence interval Cin(a ) via CIC; 
7: end for 
8: end while 

Ensure: {x~00t} f and confidence interval { Cin( a)}{". 

• (ii) Truth Estimation. With source weights computed from previous step, for each 

object n, we obtain truth estimators via ETBoot at this step to obtain x~oot asso

ciated with {X~}f=i· 

• (iii) Confidence Interval Construction. For all objects, the estimation of confi

dence intervals for their truths are obtained via CIC. 

The above two steps are executed iteratively until no truth estimates change anymore. 

The pseudo code of the proposed ETC/Boot algorithm is shown in Algorithm 7.3.3 . 

4.4 Theoretical Analysis 

In this section, we present the theoretical analysis on the confidence interval estimates, 

i.e., (4.12), obtained via ETCIBoot. We first prove that T converges to Tin distribution 

and present it in Proposition 4.4.1 . 

Proposition 4.4.1. Assume that x~ ~ N(x~ , a-; ), for any s E Sn. Let T and T * be 

defined as (8.2) and (4.10), respectively. Then, we have that 

lim II IP* (T ~ t) - IP (T ~ t) II = 0, a.s. , (4.13) 
ISn l---+oo 
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where IP* is the probability calculated based on the bootstrapping sample distribution, 

ISnl is the Cardinality ofSn, tis any real number, and a.s. means 'almost surely'. 

Proposition 4.4.1 is a straightforward result from Theorem 1 in [63], where the au

thor provides sufficient conditions to guarantee the convergence of the bootstrapping 

samples. Thus, the proof of Proposition 4.4.1 is to testify whether the ETCIBoot sat

isfies these sufficient conditions, as shown in Appendix C.1 . Proposition 4.4.1 shows 

that the bootstrapping estimator T converges to T in distribution. It enables us to use 

the bootstrapping distribution to approximate the unknown distribution F for confidence 

interval construction. 

Next, in Proposition 4.4.2, we show that the upper end point of an a-level one

sided confidence interval obtained via ETCIBoot is close to that from the theoretical 

distribution. 

Proposition 4.4.2. Given T ~ F(x), T ~ F(x) and a dataset X, we have that 

(4.14) 

where IP*(0(X) ~ ef,x(a)) = a, IP(0(X) ~ 0r,x(a)) = a, n = IXI, and Op means 

the order holds in probability. 

Proposition 4.4.2 (i.e., Appendix C.2) shows that the endpoint of an a-level one

sided confidence interval obtained by bootstrapping T is close to that obtained by T, 

provided that there are enough samples. As any a-level two-sided confidence interval 

can be obtained by two one-sided confidence intervals, the results ((4.14)) also hold for 

( 4.12). In truth discovery tasks, ETCIBoot is able to provide more accurate confidence 

intervals for the objects' truths, if they receive more claims. This result is more obvious 

especially on long-tail data. 
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4.5 Experiments 

In this section, we evaluate the proposed ETCIBoot method on both simulated and real

world datasets. We first introduce the experimental setup in Subsection 4.5. 1. Then, we 

test the ETCIBoot and baselines on simulated datasets generated in different scenarios 

and real-world datasets in Subsections 4.5.2 and 4.5.3 , respectively. Experimental re

sults show that: (1) ETCIBoot outperforms the state-of-the-art truth discovery methods 

in most cases, and (2) ETCIBoot can provide accurate confidence interval estimates. 

4.5.1 Experimental Setup 

In this part, we introduce the baseline methods and the measurements for evaluation. 

Baseline Methods. For all truth discovery methods, we conduct them on the same 

input data in an unsupervised manner. Although ground truths are available, we only use 

them for evaluation. For different data types, different baselines are adopted, including 

both the naive conflict resolution methods and the state-of-the-art truth discovery meth

ods. More precisely, for continuous data we use Median, Mean, CATD [9], CRH [10] 

and GTM [21 ]. Baselines used for categorical data include: Voting, Accusim [8], 3-

estimate [6], CRH [10], Investment [57], CATD [9], ZenCrowd [58], Dawid&Skene 

[17], and TruthFinder [7]. Details of baselines are discussed in the related work (Sec

tion 4.6). 

Measurements. As the experiments involve both continuous and categorical data, 

we introduce different measurements. For data of continuous type, we adopt both the 

mean of absolute error (MAE) and the root of mean square error (RMSE); Error Rate is 

used for date of categorical type. The details of the measurements are: 

• MAE: MAE measures the L1-norm between the methods' output and the ground 

truths. It tends to penalize more on small errors. 
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Table 4.2: Comparison on simulated data: all scenarios 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 
(Uniform(0 , 1)) (Gamma(l , 3)) (FoldedNormal(l , 2)) (Beta(1, ½))

Method 
MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE 

(10-3) (10-1) (10-3) (10-1) (10-3) (10-1) (10-3) (10-1) 

ETCIBoot 1.200 2.724 0.700 1.599 0.400 0.973 0.600 .1351 
CATD 1.300 2.903 0.800 1.708 0.500 1.043 0.600 0.141 
CRH 6.300 13.560 6.900 14.781 1.700 3.729 4.500 0.968 

Median 4.000 9.275 2.800 6.648 1.300 2.914 2.400 0.551 
Mean 8.000 17.224 11.700 24.988 2.000 4.369 6.400 1.362 
GTM 4.000 8.549 4.000 8.593 1.200 2.597 2.700 0.583 

• RMSE: RMSE measures the L2 -norm between the methods' output and the ground 

truths. It tends to penalize more on the large distance and less on the small distance 

comparing with MAE. 

• Error Rate: Error Rate is defined as the percentage of mismatched values between 

the output of each method and the ground truths. 

Note That: the smaller the measurement value, the closer to ground truths the methods' 

output. Therefore, for all measurements, the smaller the value, the better the method. 

4.5.2 Simulated Datasets 

In this subsection, we test the proposed ETCIBoot on several simulated datasets, which 

capture different scenarios involving various distributions of source reliability. We first 

introduce the procedure of generating simulated datasets, and then test the effectiveness 

of ETCIBoot in identifying truths comparing with baselines on these datasets. Last 

but not least, we compare the confidence intervals obtained by ETCIBoot with that by 

theoretical distribution and show the advantage of bootstrapping. 

Data Generation. The procedure of generating simulated data is shown as follows : 

(i) We first generate a vector of the number of claims C, e.g., C = (5 , 10, 15, · · · , 50). 
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(ii) For each Ci E C, there are oi = e7 · ci1.5 objects which will receive Ci claims. 

This power law function is used to create the long-tail multi-source data. Thus, 

there are totally O = L,~ objects and S = max{ ci} sources. 

(iii) For each source, we ;arkomly generate its :eliability a-; ~ F, where F is a 

pre-defined distribution. Thus, for each source, its claims are generated from 

Normal(0 , a-;). Here, a-; captures reliability degree of the s-th source's informa

tion. The larger value the a-;, the lower reliability degree of the s-th source. 

Experiments. In the following experiments, we simulate different scenarios via 

different source reliability distributions F. We set C = 70 : 100; thus, there are 31 

objects and 100 sources. Note that the number of objects is not large. This is used to 

better display the experimental results on the confidence interval estimates. To reduce 

the randomness, we repeat the experiment 100 times and report the average results. As 

the simulated data is continuous, MAE and RMSE are used for evaluation. We simulate 4 

scenarios and the detail of each scenario is discussed as follows. Note that a-; represents 

the source reliability degree. The larger value the a-;, the lower reliability degree the 

source. 

Scenario 1: a-; ~ Uniform(0, 1). In this scenario, all source reliability degrees are 

uniformly distributed in (0 , 5). 

Scenario 2: a-; ~ Gamma (l , 3). In this scenario, most of the sources are reliable 

with high reliability degrees. However, there are a few unreliable sources with very 

small reliability degrees. 

Scenario 3: a-; ~ FoldedNormal(l , 2). As Folded Normal is a long-tail distribution, 

in this scenarios, it generates a few unreliable sources. Compared with Scenarios 1 and 

2, the reliable sources have higher reliability degrees. 

Scenario 4: a-; ~ Bet a ( 1, ½). In this scenario, source reliability degrees are within 

0 ~ 1. Compared with other scenarios, there are much more reliable sources. 
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We show the histograms of the source variances in Figure 4.2, which implies that 

the simulated data covers various scenarios with varying source reliability distributions. 

We report the results in terms of MAE and RMSE in Table 4.2. 

~] ,.;.. J i[ : j 
, """"!"', - , ,,--,,_ 14 °o 0.5 I 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 ,,- ,V··111Ji· ..l!l!I •--,,c--!! ,, ---! °oi..~ ,!l--~0.6 O, -

Variance Variance =•~•~~ 

(a) Uniform(O, 1) (b) Gamma(l , 3) (c) FoldedNormal(l , 2) (d) Bet a(l , ½) 

Figure 4.2: Histograms of source variances 

Comparison with Baselines. Table 4.2 shows that the proposed ETCIBoot outper

forms all baselines in all scenarios in terms of both MAE and RMSE. When estimating 

the truth for each object n, ETCIBoot obtains multiple truth estimates which are calcu

lated according to (4.2) based on the bootstrapped claims. Then, the final truth estimator 

is defined as the average of these estimates. Experimentally, we generate 10 * ISnlboot

strapping samples. Due to the properties of bootstrapping, ETCIBoot is robust to the 

outlying claims provided by some sources. However, as existing truth discovery meth

ods typically compute weighted mean to obtain one single point estimate, they are more 

sensitive to the outlying claims. So, the ETCIBoot performs better than baselines as 

confirmed in the experimental results. Moreover, as there are more reliable sources in 

Scenarios 3 and 4, the results are better compared with those in Scenarios 1 and 2. It 

confirms the underlying intuition of truth discovery: the more the reliable sources, the 

better the results. 

Confidence Interval Comparison. For confidence interval comparison, we com

pare the results of ETCIBoot with that obtained by theoretical distribution, i.e., normal 
2 2 

distribution. Note that Xn ~ Normal(x~, c I:i ESn ws ~~) (based on (4.2)). As the true a-; is 
sESn Ws 

known for each source, we know the theoretical distribution for Xn , based on which we 

can further obtain the 95%-level confidence interval. We term the confidence interval 

obtained in this way as CI-Normal. The confidence interval (i.e., (4.12)) for the truths' 
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Figure 4.3: S-1: Uniform(O, 5) Figure 4.4: S-2: Gamma(l , 3) 
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(a) CI-Normal (b) CI-ETCIBoot (a) CI-Normal (b) CI-ETCIBoot 

Figure 4.5 : S-3: FoldedNormal(l , 2) Figure 4.6: S-4: Beta(l , .5) 

estimators, which is obtained by the ETCIBoot using the bootstrapping technique, is 

referred to as CI-ETCIBoot. 

We report the results in Scenarios 1 ~ 4 in Figures 4.3 ~ 4.6, respectively. From Fig

ures 4.3 ~ 4.6, we can draw the following conclusions: (1) The CI-ETCIBoot is much 

smaller than CI-Normal in all simulated scenarios. Note that the smaller the confidence 

interval, the more confident the estimator. For example, in Scenario 1 the shaded area 

(i.e., the area between the lower and upper bound curves) of CI-Normal in Figure 4.3a 

is larger than that of CI-ETCIBoot in Figure 4.3b. Similar conclusions can be drawn 

in other scenarios. Thus, the experimental results show the power of the ETCIBoot on 

constructing effective confidence intervals. (2) As most sources are reliable in Scenarios 

2 ~ 4, comparing with Scenario 1, the width of CI-ETCIBoot or CI-Normal in other 

scenarios is smaller, which indicates the higher overall confidence in these scenarios. 

Next we conduct experiments to illustrate the relationship between the width of con

fidence interval and the number of claims on long-tail data. We follow the same proce

dure to generate the simulated data, except that we choose the number of claims as 2 to 

30. If there is only one claim, it is impossible to construct the confidence interval. We 
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Figure 4.7: Simulated data in all scenarios: Confidence Interval width w.r.t. the number 
of claims (N) 

present the width of CI-Normal and CI-ETCIBoot in all scenarios in Figures 4.7a and 

4.7b, respectively. Meanwhile, we also fit them into a polynomial function of N (N-½), 

respectively. The red line with square marker represents the fitting line, averaging over 

all scenarios. From Figure 4.7, we can see that the width of the 95% confidence inter

val, obtained via either normal distribution or ETCIBoot, decreases with respect to the 

number of claims at an error rate N- ½, where N is the number of claims. It confirms 

the theoretical analysis that if an object receives more claims then its estimator is more 

accurate. Moreover, the width of CI-ETCIBoot is much smaller than that of CI-Normal, 

which demonstrates that ETCIBoot is able to provide a more confident estimator. This 

advantage is achieved by incorporating bootstrapping techniques into truth discovery 

procedure in ETCIBoot. 

4.5.3 Real-World Datasets 

In this subsection, we present the experimental results on two continuous datasets and 

two categorical datasets. Experiments show that the proposed ETCIBoot is able to ob

tain more accurate estimates of truths comparing with baselines. We first introduce the 

description of the datasets and then report the results. 

Continuous Data 

Dataset Description. The following datasets of continuous data type are used in exper

iments : 
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Table 4.3: Comparison on continuous data 

Indoor Floorplan Flight Status 
Method MAE RMSE MAE RMSE 

(100) (101) (100) (103) 

ETCIBoot .9219 1.2992 .0310 .9933 
CATD 0.9960 1.3845 1.077 8.120 
CRH 1.1929 1.5955 1.074 8.094 

Median 1.3797 1.7860 1.070 8.020 
Mean 1.7851 2.2846 1.055 7.893 
GTM 1.2845 1.6823 1.078 8.132 

• Indoor Floorplan Dataset: We develop an Android App that can estimate the walk

ing distances of smartphone users though multiplying their step sizes by step count 

inferred using the in-phone accelerometer. There are totally 247 users and 129 ob

jects (i.e., indoor hallways). The ground truth of the hallway length is obtained by 

manually measuring the indoor hallways. The goal is to estimate the distance of 

indoor hallways from the data provided by a crowd of users. 

• Flight Status Dataset: The flight data [32] is collected by extracting departure/arrival 

information for 11 , 512 flights from 38 sources on every day in December 2011. 

We present the time in terms of the minutes from 00:00. There are 11 , 146 flights 

that have departure/arrival ground truths. The goal is to estimate the departure/arrive 

time for each flight. 

Results Analysis. We present the results of ETCIBoot and baselines with respect to 

MAE and RMSE on the continuous datasets in Table 4.3 . The experimental results show 

that the proposed ETCIBoot can achieve the best performance on both datasets. 

On Indoor Floorplan dataset, as the number of objects is small, we also present the 

confidence intervals obtained by ETCIBoot for each object in Figure 4.8. The figure 

shows that in most cases the confidence intervals provided by ETCIBoot contains the 

corresponding objects' truths. However, there are some confidence intervals which do 

not contain truths. A possible reason is: These objects are claimed by a few sources 
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Figure 4.8: Indoor Floorplan dataset: CI-ETCIBoot 
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Figure 4.9: Comparison on Flight data over 30 days 

and the information provided by these sources is far away from the truth. Take the 9-th 

object for example. There are only 4 sources which provide claims, among which the 

smallest value is 14.3 that is still very larger than the ground truth 10.8. As a result, it 

is impossible to correctly identify these objects' truths for any truth discovery method. 

Therefore, the confidence interval estimates obtained by ETCIBoot do not contain the 

truths for these objects. 

On Flight Status dataset, the data on each day is treated as a single data collection. As 

there are many flights only claimed by a few sources, the performance of baselines is not 

satisfactory. We conduct a case study on Day 1 dataset. We count the statistics on how 

many claims of an object receives to show the long-tail phenomenon: (1) there are about 

61.1 % of flights which only receives claims from at most 5 out of 38 sources; (2) only 

2.3% of flights have received claims from more than 25 sources. Similar phenomenon 

can be found on other days' data. Consequently, we can see that the proposed ETCIBoot 
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outperforms all baselines, as shown in Figure 4.9. We do not present the confidence 

interval for the flights due to the page limit and the large number of flights. 

Categorical Data 

Dataset Description. We introduce the details of two categorical datasets and their 

tasks as follows : 

• SFV Dataset: SFV dataset is built upon the annal Slot Filling Validation (SFV) 

competition of the NITS Text Analysis Conference Knowledge Base Population 

track [54]. In this task, given a query (an object), e.g., the birthday of Obama, 

18 slot filling systems (sources) extract useful claims independently from a large

scale corpus. The 2011 SFV dataset2 contains 2, 538 claims from 18 sources for 

328 objects. The goal is to extract the true answer for each query from the systems' 

claims. 

• Game Dataset: Game dataset [9] collects answers from multiple users based on 

a TV game show "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire" via an Android App. There 

are 37, 029 Android users and 2, 103 questions. Ground truths are available for 

evaluation. The goal is to identify each question's answer from the users' answers. 

Results Analysis. For categorical data, we first encode the claims into probability 

vectors and then apply the methods proposed for continuous data, such as ETCIBoot, 

CATO, etc. The detailed procedure is : For a question with 4 possible choices, the first 

choice is encoded into a 4-element vector (1 , 0, 0, 0). In Tables 4.4 and 4.5 , we present 

the experimental results of the proposed ETCIBoot as well as baselines on the SFV and 

Game datasets, respectively. 

On SFV dataset, there are only 18 sources, so we have a limited number of sources 

to bootstrap at each iteration of ETCIBoot. Thus, the result of the proposed ETCIBoot 

(.0945) is not the best, but still comparable with the two best methods: AccuSim (.0701) 

and TruthFinder (.0793). 
2http://www.nist.gov/tac/2011/ 

https://2http://www.nist.gov/tac/2011
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Table 4.4: Comparison on SFV dataset 

Method Error Rate 

ETCIBoot .0945 
CATD .1037 
CRH .0854 

ZenCrowd .1010 
AccuSim .0701 

3-Estimates .1128 
Voting .1128 

Dawid&Skene .0985 
Investment .2896 
TruthFinder .0793 

On Game dataset, the number of sources (37, 029) is sufficient for bootstrapping. 

Although CATD performs best among all baselines, the proposed ETCIBoot achieves 

even better performance compared with CATD. Especially, on the Levels 8, 9, and 10, 

the proposed ETCIBoot improves the results by 33.28%, 50.00% and 33.30%, respec

tively, when compared with the best baseline CATD. As ETCIBoot integrates bootstrap

ping techniques into the truth discovery procedure, it is more robust to the wrong claims 

compared with baselines. Thus, ETCIBoot can obtain better results as the experiments 

show. Note that there are 81 objects on which no sources provide correct answers. 

Therefore, the lowest error rate for any truth discovery method is .0380. ETCIBoot can 

achieve error rate at .0385, which shows its effectiveness in identifying truths. 

4.6 Related Work 

There are many truth discovery developed as mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3. However, 

most existing truth discovery methods have the following limitations : (1) As most of 

them apply weighted averaging, they are sensitive to outlying claims, and (2) they focus 

on point estimation of the truth, where important confidence information is missing. To 

the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to illustrate the importance of confidence 



Table 4.5 : Comparison on Game dataset 

Error Rate 
Method Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8 Level 9 Level 10 All Levels 

(303) (295) (290) (2 76) (253) (218) (187) (138) (99) (44) (2103) 

ETCIBoot .01 65 .0271 .0241 .0217 .0395 .0505 .0481 .0870 .0707 .1364 .0385 
CATD .0132 .0271 .0276 .0290 .0435 .0596 .0481 .1304 .1414 .2045 .0485 
CRH .0264 .0271 .0345 .0435 .0593 .0872 .0856 .2609 .3535 .4545 .0866 

ZenCrowd .0330 .0305 .0345 .0471 .0593 .0872 .0856 .2754 .3636 .5227 .0899 
AccuSim .0264 .0305 .0345 .0507 .0632 .0963 .0909 .2826 .3636 .5000 .0913 

3-Estimates .0264 .0305 .0310 .0507 .0672 .1055 .0963 .2971 .3737 .5000 .0942 
Dawid&Skene .0297 .0305 .0483 .0507 .0672 .1101 .0963 .2971 .3636 .5227 .0975 

Voting .0297 .0305 .0414 .0507 .0672 .1101 .1016 .3043 .3737 .5227 .0980 
Investment .0330 .0407 .0586 .0761 .0870 .1239 .1283 .3406 .3838 .5455 .1151 
TruthFinder .0693 .0915 .1241 .0942 .1581 .2294 .2674 .3913 .5455 .5455 .1816 

--.J 
--.J 
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interval estimation in truth discovery, and proposes an effective method (ETCIBoot) 

to address it. By integrating bootstrapping into truth discovery, ETCIBoot is robust 

compared with the state-of-the-art truth discovery methods. 

4.7 Summary 

In this chapter, we first illustrate the importance of confidence interval estimation in truth 

discovery, which has never been discussed in existing work. To address the problem, we 

propose a novel truth discovery method (ETCIBoot) to construct confidence interval es

timates as well as identify truths. The bootstrapping techniques are nicely integrated 

into the truth discovery procedure in ETCIBoot. Due to the properties of bootstrapping, 

the estimators obtained by ETCIBoot are more accurate and robust compared with the 

state-of-the-art truth discovery approaches. Theoretically, we prove that the confidence 

interval obtained by ETCIBoot is asymptotically consistent. Experimentally, we demon

strate that ETCIBoot is not only effective in constructing confidence intervals but also 

able to obtain better truth estimates. 



Towards Data Quality Aware 

Distributed Machine Learning 

5.1 Introduction 

In Chapters 2, 3 and 4, we proposed three novel truth discovery frameworks which 

are all data-level information integration. However, in many applications, model-level 

information integration is desired. In this chapter, we will first introduce the motivation 

and then introduce our proposed framework for model-level information integration. We 

first introduce the motivations and then introduce the details of the proposed frameowrk. 

Many machine learning and data mining tasks can be formulated as a convex opti

mization problem [66- 68]. In the era of big data, such a problem often involves a mas

sive amount of data distributed across numerous connected computing and storage units 

(i.e., nodes) instead of a single centralized database. Examples include not only tradi

tional sensor networks, but also recently emerged systems such as body area networks, 

vehicular networks, mobile phone networks and power grid that serve a broad spectrum 

of application domains, such as urban monitoring, smart transportation, healthcare, me

teorology, oceanography, etc. In such systems, the communication between nodes is 

usually expensive or even restricted, due to the excessive data volume or privacy con-
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cerns. Thus, the question becomes how to efficiently achieve a global optimal solution 

without transmitting the raw data on each node to a central database. 

Specifically, we consider the problem of minimizing a separable convex function 

f (x) in a distributed environment consisting of a central node which is responsible for 

finding the global optimal solution and a set of N nodes, each of which is associated 

with a local convex objective fi(x) involving only the data subset residing on the node 

i . Namely, 

min f( x), where (5.1) 
X 

Here, x is the model parameter or model coefficient. To enable a distributed algorithm, 

(5.1 ) is usually reformulated as a Consensus Optimization problem [69]: 

N 

minx, , ,xN,' ~ ~(x,), s.t. Xi= z,Vi = l , ··· ,N, (5.2) 

where z is the consensus variable to be updated by the central node and xi is a local 

copy of the model parameter to be learned at node i . (5.2) can then further be solved via 

the following Augmented Lagrangian method: 

(5.3) 

Here, ,\./ s are the Lagrangian multipliers, /3 > 0 is the penalty parameter, and ( ·, ·) 

denotes the inner product. Within this framework, different types of algorithms have 

been developed to get the optimal solution to (5.3) [66, 70-78], among which the Al

ternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [69, 79, 80] has recently attracted 

significant attentions and succeeds in many real applications due to its ability for de

centralizing and parallelizing the optimization of model parameters. Though yielding 

reasonably good performance in certain cases, the consensus optimization framework 

(i.e., (5.2)) suffers from a major limitation, that is, it assumes the data from all the nodes 
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are equally informative for the estimation ofglobal parameter (i.e., z ). However, this is 

not always true. In practice, different nodes may generate data of different information 

quality, due to various factors such as the quality of the hardware used to collect data, the 

skill/carefulness level of the persons who label the data, the environment at which the 

data collection/labeling are conducted, and even malicious attacks. In such distributed 

environments, the consensus optimization (5.2) would not work well, as it treats every 

single node equally. As a result, the ADMM solution to (5.2) may fail to converge to the 

global optimal z , because the local estimate from the ADMM may largely deviate from 

the true value, which in return deteriorates the estimate of the consensus variable z due 

to the hard constraint Xi = z . 

To address this challenge, in this paper, we propose a Data Quality Aware Consen

sus Optimization (DQACO) framework which can capture the variance in data quality 

among the nodes in a distributed system. This framework incorporates a set of parame

ters {wi }, with each element wi representing the quality of data residing on node i . The 

larger the value of wi , the higher the data quality. This allows the nodes with higher data 

quality to play more important roles in the global consensus estimation. The challenge 

of this design is, { wi } are usually unknown a priori due to the lack of prior knowledge 

on the underlying global distribution. To tackle this obstacle, we develop a data quality 

aware ADMM algorithm (DqADMM) that can jointly estimate the data quality of each 

individual nodes and solve the proposed DQACO problem. The proposed DqADMM 

is quite general and it reduces to the traditional ADMM when wi are set the same for 

all the nodes. With a "soft" constraint ~ i WiXi = ~f;iz, the DqADMM assigns low 

weight to the nodes whose local estimate of model par~eter xi deviates much from the 

global consensus z . 

Our main contributions are summarized as follows : (1) We design a Data Qual

ity Aware Consensus Optimization framework for distributed machine learning applica

tions. This framework is powered by a data quality aware ADMM algorithm (DqADMM) 

which can capture the data quality of different nodes when deriving the global consen-
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sus parameters. (2) Theoretically, we prove that the convergence rate of the proposed 

DqADMM is better than that of the ADMM, as it is sublinear in terms of iterations 

but has a tighter upper bound compared with ADMM. And (3) experimentally, we ap

ply the proposed DqADMM to solve a series of optimization problems, such as Basis 

Pursuit, Least Square Regressor Selection, in two scenarios: one is that each node has 

the equally high data quality, and the other is that some nodes have low data quality. 

The results indicate that the proposed DqADMM algorithm is equivalent to the ADMM 

when all the nodes have equally high data quality, and can achieve better convergence 

and more accurate estimation than ADMM when low quality nodes are involved. Ex

periments on two real world distributed learning applications (i.e., Age Annotation and 

Traffic Regulator Recognition) further confirm the effectiveness and efficiency of the 

proposed DqADMM. 

Note that, in this chapter, we consider the centralized distributed learning scenario, 

that is, there is a central node which collects the updates from all the other nodes. The 

proposed DqADMM framework, however, can also be extended to handle fully decen

tralized (i.e., there is no central node, and the nodes coordinate with each other) [81 } 

or asynchronous (i.e., the central node does not need to update with all nodes) set

tings [82, 83 ]. 

5.2 Preliminary and Related Work 

The most related work is the augmented Lagrangian method, which features a class 

of algorithms for solving optimization problems with constraints, such as the consen

sus optimization problem (5.2) (which can be solved via solving its augmented La

grangian function, i.e., (5.3)). As a variant of the standard augmented Lagrangian 

method, ADMM [69, 79,80,82,84-92] uses partial updates which allows the problem to 

be more easily parallelized and thus fits distributed learning scenarios. In a distributed 

system consisting of a central node and a set of N nodes, the ADMM is implemented in 

an alternating manner: Each node i is responsible for updating its local copy of model 
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parameter Xi and Lagrangian multiplier Ai- The updated x/s and >./s are then sent to the 

central node, which is responsible for updating the consensus variable z and distributing 

its updated value back to all nodes. As the update of the parameter pair (i.e., (x , >.)) is 

only related to the subset of data associated within each node, the N nodes can perform 

the updates independently and simultaneously. For the consensus optimization problem 

(5.2), however, the existing ADMM algorithms do not consider the data quality of each 

node and regard the local estimate of each node's model parameter as equally reliable. 

Failure is inevitable when there exist nodes with low quality data, as discussed in the 

introduction section. In contrast, the proposed DqADMM to the Data Quality Aware 

Census Optimization framework can achieve better convergence and more accurate es

timation even if there are many low quality nodes in the distributed systems. 

5.3 Data Quality Aware Distributed Learning 

5.3.1 Data Quality Aware Consensus optimization 

In many practical distributed environments [66, 67, 93- 96], the data from all the nodes 

may not be equally informative for the estimation of global parameter (i.e., z ). In such 

distributed environments, the consensus optimization (2), along with its augmented La

grangian method (5.3) solved via ADMM, would not work well, as it treats every single 

node equally. Detailed discussion can be found in the introduction section. To address 

this challenge, we propose to incorporate data quality of each node into the consensus 

optimization problem (5.2). A set of parameters {wi} is introduced to represent the data 

quality of nodes, and the data quality aware consensus optimization problem is mathe

matically formulated as follows: 

N 

min L f i(xi ), s.t. (5.4) 
x1,··· ,XN ,z i= l 
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Different from the constraint Xi = z for all nodes in (5.2), the "soft" constraint I:: 1 wi (xi 

z) = 0 implies that the larger the value of wi , i.e., the higher data quality the node i , 

then the closer the local copy of model parameter Xi to the global parameter z . The reg

ularization function, 6( {wi}) = 1, represents the distribution of the data quality across 

nodes. The detailed discussion of how to choose 6({wi}) are presented in Section 3.5. 

The Lagrangian of (5.4) in terms of the constraint I:: 1 wi(xi - z) = 0 is that 

N 

£({ x,}, z, {,\;} , { w;}) ~ ~ ~(x, ) + (A,, wi(x, - z)) , s.t. 8( {w,}) ~ 1. (5.5) 

To obtain the augmented Lagrangian, there is an additional penalty term for (5.5). In

stead of using the sum of the deviation between the local estimates and the global census 

parameter as a penalty, we adopt the weighted sum of the deviation between the local 

estimates and the global census parameter to penalize (5.5). Thus, we have the following 

augmented Lagrangian methods for (5.6), that is, 

N ~ 2 

£({x;} ,z, {,\,} , { w,}) ~ ~ c(x,)+ (A,, w,(x, - z)) + 2w, ll x, - zll , 

s.t. 6({wi}) = 1. (5.6) 

The intuition of the weighted penalty in (5.6) is that the higher the value of wi , the higher 

the data quality of node i, and the smaller the deviation between its local copy of the 

model paramter and the global consensus one. By incorporating the data quality, the 

data quality aware consensus optimization problem, solved in a distributed manner via 

DqADMM, can tolerate some nodes with low data quality. In the following, we show 

the detailed steps of DqADMM. 

5.3.2 Updating x by nodes 

We take the updating procedure on a particular node i as an example; the updating rules 

for the other nodes are similar. At the ( k +1 )-th iteration, once node i receives the global 
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Algorithm 6 DqADMM on central node. 

1: initialize k = 0, x? = 0, and>.? = 0, for all i = 1, · · · , N . 
2: repeat 
3: wait; 
4: repeat 
5: wait; 
6: until receive updates from all the nodes; 

k+ l ~~ 1 wf (x7+ 1 +¼ >-f)
d t7: Up a e Z f---- ~ i = l wf 

8: broadcast zf+1 to all the nodes; 
9: k +- k + 1; 

10: until convergence 

Algorithm 7 DqADMM on each node i . 

1: initialize>.? = 0, and k = 0, 
2: repeat 
3: update x7+1 +- arg minx fi(x) + >.}w}x + ~wf llx - zk ll 2; 
4: send>.} and x7+1 to the central node; 
5: repeat 
6: wait 
7: until receive zk+1 from the central node; 

18: update >.7+1 +- >.} + ,B (x7+1 
- zk+ ) ; 

k + l /3 ll x7+1_zk+1 11 2+2>.7+1(x7+1_zk+1) . 
9: update wi +- - log( ~ ~ 1/3 ll x7+1-zk+111 2+2>.7+i(x7+i_zk+1)' 

10: k +- k + 1; 
11: until convergence 

consensus z k from the central node, together with its Lagrangian parameter >.} and data 

quality wf computed locally by itself, the node i updates its local copy Xi as follows: 

The new x7+1 
, together with>.} and wf, are sent to the central node. All nodes then wait 

for the next update of z from the central node before taking any further operation. 
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5.3.3 Updating z by the central node 

The central node collects { ( x~+1 
, Af ,wf)} from all nodes and then updates the global 

consensus z as follows : 

L,N k( k+l+l>.k)
73which gives us the closed-form solution, i.e., zk+1 = i=l ; i::wf i for the global 

estimation. Here, the data quality { wf} that is estimated by each node at the k-th iter

ation plays an important role. If a node has a higher data quality, i.e., a higher value 

of wi , it contributes more in the global consensus estimation. This allows DqADMM to 

capture the variance in data quality among the nodes and can obtain a robust estimation 

of the global parameter (i.e., z) in a distributed system. The procedure for the central 

node to update the global parameter z is shown in Algorithm 6. 

5.3.4 Updating ). by nodes 

After receiving the updated zk+1 from the central node at the (k + 1)-th iteration, each 

node i updates its local copy of the dual variable Ai as follows: 

The updated Ai will be sent to the central node for further parameter updating. 

5.3.5 Updating w by nodes 

The next important task for each node i is to update its data quality score wi . Based on 

(5.6), the data quality wi for each node i (i = 1, · · · , N ), is updated as follows : 

w~+l = argminI:: 1 f i(xi ) + (Af,wf (x~+l - zk+1
) ) + ~wf ll x~+l - zk+1 ll 2 , 

w (5.7) 
s.t. c5( {wi}) = 1. 
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For the constraint function 5( {wi}) = 1, we propose to use 5( {wi}) = I:; exp(-wi) = 

1. This function regularizes the value of data quality of all nodes through constrain

ing the sum of exp(-wi)- The reason to chose this particular regularization function is 

twofold: one is that we can get the closed form of wf, and the other is that the corre

sponding update rule for wf has a nice interpretation as follows. More specifically, the 

resulting update rule for (5.7) is that: 

(5.8) 

Next, we show that the data quality wi is actually inversely proportional to the deviation 

between the local copy of model parameter derived by node i and the global consensus 

z at the log scale. Let r;+1 6 x7+1 
- zk+1 (detailed definition is deferred to Definition 

5.4.2. Based on (5.7), we have >.7+1 = >.} + {3r7+1, i.e., r7+1 = ½(>.7+1 
- >.}). For the 

numerator of (5.8), we have that 

/3 llr;+1 ll 2 + 2>.7+1r7+1 

1 = /3 llr7+1 ll 2 + 2 ( >.} + f3r;+1 
) t+ 

= 2>.fr7+1 + 3/3 llr7+1 ll 2 
\ 

= 2>.7r7+l + /3 llr7+1 11 2 + 2/3 llr;+1 11 2 

= (~>.7(>.7+1 
- >.}) + ½ll>-7+1 

- >-711 2 ) ~ 2/3 llr;+1 ll 2 

~ ¼(IIAf+l II' - IIA711') t2/JIW1 II'• \ 

Thus, (5.8) can be reduced to 

1which implies that the data quality of source i (i.e., w;+) is inversely proportional to its 

error r;+1 = x7+1 
- zk+ 1 made at current step. Also, as the negative log function maps 

values from (0, 1) to (0, oo), it helps to enlarge the deviation in the data quality among 

the nodes. A node whose local copy of model parameter is closer to the global consensus 
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one will have a larger value of the data quality score. Namely, I:; exp(-wi ) = 1 is 

a reasonable constraint function which leads to a meaningful and intuitive data quality 

updating rule. After each iteration, wf+1 is normalized by dividing sum I:: 1 wf+1 
. The 

procedure for the node to update (xi , Ai and wi ) is summarized in Algorithm 7. 

5.4 Convergence Analysis 

Next, we provide theoretical analysis for the proposed DqADMM solution to the data 

quality aware consensus optimization framework with a set of convex local objective 

functions. We begin with introducing the condition that is necessary for us to perform 

the convergence analysis. 

Condition 5.4.1. The local objective functions (i.e., Ji 's) are closed, proper, and convex. 

Recall that f( x ) = I:: 1 f i(xi )- Condition 5.4.1 directly indicates that f( x ) is 

convex. To quantify the deviation between the node's estimator and the global estimator 

of central node at each iteration and monitor the convergence of the global estimator, we 

define the primal and dual residuals. 

Definition 5.4.2. At the k-th iteration ofDqADMM, its primal residual for the node i is 

defined as rf = x f - zk, and its dual residual for the center is dk = /3 (zk+1 
- zk). 

Let ( { x:}~ 1 , z*, {w:}~ 1 ) denote the optimal (primal) solution of (5.4 ), and { ,\:}~ 1 

be the corresponding optimal dual solution. Before introducing the first property of the 

proposed DqADMM related to the convergence of residuals, we first introduce a useful 

lemma as follows. 

Lemma 5.4.3. Let Vk = I:: 1 wf(½IIAf - A?II~+ /3 ll zk - x? II~)- Then, we have that 

(5.9) 
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We defer its proof to Appendix D.1 in the supplementary materials. (Note that all 

detailed proofs in this section are summarized in the supplementary materials). Vk 

contains two types of deviations: the first is the deviation between J\f and the optimal 

J\l , and the other is the one between zk and the optimal x; at iteration k. Lemma 5.4.3 

shows that the two types of deviations decrease as the iteration number increases and 

this recursive relationship implied by (5.9) combined with the fact that v0 :s; oo implies 

the following Theorem. 

Theorem 5.4.4 (Residual Convergence). For the residuals defined in Definition 5.4.2, 

we have that n 

lim ~~f rf ~ = 0, and, lim lldkll~ = 0. 
k-+oo ~ k-+oo 

i= l 

The proof is straightforward. Iterating (5.9) gives that 

which implies that both {I:: 1 wf llrf ll~H: 1 and {lldkll~H: 1 are convergent sequences. 

The necessary condition for a convergent sequence implies that lim I:: 1 wf llrf II~= 0 
k-+oo 

and lim lldkll~= 0. 
k-+oo 

Theorem 5.4.5. Let ({x:}~ 1 , z*, {w:}~ 1 ) denote the optimal (primal) solution of (5.4), 

and {J\:}~ 1 be the corresponding optimal dual solution. Then, we have that 

2N N 

J'.'! ~~(x7+ 
1

) - J,(x:) :". ~(w;.\;(x; - z')lll 
2 

Its proof is deferred to Appendix D.2. Theorem 5.4.5 quantifies the upper bound of 

the sum of the deviation between each objective function Ji at its corresponding local 

estimate and that at the optimal solution. 

Next, we derive the convergence rate of the proposed DqADMM. Let Xi = T~l I:f=ox f 

be the average of all nodes' updates throughout T iterations and z = T~l I:f=ozk be 

the average of all updates of zby the central node throughout T iterations, where z? and 
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>..? are the initial values of Zi and A i at each node i respectively. Then, we can have the 

following Theorem. 

Theorem 5.4.6. Let ({x:}~i, z*,{w*}~ 1 ) be the optimal (primal) solution of (5.4), 

and {>..; }~ 1 the corresponding optimal dual solution. Then, the proposed DqADMM 

shows: 

We defer its proof to Appendix D.3 . Several important conclusions can be achieved 

through Theorem 5.4.6: 

• The convergence rate of the proposed DqADMM is sublinear to the number of 

iterations as the existing ADMM, thus more iterations between the central node 

and nodes can lead to more accurate estimation. 

• In the distributed learning environment where all nodes have equally high data 

quality, then w; = 1/N for all i = 1, · · · , N . Therefore, the upper bound (the 

right-hand side of (5.10)) degenerates to that in traditional ADMM up to a scale, 

0i.e., tt:::i.A D MM , where !::::i. A D MM = 2c/+1) ~ : 1 (,B ll z - z* ll 2 + ½II>..? - >..t ll 2)-( 

• The proposed DqADMM has a tighter upper bound for the convergence rate tha 

that of the traditional ADMM. This can be demonstrated as follows. It's easy 

to show that ~ : 1 wit i :s; t ~: 1 t i , if Wi is inversely proportional to t i and 

~ : 1 wi = 1 and VO < wi < 1 (This fact is proved by Lemma Din Appendix). 

From (5.8) we can get the w; is inversely proportional to the ll z0 
- z* II ~and 

11 >..? - >..; 11 
2

, yielding that 

1 
!:::,.DqAD MM = 2cr+1) I:~ 1 w; (,B llz0 

- z*l l2 + ½II>-? - >-t ll2)/ 

<; 2(r l1 )N :S!"-1(~lz0~ z' ll 2+ ¼I >-:1 ~ :1; 12) r~ADMM 
Comparing l::::i.DqAD MM and !::::i. A D MM , we can find that for the ADMM, the in

crease of the node number will lead to increased iteration number T needed to 

https://tt:::i.AD
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guarantee the accurate final estimation, while for our proposed DqADMM, an 

increase in the number of nodes does not necessarily need more iterations for 

convergence. This tighter upper bound implies that the proposed DqADMM is 

more efficient than ADMM, that is, less iterations are needed to achieve the same 

estimation accuracy compared with the ADMM. 

5.5 Experiments 

We conduct experiments on two optimization problems: Basis Pursuit (Section 5 .5 .1) 

and Least Square Regressor Selection (Section 5.5.2), as well as two real world appli

cations: Age Annotation and Traffic Regulator Recognition (Section 5.5.3). Two more 

optimization problems, LASSO and Group LASSO, are presented in §E because of page 

limit. All methods we implement are listed below: 

• DqADMM: our proposed distributed solution to (5.4), which considers the quality 

of each node's data. 

• ADMM: a distributed solution to (5.2), that is, data are distributed on the nodes. 

• BATCH: a batch solution to (5.2), that is, data on each node are transmitted to the 

central node and all computation are done on the central node. 

5.5.1 Basis Pursuit 

Task Description. The Basis Pursuit (BP) problem is defined as follows: 

minll x ll1 , s.t. Ax = b, (5.11) 
X 

where the goal is to find the best fit to be as a linear combination of sparse features. 

Data Generation. We consider a sparse instance of BP problem (5.11 ), where the 

feature matrix A has m = 500 samples and n = 1000 features. Next, we randomly 
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Table 5 .1: RMSE Comparison on Basic Pursuit among DqADMM, ADMM and BATCH 

77 = 1 77= 5 77= 10 
8 DqADMM ADMM BATCH DqADMM ADMM BATCH DqADMM ADMM BATCH 

.5 .0058 .0308 14.1 .0123 .0819 220 .0830 .1284 58.4 
1. .0066 .0494 217 .0666 .1355 60.2 .2104 .2442 71.2 

1.5 .0075 .0496 129 .0742 .1693 52.1 .2670 .3107 66.8 
2. .0072 .0504 29.8 .0738 .1793 26.3 .2627 .3437 122 

2.5 .0151 .0507 28.4 .0791 .1959 55.3 .2678 .3662 39.9 
3 .0146 .0514 32.3 .0771 .1906 37.5 .2360 .3704 76.4 

1 8: Noise Level 2 77: Number of Low Quality nodes 

generate Aj from N(0 , 1). A "true" value of model coefficient x* E ]Rn have n * p 

nonzero entries, each of which is randomly sampled from N(0 , 1). In this experiment, 

p = 0.1. The outcome b is then computed as b = Ax*, assuming no measurement 

error. Then the m samples, along with their corresponding outcomes, are uniformly and 

randomly distributed into N nodes so that each node has m/ N samples. To simulate 

the distributed scenarios with low quality nodes , we add noises to T/ nodes' outcomes, 

each sampled from a N(0 ,62
). T/ is the number of low quality nodes, while 6 denotes 

the noise level. The higher the value of 6, the lower the data quality for the node. 

Comparison v.s. # of nodes. We implement the proposed DqADMM in different 

distributed learning scenarios with N = 10, 20, and 50, where N is the number of nodes. 

For all scenarios, T/ = 1 and 6 = 1, i.e., there is one node with low data quality. 

In Figure 5.1 , we report the RMSE1 between x* and z of the proposed DqADMM, 

which is defined as RMSE(x*, z ) = J~7~ 1 (x; - z)2 / n, as well as the primal residual 

(llrll 2 = ~7~1 wi lhll 2
) and dual residual~lldll 2 ) with respect to iterations in different 

scenarios. Fi~ure 5.1 shows that in all scenarios, the proposed DqADMM can converge 

to x*, the 'true' value of model parameter. Both the primal and dual residuals also 

converge to O with the increase of iteration number, confirming the convergence analysis 

in Section 5.4. 
1For RMSE measure, the lower, the better. 
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Figure 5.1: Convergence comparison v.s. # of nodes 
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Figure 5.2: Solutions comparison v.s. c5 and T/ 

Convergence comparison with baselines. We consider the distributed learning 

scenarios with 20 nodes, where T/ low data quality nodes are generated with noise level 

c5 . In Figure 5.2a, we show the results of DqADMM and ADMM when c5 = 3 and 

T/ = 1, and the results of BATCH when no noises are added to any node (we refer to this 

solution as the optimal solution). Figure 5.2a shows that DqADMM can converge to 

the optimal solution even when there is one node with very low data quality. However, 

ADMM converges to a result that is far away from the optimal, which implies that it 

is easy to be contaminated even when there is only one node with low data quality. 

These results demonstrate that the proposed data quality based consensus optimization 
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Figure 5.4: Solution Comparison v.s. c5 and T/ 

framework (5.6) is more robust and accurate than (5.3). We can get the same conclusions 

when c5 = 1 and T/ = 2. 

Accuracy comparison with baselines. To better show the robustness and effective

ness of (5.6) in distributed learning scenarios with the presence of low quality nodes, 

we implement all the methods under different scenarios with different values of c5 and 

T/, and report the corresponding RMSEs in Table 5.1. In our experiments, there are 

N = 50 nodes, and (c5, T/) are set with different values in different scenarios. Specifi

cally, c5 = .5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3 and T/ = 1, 5, and 10. Among the three methods, our 

proposed DqADMM performs the best as it has the smallest RMSE in all the scenarios. 
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Figure 5.5: RMSE comparison on Least Squares Regressor Selection 

The BATCH has the worst performance regardless of the experimental setting. Espe

cially, with only one node of slightly low data quality, the BATCH suffers the largest 

RMSE. The ADMM is more robust and more accurate than BATCH. However, it is still 

more vulnerable to low quality data compared with DqADMM. This comparison again 

highlights the effectiveness and robustness of (5.6), solved via the DqADMM. 

5.5.2 Least Squares Regressor Selection 

Task Description. The Least Squares Regressor Selection (LSRS) problem is that 

minllAx - bll~ , s.t. card(x) ~ c, (5.12) 
X 

which is to find the best fit to bas a linear combination of no more than c columns of A. 
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Data Generation. In LSRS, the feature matrix A has m = 1500 samples and n = 

5000 features, where Aj ~ N(0 , 1) for all (i , j)'s. Each column of A is normalized 

to be unit L2 norm. A 'true' value of model coefficient vector x* E IRn, with 100 non

zero entries, is generated from sparse N(0 , 1). The outcome is b = Ax* + v, where 

v ~ N(0 , .012
). To reduce the randomness introduced by v, we repeat the experiment 

for 20 times. In each of the experiments, we randomly assign 1500 samples and the 

outcomes to N nodes, each of which contains 1500/ N samples. For the distributed 

learning scenarios with the issue of data quality, we add noises from N(0 , (F) to T/ 

nodes' b/s. These nodes thus have low data quality. We follow the similar agenda of 

BP task and report results as follows. 

Comparison v.s. # of nodes. The proposed DqADMM is tested in different settings 

with different number of nodes, i.e. N = 2, 4, or 6. We set c5 = 1 and T/ = 1 for all sce

narios to create a low quality node. Figure 5.3 reports the convergence results of one of 

the 20 repeated experiments in terms of both RMSE and residuals in different scenarios. 

Results show that for the DqADMM, its residuals converge to O and its outputs are close 

to the optimal value, which confirms the theoretical analysis in Section 5.4. 

Convergence comparison with baselines. We consider different distributed learn

ing scenarios consisting of 20 nodes with different values of ( c5, T/). We randomly select 

one experiment's results to report. In Figure 5.4a, except the optimal solution, which is 

obtained by BATCH when all nodes have equally high data quality, we also report the 

results of all the methods with the presence of low quality nodes (i.e., c5 = 3, T/ = 1). 

Compared with ADMM and BATCH, our proposed DqADMM is able to converge to 

a more accurate result as it has the smallest RMSE. Note that in this case, none of the 

methods can beat the optimal, as it is the idealized result when there is no data contam

ination. However, our proposed DqADMM is more robust than the other two methods. 

Similarly, when (c5 = 1, T/ = 3), we can obtain the same conclusions. All these results 

again confirm the advantage of data quality based consensus optimization (5.6) over 

traditional consensus optimization (5.3). 
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Accuracy comparison with baselines. We conduct experiments to test the robust

ness and effectiveness of the proposed DqADMM, compared with baselines. We sim

ulate different distributed learning settings via changing the values of 6 and T/· For all 

scenarios, we have N = 10 nodes, with 6 = 1, 2, and 3 and T/ / N from 0% to 100% by 

step of 10%. The RMSE, averaging over 20 repeated experiments, are shown in Figure 

5.5 . Clearly, the proposed DqADMM can achieve the best performance in all scenar

ios. Although the performance of all methods drops as either 6 or T/ becomes larger, 

the change of error for DqADMM is smallest. All these findings again illustrate the 

robustness and effectiveness of the DqADMM, which in turn shows the advantage of 

data quality aware consensus optimization framework (5.6). 

5.5.3 Distributed Learning Tasks on Real World Applications 

We conduct distributed learning experiments on the following real-world datasets. For 

both datasets, we consider them as being distributed, that is, raw data on each node are 

forbidden to be sent to the central node due to privacy or energy issues. Our goal is then 

to learn a global consensus model. Age Annotation The FG-NET dataset [97] contains 

1,002 images of 82 people, each of whom provides pictures of different ages. The fea

ture representation of all pictures (i.e., A E JR1002 x 1024
) are extracted via GoogLeNet [98]. 

There are 10 workers ( each of them is regarded as a node) from Amazon Mechanical 

Turk who estimate the age of the person in that image. We conduct two tasks on this 

dataset: 

• Regression: Its goal is to learn a global regression model that can automatically 

estimate the age of the person in a given image. We formulate it as a least absolute 

shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) task, that is, minx ½ IIAx-bll~ +AllxII 1 , 

where A is the feature matrix and b is the continuous age estimation. 

• Classification: The goal of this task is to learn a global classifier that can auto

matically classify the age of the person as Adult or Child. We formulate it as the 

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) classification task. 
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Figure 5.6: Real datasets: (a) MAD for the age regression task and (b) Convergence 
comparison on traffic regulator recognition task. 

Both LASSO and SVMs are further solved via alternating direction method of multi

pliers in both batch manner (i.e, BATCH) and distributed manner (i.e., ADMM). And the 

proposed data quality aware framework is DqADMM. For the measure, we use MDA, 

referred to as the Mean of Deviation between the predicted and the true Age, for the 

Regression; Accuracy (Ace), Precision (Pre), Recall (Rec) and F1 Score (F1), are used 

for the classification. 

In experiments, we use 80% of FG-NET data as training samples and the rest for 

testing. Figure 5.6a compares the average error for the proposed DqADMM and base

lines over 10 random runs. Average is the average MAD of 10 local regression models 

learned by individual nodes. Its performance is worse than the ADMM and DqADMM, 

as both ADMM and DqADMM can learn global consensus models via using data from 

all nodes. Moreover, the proposed DqADMM has the lowest value in terms of prediction 

error. Table 5.2 shows results on FG-NET binary classification task. The superior per

formance of the proposed DqADMM justifies our theoretical analysis. Compared with 

ADMM and BATCH, DqADMM can achieve better global consensus model, either a 

regression or a classification model. 
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Table 5.2: Age Annotation Application 

Label Method Accuracy Precision Recall F1 
DqADMM .7350 .6667 .5070 .5760 

Adult v.s.Child ADMM .7050 .6111 .4648 .5280 
BATCH .6350 .4000 .0563 .0988 

Traffic Regulator Recognition The goal of this task is to learn a global classifier 

which can automatically identify whether an intersection is regulated by a traffic light, a 

stop sign, or uncontrolled through analyzing the behaviors of the vehicles going through 

the intersection. Intuitively, if a car is driven by a reckless driver who never stops at 

a stop sign, data collected by this driver's phone are definitely of low quality. For this 

task, we use the SmartRoad Phone-Sensor data [99] which contain 33 vehicles and 463 

intersections, including 158 traffic lights (labled as SL), 77 stop signs (i.e., SS) and 

228 uncontrolled unique intersections (i.e., UC). For each vehicle, 20 features that can 

characterize its moving behavior are extracted. Details of the feature descriptions can 

be found in [99]. We partition the task into 3 binary classification tasks, that is, SL/UC, 

SL /SS, and SS/UC. All tasks are further solved via binary support vector machines 

(SVMs). Similar to the experimental setup in the classification task on FG-NET, we 

compared the proposed DqADMM with ADMM and BATCH. 

Table 5.3 records the Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1 Score for all SVMs clas

sifiers learned via all methods on SmartRoad dataset. Compared with ADMM and 

BATCH, the proposed DqADMM has the highest scores for almost all the measures. 

Figure 5.6b shows the convergence of all methods on the first classification task, that is, 

identify whether an intersection is regulated by a traffic light (SL) or it is an uncontrolled 

intersection (UC). Compared with ADMM and BATCH, the proposed DqADMM re

quires much less iterations. Namely, DqADMM requires less computational time while 

achieving more accurate solutions. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the other two 

tasks. 
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Table 5.3: SmartRoad GPS Intersection Identification Application 

Label Method Accuracy Precision Recall F1 
DqADMM .8705 .8857 .7848 .8322 

SL v.s. UC ADMM .8238 .7368 .8861 .8046 
BATCH .6010 .5833 .0886 .1538 

DqADMM .8979 .8807 .9810 .9281 
SL v.s. SS ADMM .7660 .7668 .9367 .8433 

BATCH .7064 .7014 .9810 .8179 
DqADMM .9115 .9241 .9605 .9419 

SS v.s.UC ADMM .8000 .9563 .7675 .8516 
BATCH .7836 .9655 .7368 .8358 

Both applications show that the proposed DqADMM is able to learn a better global 

model in distributed learning environment, where data residing on local nodes are not al

lowed to be transmitted to the central database. As the data generated by different nodes 

(different people in Age Annotation or different vehicle in Traffic Regulator Recogni

tion) have different information quality due to various reasons (the ability of recognizing 

a face or the carefulness of a driver), ADMM and BATCH fail to obtain a good estima

tion. In contrast, DqADMM can learn the data quality of each node via investigating its 

model parameters, and enable the nodes of high quality to contribute more in the global 

model learning. 

5.6 Summary 

The variance of data quality in distributed learning environments is commonly observed 

in real applications. This phenomenon violates the assumption that data residing at 

different nodes are equally informative, which is mainly adopted in existing consensus 

optimization frameworks. To overcome this challenge, in this chapter, we propose a data 

quality aware consensus optimization (DQACO) framework, along with a data quality 

aware ADMM, i.e., DqADMM, which can efficiently solve machine learning problems 

in a distributed manner. The proposed framework is easy to implement, has theoretical 
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convergence guarantees, and is also able to produce more robust and more accurate 

results compared with existing methods, as shown by the experiments on both synthetic 

and real world datasets. As many machine learning problems can be reformulated as a 

data quality aware consensus optimization problem, the proposed framework brings us 

new opportunities for the analysis of massive data stored in distributed environments. 



Part II 

Multi-sourced Inconsistency Detection 



Detecting Untrustworthy 

Information from Dynamic 

Multi-Source Data 

6.1 Introduction 

With the emergence of social media and massively deployed mobile devices, people can 

freely share their information or opinions anytime, anywhere, and about anything. For 

example, how about the service of a hotel, is the movie exciting, or in which restaurant 

the food is delicious? Such user-generated contents are helpful for other people. How

ever, unavoidably some information may be misleading or untrustworthy. Therefore, it 

is extremely important to detect and eliminate such wrong information. 

Multi-sourced Untrustworthy Information Detection. Without any supervision or 

label data, it is difficult to distinguish trustworthy and untrustworthy information in 

an unsupervised manner. In this paper, we propose to detect untrustworthy information 

from the novel perspective of multi-source comparison. This is motivated by the follow

ing observation in real life: People will check multiple platforms or information sources 

to obtain a better idea about certain services. For example, people may investigate from 
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Orbitz, Priceline, and TripAdivsor to book a hotel. The information from one single 

source could contain noisy, unreliable, or even wrong information, but by comparing 

information from multiple sources, we can learn which piece of information is more 

likely to be trustworthy. A piece of information shared by many sources is more likely 

to be true while a highly inconsistent or conflicting piece could be suspicious. Thus, 

an effective solution to the task of untrustworthiness detection is through multi-source 

comparison for outlying behavior or patterns that are inconsistent across sources. 

The key challenge for multi-source untrustworthiness detection is that information 

from multiple sources is not directly comparable. One reason is that the users who 

create the information are different across multiple sources. For example, when we 

consider each review platform as an information source, each user may only express 

his opinion on one platform. However, different sources may possess similar groups 

and group behavior. For example, users may form certain groups based on their travel 

preference, and each group may give similar ratings at all platforms. If a hotel obtains 

unusually high or low ratings from a certain group at one particular platform compared 

with other platforms, we might want to investigate the user-generated information of 

this hotel for signs of spam or other suspicious activities. Therefore, we developed tech

niques to group users and compare group-level user behavior across sources to detect 

inconsistency as potential untrustworthy information [ 100-104]. 

Importance of Time Dimension. The limitation of existing approaches is that they 

only consider static data rather than dynamic data. However, multi-source data can con

tinuously arrive with constantly changing distributions. In the multi-platform review 

example, the user ratings about items change over time as the hotel quality may evolve. 

After a hotel conducts major renovation, we can expect its ratings improve and a low rat

ing may be considered anomalous, but during the renovation, users may complain about 

the noise and give lower ratings, so a high rating may be suspicious. Therefore, user 

rating patterns evolve over time and we must incorporate the time factor into modeling 

user group and group behavior to capture untrustworthiness accurately. 
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One may divide data into snapshots and conduct separate modeling on each snapshot 

for trustworthiness analysis, but this simple approach fails to consider the temporal con

nections. Some patterns can only be detected when modeling data along time dimension, 

for example, there may be seasonal patterns in the hotel quality and corresponding user 

ratings when the number of tourists changes at different seasons. Therefore, user groups 

and group-level behavior must be analyzed across both platforms and time dimensions 

for an effective comparison to detect untrustworthy information. 

Summary of the Proposed Approach. In this chapter, we propose a novel framework 

to detect inconsistent information from multi-source dynamic data. The basic idea is to 

represent each data source as a tensor ( user, item, time) and conduct joint tensor factor

ization to extract the common subspaces shared across sources. The tensor factorization 

results in a projection from multiple sources onto the common subspaces so that the 

multi-source information can be compared to detect inconsistencies. Specifically, a core 

tensor is extracted from each source to represent user group behavior across time clus

ters and apply consensus core tensor to represent consistent behavior across sources. We 

then quantify the inconsistency degree based on the difference between each source's 

core tensor and the consensus core tensor. We further extend the proposed algorithm to 

handle streaming data by developing an incremental factorization method and discuss 

practical solutions to solve missing data challenges. 

Applications and Experiments. Throughout the chapter, we use the task of detecting un

trustworthy information from multi-platform user ratings as an example application. In 

the experiments, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach on hotel 

rating data collected from Orbitz, Priceline, and TripAdivsor. The same setting applies 

to other online recommendation systems, such as movie, product or restaurant ratings. 

Moreover, the intermediate output (consensus core tensor) of the proposed algorithm 

can not only detect inconsistency but also facilitate the fusion of multiple data sources, 

which is validated in our experiments on network traffic flow and multi-platform weather 

forecast tasks. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is able to de-
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tect inconsistent behavior in network traffic flow and weather forecast analysis. By 

comparing with baseline static approaches, we illustrate the importance of incorporat

ing time dimension in untrustworthy information detection. We also show the advantage 

of the proposed incremental version over offline version in time and space complexity. 

Beyond the experimented datasets, the proposed framework can be applied to many ap

plications in discovering untrustworthy information which may indicate critical points, 

events or activities, and thus can benefit the security and safety of the cyber and physical 

world. 

To sum up, the contributions of this chapter include: (1) We propose the novel con

cept of multi-source inconsistency detection as an effective way to identify untrustwor-

thy information. We model multi-source data as multiple tensors to recognize the im

portance of time factor and capture the impact of both source and time on inconsistency 

detection. (2) We propose a framework that group both users and timestamps simul

taneously. Based on tensor factorization, offline and incremental version of solutions 

are presented to fit different application cases. We also propose the technique to deal 

with sparse data. And (3) experiments on both real world applications and synthetic 

data sets show that the proposed framework can find items which receive untrustworthy 

information. 

6.2 Methodology 

In this section, we give the formal definition of the task, and introduce the proposed 

factorization based framework. 

6.2.1 Problem Formulation and Framework 

We discuss the setting based on hotel rating application, but as shown in experiments, 

it can be applied to other cases. Suppose we have M sources, each of which could 

be a platform or a domain, to collect rating data. In s-th source, the rating data can be 
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represented as a tensor with three dimensions: user, item, and time. Let x s E JRNs x K x Ts 

denote the data from s-th source, where N s is the number of users who give rating 

information, K is the number of items we are interested in, and Ts is the number of 

timestamp we collect. Xijk represents the rating information from i-th user for j-th item 

at time k within s-th source. Note that N s and Ts are different across sources, while 

the set of items is always the same. The goal of our task is to conduct information 

trustworthiness analysis to identify the unreliable ones. 

The key challenge for multi-source trustworthiness analysis is that the information 

from multiple sources is not directly comparable. For instance, users' ratings differ 

across sources due to sparsity or alignment issues. However, the underlying user groups' 

rating behavior should be similar. The behavior of group level evolves along time. Be

sides, timestamps should also be partitioned into groups such that users in the same time 

group share similar rating distributions over items. Based on non-negative tensor factor

ization, we proposed a framework to simultaneously cluster user sets and timestamps on 

all M sources. In this framework, we extract a common subspace represented by a core 

tensor for each source. Since the core tensors of all sources share the same dimensions, 

it is feasible to compare them to find the untrustworthy information among the original 

tensors. Next, we present our two-stage framework. 

Stage I: Joint Tensor Factorization. We assume that the users and timestamps can be 

partitioned into C groups and D clusters. The idea of this stage is to factorize x s E 

]RN s XK XTs in the following way: 

x s Rj gs X 1 us,l X 2 us,2 X3 us,3, (6.1) 

where 

• gs E JRCx K x D is the core tensor, which represents the latent behavior of each user 

group on each time cluster for each item. g:jk represents the rating of j-th item 

from i-th user group at k-th time cluster. 
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• u s,l E ]RNsxC denotes the partition of Ns users into C groups, where uijl ~ 0 and 

Lf=U/;1 = 1. Each entry UiJ 1 indicates the probability of i-th user belonging to 1 

j-th groups. 

• u s,2 E JRK x K is an identity matrix, denoting the items we are interested in. 

• u s,3 E JRTsx D denotes the partition of Ts timestamps into D clusters, where 

uit ~ 0 and L~=l uit = 1. Each entry uit indicates the probability of i-th 

timestamp belonging to j-th clusters. 

• Tensor multiplication is defined as: for each i , j , k, 

x s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~s u s,lus,2us,3 (6.2)i jk ~ ~ ~ ~ uvw iu j v kw· 

U V W 

As u s,z, l = l , 2, 3 are all non-negative, gs also becomes non-negative. We conduct a 

Joint Non-Negative Tensor Factorization (JNNTF) on x s, s = 1,2,- · · ,M, and propose 

to calculate gs and {us,z} , where l = 1, 2, 3 ands = 1, 2, • • • ,M, as solutions to the 

following optimization problem: 

(6.3) 

Here, each tensor can be factorized into factors gs and {us,z}. The first part of the 

objective function, £(Xs) = IIXs - gs x {us,z}II~, measures the factorization error 

of each tensor. The second part, D(Q8, g*) = llgs - g* II~ where g* = 1/ M L ~ 1 gs 

that captures the consensus information across multiple sources, is a regularization term 

proposed to learn the consensus information. a is a regularization parameter. The larger 

a is, the more penalty is added. 

Stage II: Inconsistency Score Calculation. Based on the obtained consensus, we cal

culate inconsistency score for each item. The higher the inconsistency score is, the more 

untrustworthy the information about this item might be. Let Sk E JRM be the difference 

vector between gs from all sources and the consensus tensor g* for k-th item. As ma-
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jority of the items should be normal, the median of all items' difference vectors can 

represent platform bias. Thus the Inconsistency Score h for each item k is calculated 

as: 
(6.4) 

The higher this score is, the more likely that the item receives inconsistent information 

from multiple sources. 

In the following, we present a solution to Eq. (6.3) based on JNNTF in Section 6.2.2. 

In Section 6.2.3 , we propose an incremental version of the solution to handle streaming 

data. Computation complexity analysis for both offline and incremental algorithms is 

given in Section 6.2.4. We further tackle the challenge of missing values in Section 

6.2.5 . 

6.2.2 Joint Non-Negative Tensor Factorization 

The key component of the proposed framework is to solve the optimization problem 

in Eq. (6.3 ). In this section, we derive the solution for this problem and present an 

offline algorithm. We have four sets of variables to update. When fixing three sets of 

them, the objective function is a quadratic function with respect to the remaining one. 

Therefore, we can iteratively update gs or {U 8 
'
1
}. The updating rules are summarized in 

Algorithm 8, and the specific procedure of deducing these rules is discussed as follows. 

In the following, we derive the updating rule for u s,l _The derivation of updating rules 
for the other variables follow similar procedure. First, we define the following three 

tensors for s-th source: 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 
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Algorithm 8 Offline JNNTF 

Require: x i E ]RN s X K XT s , i = 1, · · · , M, C, D, and a. 
Ensure: Inconsistency scores: IE IRK. 

1: Initialize {us,l},g*, and gs, s = 1, · · · , M; l = 1, 2, 3; 
2: while convergence criterion is satisfied do 
3: for s +- 1 to M do 
4: for l +- 1 to 3 do 
5: Calculate s s,l based on Eq. (6.5) to (6.7); 
6: Unfold x s and s s,z on l-th order; 
7: Calculate r s,l and Qs,l; 

Us) f---- U' s,_l8: i J i J 

9: end for 
10: Construct ·[;s ; and vectorize g s, g* and x s; 

s 's (Us xs+ g*)q .
11: 9q f---- 9q ((Us(Us )T +f)g' s )q' 

12: Update g*; 
13: end for 
14: end while 
15: Calculate inconsistency score h according to Eq. (6.4). 
16: return h, fork= 1, • • • , K 

where 11 , h, and 13 are identity matrices of order C, K, and D. Then we can rewrite 

£(Xs) as follows : 

~ (fk - x,;k)' 
2 

1~ ~ ( ~ ~!-u;~'u:: -x,;k)·: 

~ ~ ( ,:' B!v - (X(l) )ip) ~ II U'·' B(l) - X/l) II} (6.8) 

X(z) and B (l) are two matrices unfolded from x s and Bs on l-th order separately, and 

p = (j - 1) x Ts + k. If we derive the loss term involved in u s,z from Eq. (6.3), we can 

obtain: 
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£(XS) 

tr (t'B/i(( B/i(?(U'·'?) - 2c,tr (U'·'TX(li(B/i(?) ( (6.9) 

With known inequalities a :s; (a2 + b2 )/2b, Va , b > 0 and z ~ 1 + log z , Vz > 0, we 

have the following properties: 

,s,lrs ,l)ij (Ui)l)2 
tr (o/s,lrs ,l(Us,lf) :s; I: (6.10)

(Ui)l)'
\ i ,J 

(6.11) 

(6.13) 

1According to the definition of auxiliary function as defined in [105], Z (us,l , U'8
' ) is an 

auxiliary function of£(us,l). The first order derivative of the auxiliary function is: 

(6.14) 

By setting &Z(us,l, U' 8 ' 
1)/&Ui)1 = 0, we can obtain the updating rule for us,l: 

(6.15) 
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Similarly, the updating rules for g s can be derived as: 

(6.16) 

When updating the core tensor g s, the index q is defined as: q = i + (j - 1) * Ns + (k -

1) * Ns K. xs is the vectorized form of x s with x~ = Xijk• g* and g's are the vectorized 

f I'* d r.'s 1 u- s [-s -s -s l .h -s ( ) u s,lus,2u s,3 dforms o ~ an ~ separate y. = u1 , u2 , · · · , uN wit p = iu jv kw anu9 

p = u + ( v - 1) * Ns + ( w - 1) * Ns K. Here, we show that Algorithm 8 can improve 

the solution gradually in the following lemma: 

Lemma 6.2.1. Following the updating rules in Algorithm 8 (shown in Eq. (6.15) to 

(6.16)), the objective function in Eq. (6.3) decreases monotonically. 

Proof At each iteration, we show the Hessian matrix of the auxiliary function with 

respect to u s,l is convex, which is, 

(6.17) 

where, Hij = 2(U's,lys,l) ij/u':f + 2Q:fu1:f1(ut/)2 
. Therefore, Z(us,l, U' s,l) is a 

convex function with respect to u s,l and updating u s,l (Eq. (6.15)) gives the global 

minimum of Z(us,l l U' s,l) at each iteration step. Namely, .C(U's,l) = Z(U's,l l U' s,l) ~ 

Z(us,l' U's,l) ~ .C(us,l). Then, Eq. (6.15) results in monotonic decrease of .C(us,l). 

Similarly, we can prove that Eq. (6.16) also result in a monotonic decrease of .C(Xs). 

□ 

6.2.3 Incremental JNNTF 

In streaming data applications, data continuously arrive. Let x s,t denote the data ob

tained from the s-th source at time t. In this section, we propose a two-step incremental 
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algorithm shown in Algorithm 9 to process streaming data. Its computational and stor

age complexity is analyzed in Section 6.2.4. 

At the first step, we try to obtain optimal projection matrices by solving the following 

optimization function: 

M 

min ~ (x s,T - g s,T- 1 X { u(s,l,T) }ll ~ (6.18)
{ u (s,i,T) } ~ 

s=l 

According to the procedure of solving optimization in Section 6.2.3 , it is easy to derive 

the updating rules for { u(s,l,T) , s = 1, • • • , M , l = 1, 2, 3}. Suppose that the solutions 

at time tare { UJs ,l,t) , s = 1, · · · , M , l = 1, 2, 3}. 

The second step is to update core tensor g s,T at time T by solving the following 

optimization problem: 

M T 

1iiJ\ ~ g s,T X {UJ' ,t,t) } II } + Q 119',T- g •(T-1) 11 }. (6.19)~ f '-
Similarly, the following equation holds: 

Tfr ,-gf) X {UJ',i,t) }II } +nll9f) - g•(T-l )II } 

~ ~ (x'·'- (U!·'fq' ,TII } + n llg' ,T - g•(T-i)II } , 

where xs,t , g s,T , and g*(T- l ) are vectorized from x s,t , g s,T , and Q*(T- l ) separately. 

u;,t E ]RNsKTsxCKD is a matrix built from { UJs ,l,t) , l = 1, 2, 3}. Note that, 

(6.20) 
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Let Z(gs,r , g' s,T) denote the right hand side of the Eq. (6.21 ). Then, the first order 

derivative of Z (g s,T , g's,T) with respect to gs,T should be: 

EJZ(gs,T , 9,s,T) s,t (us,t )Tg1s,T + a / Tg' s,T 
o o l l 2 s,T 

EJgs,T 1s,T 9z 
g lt= l l 

1s,T 
-2 "'~us,txs ,t ) + a / Tg*(T-l )l f!__J__ 
~ o l l s,T· 

l 9z 

Since g't'T could be any point, we replace it with g;,r-i _ Then, let the right hand side 

equal to O; we can obtain the updating rules for g; ,r: 

s,T L_ s,T-l t (6.22)9z ,------ 9z " ' 

"T u s,txs,t andLJt=l o , 

v;s,T + *(T-1)
s,T L_ s,T-1 l agl

91 ,------ 91 s T-1 · (6.23) 
s, Tgs, T- l) l + agz , 

Updating Eq. (6.23) implies that we do not need to compute new v s,T and H s,T every 

time. Instead, we only need to calculate u ; ,r xs,T and u ; ,r(u; ,rf, and add them to the 

v s,T-l and H s,T-l obtained at previous timestamps. 

6.2.4 Computational Complexity Analysis 

In this section, we analyze computational complexity for both offline and incremental 

algorithms. Assume that N is the maximum number of users among all sources, K is 

the number of items in each source, C is the number of groups in each source, and D is 

the number of timestamp group in each source. Assume we have x s,t E JRNsx KxTs,t at 

each time t. We consider both algorithms' behaviors from time 1 to T. 
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Algorithm 9 Incremental JNNTF 

Require: x s,T E ]RNsxKxr; , g s,T-1, Q *(T-1) E JRCxKxD ; ½s,(T-1) E JRCxKx D and 
H s,T-1 E JRCKDxCKD_ 

Ensure: Inconsistency scores: I E IRK . 
1: Solve the optimization problem in Eq. (6.19) using Eqs. (6.15) to obtain {us,i,T , s = 

1, . . . , M , i = 1, 2, 3}; 
2: for s +- 1 to M do 
3: Construct us,T E JRCKDxNsKT;; 

4: Vextorize x s,T r.s,T- l and "-*(T-l ) into x s,T c s(T-l ) and G *s(T-l ) separately· 
'~ ' ~ ' ' ' 

5: Update v s,T: v s,T = v s,T- 1 + us,T x s,T; 
6: Update H s,T: H s,T = H s,T- 1 + us,T(us,Tf; 

v:s ,T + • (T- 1) 

7: Update g{'T +- g{'T- l l agl - l' then vectorize c s,T into tensor g s,T; 
Hs ,T gs ,T- l )z+ag{ ' 

8: end for 
9: Update "-*(T) = _!_ "-'M r.s,T · 

~ M LJs=l ~ ' 
10: Calculate inconsistency score h according to Eq. (6.4). 
11: return h, for k = 1, • • • , K 

Time Complexity. For offline algorithm, we need to implement Algorithm 8 at 

each timestamp t. Let the maximum number of steps taken to converge at each times

tamp t is Tt. The dominating computation in Algorithm 8 is step 10 constructing us,t 

for each source, which has the complexity O (NK 2 C D L s,t L ~= l Ts,i) - For the in

cremental algorithm, the dominating computation happens in step 3. This step takes 

O (CK 2D N L(tTs,t) - This implies that the incremental algorithm is more efficient 

than the offline ~ne. Storage Complexity. At time T, the storage complexity of Algo

rithm 1 is O (MN K L(t Ts,t) - Referred to the input section in Algorithm 9, the stor

age complexity should ~ 0 ( MNK L ~ 1Ts,T) . Since our framework is proposed to 

handle large datasets, the number of users' and timestamps' clusters are much smaller 

than the number of users and timestamps. The storage complexity of Algorithm 9 is 

O( M N K L ~ 1Ts,T) that is less than that of Algorithm 8. 
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6.2.5 Handling Missing Data 

In many real world applications, the input tensor is hardly complete. There are usually 

many missing entries. To tackle this challenge, we propose an objective function on the 

available data entries to handle sparse tensors. Assume we have triple-elements set x:.,s 

= { ( i, j , k) : XiJk is available} as input. Therefore, the optimization problem (Eq. (6.3)) 

should be rewritten as: 

Updating us,l_ We first unfold x s into X (l) on i -th dimension where l = 1, 2, 3, and 

assume the binary set Ks = {(p , k) : (X(l) )Pk is available} exist. Then we have: 

min """°"' (fs,lB (l) )pk - (X fo )pk )2 . (6.25) 
us ,l>O ~ 

8- (p ,k)EK

The procedure of obtaining u s,t is similar to Section 6.2.2. Let's denote Bci~ as the 

corresponding matrix for Bel~ , where k-th column is deleted if (p , k) (/:. Ks. Updating 

rules are: 

us,l f---- U's,l pk s,l/ (U' s,lT s,l) (6.26)pk pk pk, 

where T s,l = Bci~ ( Bci~)T ' and Qs,l = Xfo ( Bci~)T. 

Updating gs. We vectorize x s into xs and derive the objective function involving 

entries of gs_The optimization function in Eq. (6.3) should be rewritten as: 

~in L
M 

Lff - (gsOs)1) 2+ L({9J- g; )2. (6.27) 

s=l lEC8 
~ j ~ 

where c s = {l : xf is available}. Similarly, we denote Os as the corresponding matrix 

for u s, where l-th column is deleted when l (/:. c s. The updating rules are: 
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(6.28) 

This approach only involves available entries in the computation, so it can greatly im

prove efficiency on sparse data. 

6.3 Experiments 

In this section, we show the experimental results that validate the proposed framework 

for trustworthiness analysis from the following four aspects: (1) We apply the frame

work to three real world applications: hotel rating analysis, network traffic flow analysis 

and weather prediction integration, and case studies show how the proposed approach 

detects meaningful alerts on untrustworthy items. (2) Synthetic data sets are adopted 

to conduct quantitative evaluation, showing the benefit of incorporating time factor. (3) 

Both offline and incremental versions of methods are implemented for streaming appli

cation scenario, and the results show that incremental algorithm runs much faster while 

the performance is almost the same. ( 4) Experiments show that by considering the 

sparseness of data, running time can be highly reduced by the technique we proposed to 

deal with missing values. 

6.3.1 Real World Applications 

We implement the proposed method on three real data sets, and show the experimental 

results in this section. 

6.3.1.1 Hotel Rating 

Hotel rating data sets are crawled for Las Vegas (LV) and New York City (NYC) from 

three popular travel websites: Orbitz, Priceline, and TripAdvisor. Among these web

sites, 111 common hotels are identified for Las Vagas, and 210 common hotels for New 
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York City. We crawled all the ratings for these common hotels over three websites from 

January to December 2013 and all the rating information is normalized into the same 

scale [O, 1]. 
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Figure 6.1 : Inconsistency score distribution of hotels 

Result Analysis. Figure 6.1 shows the inconsistency score distributions for hotels 

in LV and NYC. Most hotels receive low inconsistency scores, which confirms our 

assumption that the majority of items are consistent. Moreover, a few hotels receive 

significantly high inconsistency scores, indicating that there exists inconsistency among 

the information of those hotels from multiple websites. Next we investigate these hotels 

to check whether the findings are meaningful by conducting two case studies on hotels 

at LV and NYC respectively. 

Hotel with low inconsistency score 

•♦ • Orbitz 

•• •Priceline 
...,._. TripAdvisor 

2 3 4 

Timestamp Cluster 

Figure 6.2: Case study: rating pattern of hotels in NYC 

Case Study. In New York City data set, we choose the hotel with the highest in

consistency score and a random hotel with low inconsistency score, which are shown 
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in Figure 6.2. In Figure 6.2, we can clearly observe that for the normal hotel (low in

consistency score), the trend of rating patterns for all websites are consistent, and the 

differences among them are the platform bias. For the hotel with high inconsistency 

score, the rating patterns are only consistent for Priceline and TripAdvisor, but for Or

bitz, the trend of rating patterns at timestamp 3 and 4 are different from others'. This 

indicates the occurrence of some untrustworthy information. 

6.3.1.2 Network Traffic Flow 

The network traffic flow data set, collected from an enterprise network containing half 

million hosts, is used to detect anomalous hosts that generate suspicious traffic flow 

on weekdays. The behavior of each host evolves during a month. Each week can be 

considered as one timestamp. We collect three data sources, each of which consists of 

traffic flow of four week from a month. Data is normalized before fed into the proposed 

JNNTF. 
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Figure 6.3 : Inconsistent scores distribution of hosts 

Result Analysis. Figure 7 .5 shows inconsistency score distribution for the first 400 

hosts. The minority of hosts receive significantly high inconsistency scores, indicating 

inconsistent traffic flow across multiple sources. We conduct investigation on these hosts 

to check whether their behavior is inconsistent. Figure 6.4 shows the traffic pattern of 

two hosts. For the the normal hosts, the patterns of traffic flow for all sources are almost 

the same, indicating that its behavior is consistent across multiple sources. However, 

the trend of the host, whose inconsistency score is high, is only consistent between two 
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sources. The pattern on the remaining source distinguishes dramatically from others' at 

the third timestamp, which indicates that it generates suspicious unusual traffic flow. 
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Figure 6.4: Case study: traffic flow pattern of hosts 

6.3.1.3 Weather Forecast 

For this application task, we crawled the weather prediction information for 88 cities in 

United States from three sources: HAM weather (HAM), Wunderground (Wund), and 

World Weather Online (WWO). The crawling procedure last from Oct. 7, 2013 to Dec. 

17, 2013, and the predicted high temperature is collected. As the temperature informa

tion has its own natural range, we don't normalize them, and the range is between -17F 

and lllF. 

Result Analysis. Figure 6.5 shows the inconsistency score distribution for all cities, 

from which we can see most of them receive low inconsistency scores. It indicates that 

most cities are consistent with respect to high temperature across multiple sources. For 

cities receiving high inconsistency scores, there is inconsistency about weather predic

tion of those cities across multiple websites. Furthermore, to conduct a case study for 

justifying the ability of the proposed framework in detecting untrustworthy information, 

we pick the most inconsistent city and a normal city randomly. Figure 6.6 shows that 

for the normal city, although the trend of high temperature patterns deviate a little from 

each other, they are consistent across three sources. However, the most inconsistent 

city shows a different trend. There exist only consistent patterns between WWO and 
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Wund, but for HAM, the trend of high temperature at timestamps 3 and 4 is totally dif

ferent from the others. It implies the inconsistency on HAM's prediction compared with 

others'. 
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Figure 6.5 : Inconsistency score distribution of cities 
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Figure 6.6: Case study: high temperature pattern of cities 

6.3.2 Quantitative Evaluation 

In this section, we compare the proposed method with baseline methods. As synthetic 

data sets are adopted here, ground truth information is available and enables us to con

duct quantitative analysis. 

Data Generation. We generate synthetic data to simulate multi-platform rating data. 

The synthetic data are generated based on the observation that the behavior of latent user 

groups and timestamp clusters across multiple sources are consistent. We generate three 

sources and mandate three hidden user groups and three timestamp clusters. The basic 
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idea is that when users from the same user group and timestamp cluster, their ratings 

over K items are drawn from the same distribution. Among the K items, we randomly 

choose n items (n :s; K) whose ratings are randomly changed and are treated as outliers 

receiving untrustworthy information. 

Evaluation Metric. As we know which items should be detected as inconsistent ones, 

F-measure is adopted to evaluate the performance of all methods. 

Baseline Methods. We compare the proposed model with the following baselines. 

The first one is Normalized Histogram Comparison (NHC). The second baseline method 

is Joint Matrix Factorization (JMF) from [100]. It assigns various users to latent groups 

by joint matrix factorization and retrieves the inconsistent items by comparing items at 

group level. The third baseline is Multi-Source Deep Belief Network (MSDBN) from 

[101], which is to learn a joint representation of ratings across multiple sources. Each 

source's rating is reconstructed based on the joint representation. Item's inconsistency 

score is computed based on the difference between its actual rating and the reconstructed 

rating. 

As all the above baselines don't take time into consideration, we run them on ev

ery time snapshot. Then, for each item, there are totally T (number of timestamps) 

inconsistency scores. The average of them is taken as the final output. 

Performance Comparison. We vary the percentage of inconsistent items and total 

items to simulate different scenarios. Table 6.1 shows the performance comparison of 

our method and three baselines. NHC, whose performance is worst, fails to detect most 

of the inconsistent items. This method is vulnerable to noise and has limited discrim

inative ability, as it only compares statistics at high level. The performance of JMF 

improves over NHC mainly because it considers the user group-level information. MS

DBN explores a much finer representation of common latent user groups than clustering, 

and thus its performance is better than JMF. However, compared with the proposed JN

NTF, which has the perfect performance and reveals all the inconsistent items, some of 

which are still undetected by the baselines. This performance gap between baselines 
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Table 6.1 : F-measure comparison w.r.t. outlier percentage 

2% 3% 5% 6% 8% 10% 

NHC 1.00 0.50 0.67 0.50 0.60 0.33 
JMF 1.00 1.00 0.67 0. 75 0.60 0.67 

MSDBN 1.00 1.00 1.00 0. 75 0.60 0.83 
JNNTF 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

and JNNTF is mainly due to the fact that the baselines don't consider time informa

tion. The proposed JNNTF conducts tensor factorization on both user and timestamp 

dimensions, and thus can successfully detect inconsistent patterns hidden in user and 

timestamp clusters. 

6.3.3 Streaming Scenario 

In this part, we evaluate the performance of the proposed approach on streaming data. In 

Section 6.2.3 , we proposed an incremental version of our method, and further in Section 

6.2.4, we claim that the incremental version (Algorithm 9) is much faster. We confirm 

this by the experimental results. Due to the page limitation, we only report the results 

on weather data set. We can observe similar patterns from the results on the other data 

sets. 
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Figure 6.7 : Algorithm analysis: (a) running time comparison; (b) average difference of 
algorithm 9 with respect to a 
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In Figure 6.7 (a), we show the running time comparison between offline and incre

mental versions of the proposed method. We can see that the incremental algorithm 

benefits from efficient computation techniques, and takes less running time compared 

with the offline method. 

For both incremental and offline methods, we compute the average consistency 

scores over all items. Figure 6.7 (b) shows the difference between them. It can be seen 

that the difference is small, and it increases slowly as time goes on, which is caused 

by the error accumulation. Figure 6.7 (b) also shows that when we vary the parameter 

a, the difference will not change significantly. a controls the weight of the regulariza

tion term in Eq. (6.3 ). This indicates that the performance of the incremental method is 

quite close to the offline version, while the incremental method takes less computation 

resources and unsensitive to the parameter a. 

6.3.4 Data Sparseness 

We test the proposed approach that handles missing data. We vary the sparseness per

centage of the synthetic data set and evaluate the performance of JNNTF and the algo

rithm that does not consider missing data (JNNTF-MD). The running time comparison 

is shown in Table 6.2. Columns 2 and 3 record their running time respectively, and the 

last column calculates the ratio between them. As the sparseness ratios increase, the 

running time of JNNTF-MD keeps almost the same while that of the proposed JNNTF 

decreases, because JNNTF-MD explicitly eliminates missing entries from computation. 

It indicates that it is useful to consider sparseness in the algorithm. 

6.4 Related Work 

The proposed framework is built on tensor factorization, which attracts much attention 

recently [106- 108]. However, most existing approaches simply factorize a tensor of 

single source. Although some recent work introduces the concept of multi-source tensor 
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Table 6.2: Running time w.r.t. sparseness percentage 

percentage JNNTF JNNTF-MD Ratio 

90% 461.383s 1445.306s 31.9% 
70% 460.788s 1451.650s 31.7% 
50% 722.393s 1444.786s 50.0% 
30% 953.113s 1394.353s 68.4% 
10% 1009.149s 1341.918s 75.2% 

factorization [ 109,110], they propose to model the source as one dimension of the tensor. 

Different from these work, the goal of this framework is to conduct a multi-source joint 

tensor factorization, where sources are connected through a consensus core tensor. 

Information trustworthiness analysis is a hot topic with many applications such as 

social networks (e.g., Twitter) [111], online auction websites (e.g., eBay) [112], and 

product reviews (e.g., Amazon) [113]. Most related work focuses on supervised learning 

approaches to detect untrustworthy information on single source. The main drawback of 

this type of approaches is the time-consuming labeling labor. Thus, we introduce an un

supervised learning framework to estimate information trustworthiness across multiple 

sources. 

Previous work in [100, 101] propose joint matrix factorization and deep learning 

approaches to estimate the local trustworthiness of information. However, both works 

fail to consider time, and thus lots of useful information along time dimension is lost. 

In our framework, we propose to extract the latent user groups and timestamp clusters 

simultaneous!y. 

Another relevant field is anomaly detection, which has been studied extensively for 

years [114]. These studies detect anomalies based on how far their distances [115], 

densities [ 116], statistical distributions [ 117], or chances of isolations [ 118] deviate from 

the rest of the data. However, they focus on detecting anomalies from single data source. 

On multi-source data, where each view (source) describes one aspect of objects, 

people developed techniques for classification and clustering. In multi-view learning, a 

joint model is learnt from both labeled and unlabeled data of multiple sources to get the 
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final classifier [119, 120]. Multi-view clustering explores the joint analysis of multiple 

views to compute a global clustering solution [121 , 122]. These methods conduct a 

joint inference of a global model rather than detecting untrustworthy information from 

multiple sources. 

6.5 Summary 

In this chapter, we develop a joint tensor factorization framework to detect inconsis

tent information from multiple streaming data, meanwhile consider time dimension. We 

compute inconsistency degree of information by comparing the corresponding projected 

tensors and the consensus one. We further propose an incremental approach to dynam

ically conduct joint tensor factorization when data continuously arrive with a guarantee 

on performance and efficiency. To handle sparse data set with many missing entries, we 

adapt the formulation to focus on available data and eliminate the effect of missing data 

in updating rules. Experiments on three real-world applications with dynamic multi

source data including hotel ratings, network traffic flow, and weather forecast demon

strate the advantage of the proposed method. 



Temporal Multi-View Inconsistency 

Detection for Network Traffic 

Analysis 

7.1 Introduction 

An immense amount of data is collected each day from enterprise networks, such as 

network packet flow, URL requests, and other network activities. It is important to 

monitor network traffic and identify hosts with suspicious behavior in a timely manner 

to prevent large-scale damage to the whole network. This is a challenging task due to the 

fact that network traffic data are heterogeneous, noisy and gigantic in which meaningful 

patterns are deeply hidden. 

Some existing work tackles this challenge by developing anomaly detection tech

niques that identify hosts whose data are significantly different from those of the major

ity of the hosts [123- 125]. However, these techniques suffer from the limitations that 

they ignore the intrinsic relationships among attributes. In fact, network traffic data typ

ically involve multiple views of attributes, each of which captures network traffic from 

a particular perspective. For example, network traffic data can be collected through dif-
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ferent protocols, such as TCP, UDP and ICMP. Although absolute traffic volume may 

differ among protocols, there exists some consistency among these views. For example, 

when the network undergoes heavy loads, we can expect increase in the traffic volumes 

in all the views. 

In this chapter, we propose a novel approach to detect hosts with unusual behavior 

by mining enterprise network traffic data that are collected from multiple views. Dif

ferent from existing single-view anomaly detection approaches, the proposed method 

considers correlations among different views and detects hosts that have inconsistent 

behavior across these views. There are two major challenges with this problem. We 

describe these challenges and the corresponding solutions as follows. 

Inconsistency Detection. The key idea of this task is to model commonalities across 

views and flag those hosts that violate such common patterns as the inconsistent hosts 

we try to detect. However, network data may be quite noisy, so it is hard to find common 

patterns at the surface. Moreover, data from different views may have different value 

ranges, and this makes the comparison across views difficult. Therefore, we propose 

to first preprocess each view's data by applying existing anomaly detection algorithms, 

such as Local Outlier Factor (LOF) [114, 116]. Since we are interested in hosts with 

anomalous behavior, this step converts data from different views into comparable fea

tures and discards noisy information while keeping useful information that helps with 

the task. 

However, even after the application of anomaly detectors on each view, it is still 

challenging for researchers to compare anomaly detector outputs from different views. 

Figure 7.1 and 7 .2 show the anomaly detector outputs for 50 hosts on a network traffic 

dataset and a DNS dataset respectively. Each dataset consists of 4 views (four proto

cols or four categories of URL). More details about these two datasets can be found 

in experiments. Each plot in each figure illustrates one view, in which x-axis denotes 

host ID and y-axis denotes anomaly detector outputs. As can be seen, there exist some 

commonality across views, but it is difficult to extract such common patterns by a sim-
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Figure 7 .1: Raw detector scores from netflow data 
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Figure 7 .2: Raw detector scores from DNS data 

ple comparison. Correspondingly, we may not be able to distinguish inconsistent and 

consistent hosts easily. This observation motivates us to project multi-view data into a 

new space with the hope that the inconsistent and consistent hosts can be well separated 

in this new space. 

Temporal Behavior. Another challenge is that the behavior of hosts may evolve over 

time, and thus approaches that model statical behavior of hosts cannot work. The tem

poral patterns in hosts' behavior must be taken into consideration when detecting incon

sistent hosts. For example, a host with a very high volume of network traffic should not 

be considered as anomalous if the high volume occurs on weekdays, but it may indicate 

suspicious behavior if it occurs on weekends. Therefore, anomaly detector scores from 

weekdays and weekends should be considered as two separate groups and we model 

consistency on each group separately. 

Summary of Proposed Framework. To tackle the aforementioned challenges, we de

velop an effective approach to automatically extract common patterns across multiple 

views and detect hosts which behave inconsistently from time-evolving network data. 
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We name the approach Temporal Multi-View Inconsistency Detection (TMVID), which 

consists of the following steps: 1) We apply various anomaly detectors on different 

attributes of network data, such as the number of bytes, flows, and packets to obtain 

anomaly detection output for each time snapshot and each view. For each view, the 

scores can be summarized as a tensor with three dimensions: host, time and detector. 

2) We then conduct joint probabilistic factorization on multiple tensors simultaneously 

with the constraint that the projection matrices across multiple views are similar. In this 

way, the commonality across multiple views is captured by the mean latent tensor and 

this projection takes temporal context into consideration. 3) After tensor factorization, 

we calculate inconsistency score for each host as the variance of the similarity between 

each view's latent tensor and the mean tensor. This score measures the deviation of each 

host's pattern in one view from the average behavior considered across views. 

Applications and Experiments. We implement the proposed approach and apply it to 

two network datasets collected from IBM enterprise networks, Network flow traffic and 

domain name system data sets. The task is to detect inconsistent hosts based on informa

tion collected from multiple internet protocols and URL request categories, respectively. 

Besides network traffic applications, the proposed method is applicable to other scenar

ios that involve multiple views of time-varying data to detect inconsistent hosts, events, 

or actions. The detected inconsistency can further contribute to the improvement of 

safety and security in the cyber or physical world. The advantage of the proposed ap

proach is its ability to correlate and compare information from multiple views by joint 

tensor factorization to extract information inconsistency. Experimental results show that 

the proposed mechanism has the capacity of detecting inconsistent behavior. Especially, 

the inconsistent hosts can be distinguished from the consistent hosts in the final projec

tion results. By comparing with the static matrix factorization approach, we demonstrate 

the importance of modeling temporal behavior of hosts. Running time experiments show 

that TMVID is efficient and scalable, which makes it applicable in the real-world big data 

environment. 
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To summarize, in this chapter we make the following contributions: (1) We propose 

the important problem of inconsistency detection on temporal data with multiple views. 

Different from traditional approaches that work on single views and static data, the pro

posed approach can output more meaningful alerts from heterogeneous, dynamic and 

noisy data for the purpose of cyber security. (2) We propose an effective approach based 

on Joint Probabilistic Tensor Factorization (JPTF) to capture the latent common behav

ior across multiple views. For each view, we form a tensor by applying various anomaly 

detectors on the raw data and record the anomalous scores for each time snapshot. Af

ter joint tensor factorization on multiple tensors, we calculate each host's inconsistency 

score by comparing the latent tensor of each view with the average lathent tensor. (3) As 

the major component of the proposed method, joint probabilistic tensor factorization is 

modeled as an optimization problem and we propose an algorithm to solve this problem 

by iteratively updating the projection matrices and latent tensors. And (4) we vali

date the proposed algorithm on both synthetic and real-world data sets, and the results 

demonstrate the advantages of the proposed approach in detecting inconsistent behavior. 

Due to its ability of modeling temporal behavior and extracting common patterns, the 

proposed approach outperforms existing baselines that only model static behavior and 

conduct simple across-view comparison. 

7 .2 Preliminary 

In this section, we introduce the notations and the key tensor operations used throughout 

this chapter. 

Definition 7.2.1 (TENSOR). A tensor is a mathematical representation ofa multi-way 

array. The order ofa tensor is the number ofmodes ( or ways). The dimensionality ofa 

mode is the number ofelements in that mode. 

Specifically, a first-order tensor is a vector denoted by a lowercase letter, x ; a second

order tensor is a matrix denoted by a capital letter X; and a higher-order tensor has three 
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5 5or more modes denoted by a Euler script letter X. For example, a tensor X E IR4 x x 

has 3 modes with dimensionality of 4, 5, and 6 respectively. Denote the i-th entry of 

a vector by xi , the (i , j)-th element of a matrix X by X ij , and the (i , j , k)-th element 

of a third-order tensor X by Xijk· Indices range from l to their capital version, e.g. 

l = 1, · · · , L. 

Example 7.2.2. We have 50 detectors, 500 hosts, and 500 days in a cyber network 

application. The detector scores form a tensor X E ]R5ox5oo x5oo_ Xijk represents the 

detector score obtained by applying i -th detector on the number ofbytes of j-th host on 

day k. 

Definition 7.2.3 (MATRICIZATION). Matricization, also known as unfolding or flat

tening, is the process of reordering the elements ofan N -mode array into a matrix. 

Let X (d) denote the mode-d matricization of a tensor X E ]Rh x --- x I N , where columns 

of the matrix X (d) corresponds to the mode-n fibers. The (i1 , i 2 , · · · , iN ) element of 

tensor maps to the (id , j) elements of the matrix x (d) in which j = 1 + I:r=l,k#(ik -

l)Jk , where JK = rr~-c!l,m#Im. 

For example, mode-1 matricization of X in cyber network scenario, we can obtain 

X(l) E ]R5ox(5oo- 5oo); mode-2 matricization results in Xc2) E ]R5oo x(5o- 5oo); and mode-3 

matricization X c3) E ]R5oo x(5o- 5oo). The concept is easier to understand using an example 

in [106]. 

Example 7.2.4. Assume YE ]R3 x 4 x 2 and 

4 7 

8 I() lY1 ~ [ 5 11 ' 

3 6 9 12 

16 19 

Y2 ~ [ ~~ 17 20 :: ](
18 21 24 (~5 
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Therefore, we have: 

4 7 10 13 16 19 
2223 l5 8 11 14 17 20 

6 9 12 15 18 21 24 

2 
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6 

13 
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14 

17 

15 

18 ( 
7 8 9 19 20 21 

and 

~[) 

3Yc ) ~ [(3 1: 1

11 12 

3
5 ... 

22 23 24 ( 
:: :: :: l 

Definition 7.2.5 (Vectorization). Vectorization, vec( ·), is the process of reordering the 

elements ofan N-mode array into a vector. 

Example 7.2.6. Assume Yare defined in Example 7.2.4. Thus, vec(Y) = (1 , 2, · · · , 24f. 

Definition 7.2.7 (MODE-d PRODUCTION). The mode-d matrix product of a tensor 

X E ffi. h x ... Jd"'x I N with a matrix U E ffi. J x i d element-wise is defined as: 

Id 

(x x d U)i1 ...i d_ IJid+ l ...iN = L x i1 .. .id .. •iNujid , (7.1) 
i d= l 

whereX x dU hasasizeofh x ··· x Id-1 x J x Id+ 1 x ··· x IN. 

Semantically, the mode-d production transforms X to a new tensor X x d U by ap

plying the linear transformation described by the matrix U to each of the mode-d fibers 

of X. We introduce the following simple notation for multiplication in each mode: 

(7.2) 
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Definition 7.2.8 (TENSOR NORM). The Frobenius norm of an N -mode tensor X E 

(7.3) 

Especially, we have the following useful property about the Frobenius norm of N 

mode tensor [106]. 

Property 7.2.9. Assume that X and 9II xdUd are three-mode tensors, the Frobenius 

norm of X - 9II xdUd has the following properties: 

N 

IIX - grr xdUd ll } ~ IIX(d) - UdG(d) (,~~edfll } (7.4) 

N 

~ ll vec(X) - ~cvec(Q)II } , (7.5) 

where @ : l ,l# U1 = U 1 Q9 · · · X u d- l Q9 Ud+ l Q9 · · · Q9 U N, and ® :=l u d = U1 Q9 U2 X 

.. . X UN. 

7 .3 Methodology 

We first formally formulate the problem and pose the joint probabilistic tensor factor

ization based framework, Temporal Multi-View Inconsistency Detection (TMVID) in 

Section 7.3. 1. The details of the proposed framework, TMVID, are discussed in Sec

tion 7 .3 and the complete algorithm of probabilistic tensor factorization is described in 

Section 7.3.3 . 

7.3.1 Problem Formulation 

First we introduce some notations and discuss the problem setting based on the net

work flow traffic scenario. Assume there are M views to describe the behavior of K 
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Figure 7 .3: Complete flow of the proposed mechanism: Temporal Multi-View Inconsis
tency Detection 

hosts over T days. In the network flow traffic scenario, we have M protocols, such as 

TCP incoming/outgoing traffic, UDP incoming/outcoming traffic and so on. Each view 

consists of many attributes: the number of bytes, flows, and packets. We aim to apply 

inconsistency analysis to identify unusual hosts which behave inconsistently across M 

views. In order to achieve this goal, we propose a three step framework. First, we con

duct N detectors on these attributes on each day to convert the raw data into comparable 

level and then form the detector scores into M tensors. We denote the detector scores 

tensor from the s-th view as x s E IRNxKxT _ Namely, X ijk means the j -th host's detec

tor score obtained by conducting the i -th detector on the s-th view in day k . Second, we 

apply joint probabilistic tensor factorization to project the detector scores into the latent 

subspaces. Third, we calculate the inconsistency score of each host based on similarity 

between its latent tensors and the mean latent tensor. 
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7.3.2 Proposed Framework 

In this section, we are going to introduce the proposed three-step framework as shown 

in Figure 7.3 . First, we apply several anomaly detectors across multiple views. Sec

ond, we conduct probabilistic tensor factorization to capture the subspace shared by 

multiple views, which is the core component of TMVID and the details will be given in 

following. Finally, the inconsistency score of each entity will be calculated based on the 

dissimilarity from the common subspace. 

7.3.2.1 Probabilistic Tensor Factorization 

Probabilistic tensor factorization multilinearly project the observed tensor x s for s = 

1, 2, • • • , Min the high-dimensional space IRNx K xT to the corresponding latent tensors 

g s in the low-dimensional space JRCNx K xCr, i.e. 

(7.6) 

where 

• g s E JRCNx K xCr is the latent tensor. Each entry g uvw of g s stands for the detector 

score at the u-th detector and w-th timestamp cluster for v-th host. 

• u s,d is the d-th projection matrix, which constructs the multilinear mapping be

tween the observed detector scores and the latent tensors. 

• Es E JRMx K x T is the residue tensor. Each entry of Es is assumed to follow a 

Gaussian distribution N (O, 0'
2
). 

Based on these observations, we therefore introduce a probabilistic tensor factorization 

model to describe the distribution of the entry of residue tensor 

(7.7) 
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Let 8 = {9 8, u s,dls = 1, 2, · · · , M , d = 1, 2, 3} denote the parameters set. All param

eters are estimated from the observed tensor data. Next, we mathematically formulate 

the task as an optimization problem. 

Regarding a three-dimension network flow traffic scenario, we assume detector scores 

from M views have been collected. Note that although we only consider a three

dimension tensor for ease of presentation, the extension to high dimension setting is 

straightforward. The log-likelihood of parameter set 8 given M observed tensors is 

expressed as: 

1 1 M 
£(8) ex: Mlog II~ lPr(£ 8 IX8, 8) ex: - ML 11xs - Q8 II xdus,dll ~- (7.8) 

s= l 

Consistent hosts are those whose behavior is consistent across different views. Thus, 

we assume the behavior of anomaly detectors shall be similar across different attributes. 

Based on this observation, we estimate the parameters by minimizing the penalized log

likelihood function, which is defined as: 

(7.9) 

where U*,l = }r ~~ u s,l, l = 1, 2, 3, and A = [>. 1 , >. 2 , >.3] is a regularizer parame1 
ter vector. The first term represents the negative log-likelihood, while the second term 

is a regularizer which has two-fold meaning: (1) the behavior of the detectors and the 

pattern of days shall be similar, and (2) it is adopted to prevent overfitting. More specif

ically, denote £A(us,1l8) as the objective function with respect to u s,l_ £A(98 18) is the 

objective functions in terms of gs. 

Next, we propose an algorithm which iteratively optimizes £A(us,ll8) and £A(98 18) 

by constructing the corresponding surrogate functions to decouple the parameters. 
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7.3.2.2 Model Inference 

Denote by 8 n = {Q~, u~,z I1 :s; s :s; M, 1 :s; l :s; 3} the parameters set on n-th iteration. 

We construct surrogate functions Q1(us,1Ie; e (n)) and Q2(9sl8; e (n) ), and will show 

they are tight upper bounds of £A(us,zl8) and £A(Qsl8) with respect to u s,l and gs 

separately, 

~,z(Af(Aff + ,\zlz)L (Ui~z )2 
2Us,l __ 

n iJ 

u s,z u s,z l ( 
-2 ~ u s,l _. [xs (As)T] ((1 + log ____!j_) -2,\ ~ ( s,l _u s:1 (1 + log ____!j_)~ n iJ (l) l i · u s,l __ l ~ n iJ i J u s,l __ 

i ,j n i J i ,j n iJ 

ec(Q~)us(usfL vec(QS)T 
2vec(Qs) 

where the terms X (l) and Gfo are matrices unfolding x s and gs on l-th mode, vec( •) 

is vectorization operation of tensor as defined above, Af = Gfo (us,m ® u s,nf in which 

m , n-/=- land m > n, and u s = u s,3 Q9 u s,2 Q9 u s,l_ 

Note that Q1(us,l 18; 8 n) and Q2(Qsl8; 8n) enjoy the following desired properties: 

{ 1(us,ll8; 8 n) ~ LA(us,ll8) , V8 , 8 n; 

1(us,ll8; 8 n) = £A(us,ll8n) , V8n. 

and 

{ 2(Qsl8; 8 n) ~ LA(Qsl8) , V8 , 8 n; 

2(Qsl8; 8 n) = LA(Qsl8n), V8 n. 

The proof of these desir d properties of the surrogate functions can be found in the Ap

pendix. Assume that we have obtained the solutions, U~~ 1 and 9~+1 , of the optimization 

problems minus,!E8 Q1(us,1Ie; 8 n) and mingsE8 Q2(9sl8; 8 n)- Following the above 
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properties, it is easy to deduce that LA(us,11en) ~ LA(us,11en+1) and LA(Qsl8n) ~ 

£A(gs1en+1), which means that minimizing Q1(us,11e; 8 n) and Q2(gs1e; 8 n) at each 

iteration guarantees that £A(us,ll8n) and £A(Qsl8n) will monotonically decrease w.r.t. 

u s,l and gs respectively. 

7.3.2.3 Updating Parameters 

Owing to the desired property of surrogate functions built above, we can derive the 

closed form solution of u s,l and gs by solving the following optimization problems 

minus,!E8 Q1(us,11e; 8n) and mingsE8 Q2(gs1e; 8 n), respectively. By deriving the 

derivatives of Qi (us,l 18; 8n) and Q2(gs1e; 8 n) with respect to u s,l and gs separatively 

and setting them equal to zero, we can obtain their update rules as 

[x s As + a1U*,l]
(l) l i . u s/ f---- u's,l (7.10)

iJ iJ 

(7.11) 

Here, instead of updating the exact latent tensors, we offer the update rule for their corre

sponding vector obtained from vectorization operation. One more mapping is necessary 

from updated vector form to the latent tensor. 

7.3.2.4 Calculating the Inconsistency Score 

Note that all of the M views describe the behavior of the K hosts; therefore, we expect 

that they shall achieve the similar projection for each host. Joint probabilistic tensor 

factorization model maps the observed tensor x s into an unobserved latent tensor gs. 

As the projection matrices are constrained to be similar, the differences across views 

appears more in gs. Denote g* as the average latent tensor. We first calculate the sim-
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Algorithm 10 Inference of Joint Probabilistic Tensor Model 

Require: x s,cN, CK, and A= [A1 , A2, A3]. 
Ensure: u s,z, g, and Inconsistency Scores list I. 

1: Initialize u s,z according to Eqn.(7.12); 
2: while not converged yet do 
3: for s = 1 to M do 
4: for l = 1 to 3 do 
5: Update u s,l following Eqn.(7.10); 
6: end for 
7: Update gs following Eqn.(7.11 ); 
8: end for 
9: "* _ 1 "-'M r s. 

~ - M LJs=l ~ ' 

10: end while 
11: for k = 1 to K do 
12: for s = 1 to M do 
13: S(s) is the cosine similarity between gs and g*; 
14: end for 
15: I(k) = Var(S); 
16: end for 
17: return h, fork= 1, • • • , K 

ilarity between gs and g*, and then define host's inconsistency score as the variance 

of the similarity over the latent subspace. A higher inconsistency score means the vari

ance of similarity between latent subspaces is bigger, which in return represents a bigger 

difference across views. 

7.3.3 Complete Algorithm 

In this section, we provide an efficient initialization and give the complete algorithm in 

Algorithm 10. 

7.3.3.1 Initialization 

Since initialization plays an important role in the algorithm, it is important to set a proper 

starting point for optimization. Denote by Xk E IRNxT the original observed data for 

k-th host. We apply the basic clustering approach, k-means, on Xk and then achieve the 

https://Eqn.(7.11
https://Eqn.(7.10
https://Eqn.(7.12
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final clustering index by via majority voting. Thus, 

(7 .12) 

where u:/ = 1 means that the i-th object belonging to the j-th cluster, otherwise, it is 

zero. More specifically, 

• u k,l E IRNxCN , represents the results of the K-means clustering algorithm on Xk 

treating its columns as attributes. 

• uk, 2 E JRK x K is identity matrix. 

• uk, 3 E JRTxCr represents the results of the K-means clustering algorithm on Xk 

treating its rows as attributes. 

7 .3.3.2 Algorithm 

Combining everything together, Algorithm 10 sketches the procedure of model infer

ence. After proper initialization, it iterates between updating u s,l and gs until the ob

jective function converges. 

7.4 Experimental Analysis 

In the previous section, we propose the framework, TMVID, to detect inconsistent hosts 

across multiple views. Now we present an empirical evaluation of the proposed frame

work via a set of experiments : (1) Compared with baseline methods, we demonstrate the 

effectiveness of TMVID on several synthetic data sets. We also show that the proposed 

framework is scalable to large-scale data set by conducting efficiency tests. (2) The ad

vantage of TMVID in detecting inconsistent hosts is further demonstrated on two real 

data sets related to network flow traffic and domain name systems which are collected 

from IBM enterprise networks. 
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Table 7 .1: Statistics of Synthetic Data Sets 

# of detectors # of hosts # of timestamp # of views 

SYNTH-1 50 1000 200 3 
SYNTH-2 50 2000 300 10 
SYNTH-3 100 5000 500 50 

7.4.1 Synthetic Data 

We begin with introducing the synthetic data sets and the baselines to evaluate. Experi

ments are conducted on these data sets to show the advantage of the proposed framework 

over baseline methods. 

Description. We simulate the detector scores of hosts in cyber network scenarios. 

Data from 3 views are generated with 5 latent detector clusters and 7 timestamp groups. 

We assume detector scores follow Gaussian distributions with specific variances which 

depend on detectors clusters and time groups simultaneously. Besides, detectors from 

different clusters have different mean. We randomly select n hosts and generate detec

tor scores using Gaussian distributions with different parameters. Thus, these n hosts 

can be regarded as inconsistent object, as their detector scores are inconsistent across 

different views. We expect that a good framework can find these inconsistent hosts. To 

better demonstrate the effectiveness, we vary the characteristics of the data set, such as 

the number of detectors, hosts, and timestamp of the synthetic data. The statistics of 

synthetic data sets are described in Table 7 .1 . 

Evaluation. Denote by the inconsistent hosts positive samples, and others by neg

ative samples, we can deduce the true positive, true negative, false positive and false 

negative rates, from which Fi score is calculated. The higher the Fi score is, the better 

the proposed method. 

Baselines. We compare the experimental results of methods to show the advantage 

of the proposed joint probabilistic tensor model. The first baseline method is joint non

negative matrix factorization (NMF) [100] which does not consider time evolution. It 
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Table 7 .2: F-1 Score Comparison 

VOTE 
+MEAN 

VOTE 
+MEAN 

VOTE 
+MEAN 

MEAN MIN MAX NMF TMSID 

SYNTH-1 .81 .85 .80 .10 .15 .10 .80 1.0 
SYNTH-2 .86 .92 .85 .20 .21 .20 .82 1.0 
SYNTH-3 .90 .95 .85 .25 .30 .28 .87 1.0 

partitions several detectors into latent detector clusters by conducting joint nonnegative 

matrix factorization. We average the inconsistency score obtained by conducting NMF 

on each timestamp as the final result. Another popular method is majority voting. More 

specifically, if the majority of views claim an hosts as malicious, it is labeled as mali

cious. Otherwise it is labeled as noraml. There are three basic operations to handle static 

data on each snapshot, such as mean, minimization, and maximization. Therefore, we 

have VOTE+MEAN,VOTE+MIN, and VOTE+MAX. Also, instead of applying majority 

voting across views, we can take mean, minimization, and maximization inside each 

view as well as across views. Therefore, we have three more baselines : MEAN,MIN, 

and MAX. 

As shown in Table 7.2, the proposed method has the highest Fi score, as it consid

ers the information across views and over time simultaneously. For MEAN, MIN and 

MAX, all of them have a very low Fi score. The reason is that they do not consider the 

temporal pattern over time and simply take mean (minimization or maximization) over 

time and across views. For majority voting approach, it also has comparatively higher 

Fi score, as they extract more reliable information across multiple views. Compared 

with those baseline methods, we demonstrates that the proposed framework works well 

on detecting inconsistent hosts. 

7.4.1.1 Scalability 

We evaluate the scalability of TMVID on synthetic data sets. Specifically, for model in

ference, we measure the average execution per task by TMVID while varying the number 
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Table 7.3: Running Time Comparison 

Joint Probabilistic Nonnegative Matrix 
Tensor Factorization Factorization 

# Hosts Time (s) # Hosts Time (s) 

1.0 X 102 1.3 1.0 X 102 489.3 
1.0 X 103 10.5 1.0 X 103 601.1 
5.0 X 103 50.8 5.0 X 103 704.2 
1.0 X 104 107.8 1.0 X 104 1342.9 
5.0 X 104 533.4 5.0 X 104 6324.0 
1.0 X 105 1107.5 1.0 X 105 12822.0 

Pearson Correlation 0.9998 Pearson Correlation 0.9992 

10 100 200 

# of views 

Figure 7.4: Average execution time with increasing number of views by Joint Proba
bilistic Tensor Factorization in model inference 

of hosts and views. Different data sets with different number of hosts are generated. As 

shown in Table 7.3 , the proposed algorithm has almost linear complexity in the number 

of hosts. As for the baseline NMF, although its time complexity is also nearly linear, 

much more time is needed when compared to the proposed algorithm. As shown in 

Figure 7.4, the proposed algorithm has linear complexity with respect to the number of 

views. Based on the results on the synthetic data sets, it is safe to conclude that the 

proposed algorithm can scale up to large data sets. 
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Table 7.4: Statistics of Real-World Data Sets 

# of #of #of #of 
detectors hosts timestamp.riews 

NETFLOW 50 500 500 4 
DNS 50 500 500 5 

7.4.2 Real Data 

In this section, we show experimental results on two real data sets collected from IBM 

enterprise netowrks, Network Flow Traffic (NETFLOW) and Domain Names System 

Data (DNS). The statistics of the real data sets are shown in Table 7.4. The goal is 

to detect inconsistent hosts which behave inconsistently across different views. More 

details about the data are introduced in the following sections. 

7.4.2.1 Network Flow Traffic Data 

Network flow traffic data, which is collected from IBM enterprise networks, consists of 

4 views such as TCP inconming/outcoming traffic and UDP incoming/outcoming traffic 

for 500 hosts over 18 months. Each view contains 3 attributes: the number of bytes, 

flows, and packets. We first conduct 50 anomaly detectors based on these attributes 

on each day. Through joint probabilistic tensor factorization, the proposed framework 

TMVID projects the observed data into a latent subspace, where both detector and times

tamp dimension are grouped simultaneously. Detector-Cluster (Timestamp-Cluster) 

means that the detector scores of detector (timestamp) clusters are considered, while 

Bi-Cluster means that we take both detector and timestamp clusters into consideration. 

From Bi-Cluster's perspective, we can compare hosts' behavior on the detector clus

ters and timestamp clusters simultaneously. Besides, we can compare their behavior on 

detector or timestamp cluster respectively. 

We plot the hosts' inconsistency score in Figure 7.5 , where x axis represents hosts' 

ID and y axis stands for the inconsistency score. As shown in Figure 7.5 , most of 
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Figure 7 .5: Inconsistent scores for host ID in network 

hosts behave consistently, while only very few hosts are abnormal, whose inconsistency 

scores are much higher compared to the rest of hosts. To confirm that the abnormal hosts 

indeed behave inconsistently across multiple views, we conduct case study from three 

perspectives: Bi-Cluster, Detector-Cluster and Timestamp-Cluster perspectives. 

Bi-Cluster Perspective. Semantically, joint probabilistic tensor model maps the 

original tensor into a unknown latent tensor subspace. (us,l f Xkus,3 is an unique rep

resentation of Xk in the latent tensor subspace. The benefit of the proposed framework 

is that the inconsistent and consistent hosts can be well separated in the new subspace, 

which is confirmed by Figure 7.6 where x , y, and z axes refer to time cluster ID, de

tector cluster ID, and detector scores, respectively. In the figure, Figure 7 .6a and 7 .6b 

represent the top two inconsistent hosts found by TMVID, respectively. Figure 7.6c and 

7.6d stand for the top two consistent hosts. For the inconsistent hosts, the bi-clusters' 

behavior is well separated in the subspace found by the probabilistic tensor factorization 

technique, while the behavior of consistent hosts is almost the same across views. 

The results from NMF are shown in Figure 7.7 . Figure 7.7a and 7.7b refer to the top 

two inconsistent hosts, while 7.7c and 7.7d are consistent hosts. From it, we can see that 

the patterns of both inconsistent and consistent hosts from multiple views are similar 

in the latent subspace. Thus, it is hard to separate inconsistent and consistent hosts by 

NMF. 
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of top two inconsistent and consistent hosts in network flow 
traffic data: detector score over both detector and time clusters 

Detector-Cluster Perspective. Note that the i -th row of u s,l represents the detector 

cluster distribution for the i-th detector. Namely, U/;1 means how likely it is that the i -th 

detector belongs to the j-th detector clusters. The j-th row of (us,l f XZ represents the 

expected detector score from j-th detector cluster fork-th host on s-th views over times. 

Therefore, we expect that for those inconsistent hosts found by the algorithms, at least 

one view's detector clusters' behavior is significantly different from other views. It is 

confirmed by Figure 7.8a and 7.8b where x and y axes refer to day ID and detector score 

respectively. We can see that for inconsistent hosts as shown in Figure 7.8a, the patterns 

of detector clusters' are quite different across views, while the patterns are similar for 

consistent hosts (Figure 7.8b) across views, ignoring noise affected by randomly factors. 
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Figure 7.7: NMF, Comparison between top two inconsistent and consistent hosts in 
network flow traffic data: Detector scores over both detector and time clusters 

Timestamp-Cluster Perspective. us,3 describes the timestamp cluster distribution 

matrix. More specifically, U/;3 measures the probability that the i -th day shall belong 

to the j-th timestamp cluster. Moreover, the j-th row of xzus,3 relates to the expected 

detector score from the j-th timestamp cluster for the k-th host on the s-th view over all 

individual detectors. It is confirmed by Figure 7.8c and 7.8d in which x axis represents 

detector ID and y axis refers to detector score separately. For the inconsistent hosts in 

Figure 7.8c, the patterns of timestamp clusters' vary a lot across views, especially for 

view 2 and view 4, whose patterns are clearly different from that of view 1 and view 3. 

However,the patterns are quite similar for consistent hosts in Figure 7.8d, which show 

the similar increasing trend. 
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Figure 7.8 : Comparison between top two inconsistent and consistent hosts in network 
flow traffic data. In all subfigures, y axis refers to detector score. In (a) and (b ), x axis 
represents day ID while it stands for the detector ID in (c) and (d) 
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Figure 7.9: Inconsistency scores for host ID in DNS 

7.4.2.2 Domain Name System Data 

In this experiment, we evaluate the proposed framework, TMVID, on the Domain Name 

System (DNS) data. The DNS data, which contains the number of URL requests re

lated to Sciences, Arts, Shopping, Health, Sport, and others,is also collected from IBM 

enterprise networks. We also conduct 50 detectors and form the detector scores into 5 

tensors according to the five URL request categories on each day. Based on the purpose 

of hosts' internet access, we partition the URL requests into five categories: Sciences, 

Arts, Shopping, Health, and Sport. In this application, each URL request category is 

regarded as a view. Namely, there are totally five views in DNS data. 

We plot the inconsistency score distribution of 500 hosts obtained from TMVID on 

DNS data in Figure 7.9 where x and y axes refer to hosts' ID and inconsistency scores 

respectively. Figure 7.9 shows that most of the hosts are considered as consistent hosts 

while only a few hosts are concluded as inconsistent ones. This observation corresponds 

to our assumption that the majority of hosts behave consistently. Besides, the most con

sistent host found by our method is actually the primary server. This phenomenon is very 

interesting and realistic. The primary server processes numerous requests about various 

categories, making its behavior pattern consistent. This result furthermore confirms the 

accuracy of the proposed framework TMVID. 
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Figure 7 .10: Comparison of top two inconsistent and consistent hosts in DNS data: 
detector score over both detector and time clusters 

Similar to the previous experiments, we also conduct case studies on the top two in

consistent and consistent hosts to demonstrate that our method can well separate them. 

The results are shown in Figure 7 .10. Figure 7 .1Oa and 7 .1Ob refer to the top two incon

sistent hosts; 7. lOc and 7. lOd show the patterns of top two consistent hosts. The results 

from NMF are shown in Figure 7 .11 from which we cannot separate inconsistent hosts 

from consistent ones. Thus, it furthermore confirms that NMF may not work well on 

detecting inconsistent hosts. 
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Figure 7, 11 : NMF, Comparison between top two inconsistent and consistent hosts in 
DNS data: Detector scores over both detector and time clusters 

7.5 Related Work 

Anomaly Detection in Cyber Network 

Anomaly detection [114, 117, 126] has become an important research topic in many do

mains over last decades, Local outlier factor (LOF) [?] is a popular detection algorithm 

for separating the outlier from normal hosts by measuring how isolated the object is 

with respect to the surrounding neighborhood, Many extensions based on LOF are also 

proposed, such as [ 116, 127], However, the limitation of existing approaches is that they 

only consider one view of hosts, To overcome this challenge, the proposed method can 

consider multiple views of hosts, which can output more trustable information, Some 

work [128] focuses on supervised learning approach to detect malicious hosts, The lim-
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itation of supervised learning is that they need labels which are time-consuming and 

money-consuming to obtain. To overcome this difficulty brought by the lack of labels, 

we introduce an unsupervised approach to detect hosts' inconsistency across views and 

over time. 

Ensemble analysis [129, 130] has also been proposed in outlier detection. By incor

porating various outlier algorithms, the authors show that the outlier ensemble learning 

approach is able to extract more reliable information. However, the proposed framework 

can go further. TMVID considers the combination of a various of anomaly detection and 

multiple views of an entity simultaneously. 

Network anomaly detection has become an essential research field. In [131 , 132], 

network anomaly defines abnormal behavior of network as the presence of an intruder 

or network flow traffic overload. Different from this definition, the proposed framework 

aims to find these abnormal hosts whose behavior is inconsistent across multiple views. 

Tensor Factorization 

Tensor factorization approaches [108, 110, 133- 135] have become popular in the data 

mining, as it maps from a high dimensional data space into a low dimension space. 

Probabilistic tensor factorization [136, 137] has attracted lots of attention during the last 

decade because of its ability of mapping the observed tensors into latent tensors. How

ever, most of traditional tensor factorization methods simply work on one tensor from 

one single view. The proposed approach, however, stresses the importance of extracting 

consistency patterns from multiple views by constraining the projection matrices to be 

similar across views. 

Another related technique is the matrix factorization proposed in [100,101 ,138,139]. 

The limitation of those works is that they fail to consider the temporal behavior of hosts 

over time. As a consequence, important temporal information is missing. The proposed 

work is able to cluster the timestamp such that days that share with similar behavior will 

be clustered together for further analysis. 
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Temporal Anomaly Detection 

The importance of modeling temporal behavior has been realized by researchers [140-

143] when conducting anomaly detection in network traffic or other domains. Suspi

cious objects are detected when their temporal behavior is different from their histori

cal records or deviate from the pattern of normal objects. The framework TMVID we 

proposed calculates the inconsistent scores for each object by comparing the temporal 

patterns on timestamp and detector clusters from multiple views simultaneously. 

7.6 Summary 

This chapter presents a novel framework called TMVID to conduct inconsistency detec

tion from multiple views of temporal data. Based on the raw data collected from mul

tiple views, we first apply anomaly detection algorithms and obtain anomalous scores 

of hosts. The behavior of hosts can thus be summarized in a three-way tensor which 

consists of the anomalous scores for each host at each time snapshot by each detector. 

To extract common behavior hidden in multiple views, we propose a joint probabilis

tic tensor factorization approach to factorize the observed tensors together so that the 

projection matrices are similar across views. Inconsistency scores of hosts are then cal

culated by measuring the deviation from the mean latent tensor. We demonstrate the 

efficacy of TMVID to capture inconsistencies in multi-view temporal data on synthetic 

data and two network traffic data sets. Results show that consistent and inconsistent 

hosts can be well separated in the new space that is obtained by the joint tensor factor

ization. By outperforming baseline approaches, the proposed approach demonstrates its 

effectiveness in cybersecurity applications. 



eOTD: An Efficient Online Tucker 

Decomposition for Higher Order 

Tensors 

8.1 Introduction 

In Chapters 6 and 7, we have shown that data can be naturally represented by a tensor 

(i.e., a multidimensional or N-mode array) [106, 135, 144- 150]. Decompositions of 

higher-order tensors (i.e., N-mode arrays with N ~ 3) are popular tools for analyses on 

multi-mode arrays, such as feature extraction, dimensionality reduction, and knowledge 

discovery. Two particular tensor decompositions, CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) and 

Tucker Decomposition (TD), can be considered as higher-order extensions of matrix 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). CP decomposes a tensor as a sum of rank-one 

tensors while the TD is a higher-order form of principal component analysis. Once the 

core tensor in TD is restricted to be diagonal, TD is degenerated to CP decomposition. 

In recent years, TD has a broad range of applications in signal processing [144- 146], 

anomaly detection [135, 150], neuroscience [147- 149], etc. 
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However, in the era of big data, data, represented by a tensor, is usually dynam

ically changing over time. Especially, there are many applications wherein all modes 

of a data tensor dynamically evolve. For example, in collaborative filtering for movie 

recommendation, we have the user-movie-date tensor where the (i, j , k)-th value rep

resents the rating user i gave to movie j on the k-th day. Tucker Decomposition can 

obtain the latent time-sensitive user and movie representations which can be used for 

rating prediction [151 , 152]. Clearly, all three modes of this tensor evolve from time to 

time. Existing batch TD methods cannot handle data tensors that evolve on all modes 

due to the high computation and storage costs [135, 153- 156]. Therefore, an effective 

and efficient online Tucker Decomposition method is desired for decomposing real-time 

large-scale tensors. 

Online tensor decomposition aims to dynamically update a tensor while preserving 

the low-rank structure. While online matrix decomposition has been intensively studied, 

online tensor decomposition remains largely under-explored. The problem is extremely 

challenging due to the inherent complexity of tensor analysis. For the low-rankness, al

though nuclear norm is widely used as the rank constraints and algorithms are developed 

to solve the problem, the solutions of these algorithms can easily get stuck in suboptimal 

ones. Moreover, solving an optimization problem with nuclear norm regularization is 

computationally expensive. It is difficult to apply nuclear norm regularization on large

scale applications in which TD is needed. There are also some online Tucker Decom

position methods that works well in the scenario where data only evolves in one single 

mode [157- 159]. However, in many real applications (e.g., movie recommendation), 

data continuously arrive at every mode. The existing online Tucker Decomposition 

methods are not able to solve this problem where data evolve at all modes. 

In this paper, we propose an efficient Online Tucker Decomposition (eOTD) ap

proach to on-the-fly track the TD for dynamic large-scale tensors (i.e., tensors that have 

an arbitrary large order and evolve at all modes). We first introduce the block tensor 

matrix multiplication corollary. Based on this corollary, eOTD allows us (1) to update 
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the projection matrices using the projection matrices from the previous timestamp and 

the auxiliary matrices from the current timestamp, and (2) to update the core tensor by 

a sum of tensors that are obtained by multiplying smaller tensors with matrices. Dur

ing the update of projection matrices, the auxiliary matrices are obtained by solving a 

series of least square regression tasks, instead of conducting singular value decompo

sition or eigenvalue decomposition are used by conventional methods. Consequently, 

we overcome the bottleneck in computation and storage caused by performing SYD 

on large-scale data. We further apply a Modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS) process for 

orthonormalization of the projection matrices. 

Theoretically, we make the following contributions in this paper. (1) We are the first 

to investigate block tensor matrix multiplication (i.e., Corollaries 8.3.1 and 8.3.2), which 

show the rule for conducting block multiplication between a tensor and a matrix. These 

corollaries lay the foundation for the proposed eOTD. (2) The output of the proposed 

eOTD is guaranteed to be low-rank and is a proximal point. (3) We further prove that the 

Modified Gram-Schmidt process, used for orthonormalization of projection matrices, 

does not increase the decomposition error. 

Experimentally, we test the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed eOTD compared 

with the state-of-the-art batch TD algorithms. Results on both synthetic and real world 

data demonstrate that the proposed eOTD can achieve comparable performance with the 

most accurate method, i.e., Alternative Least Square method, while being computation

ally much more efficient. Specifically, on small and moderate datasets, eOTD is tens 

to hundreds of times faster than batch TD algorithm, while for large-scale datasets, the 

speedup can be more than 1,500 times. As a side outcome, eOTD can be a strategy to 

decompose a large-scale tensor in a batch way by a two-step procedure: (1) Conduct 

an SYD on a very small partition of the large-scale tensor, and (2) apply the proposed 

eOTD. In this way, the bottleneck of computation and memory caused by batch TD 

algorithms on large-scale tensors can be solved. 
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8.2 Definitions and Preliminaries 

Following [106], we denote tensors with calligraphic letters (e.g. X), matrices with 

uppercase bold letters (e.g. U), row vectors with lowercase bold letters (e.g. x), and 

scalars with lowercase normal font (e.g. n). A tensor is said to evolve over time, if there 

is at least one mode whose size increases over time. For example, ,Y(t ) E JR N ? l ·••N ~ l 

evolving on all modes means that Nkt+ l) ~ Nkt), Vk E [K ]. Here, [K ] {1, .. · , K}. 

Forsimplification,wesaythat(r1 , ··· , rK) ~ Rifrk ~ r ,Vk E [K ],andX x 1 U 1 x 

... XK UK X X {Uk}, 

Definition 8.2.1 (Mode-k Multiplication). The k-mode multiplication between a tensor 

X E JR N i x ••• xNkx ••• xNK and a matrix U E JRh xNk is defined as (X x k U)ni•• •i k•--nK = 

For distinct modes in a series of multiplications, the order of the multiplication is 

irrelevant, i.e. X x k U x k' U' = X x k' U' x k U (k' -/=- k). If the modes are the same, 

then X x k U x k U' = X x k (U'U). 

Definition 8.2.2 (Mode-k Matricization). The mode-k matricization or unfolding ofan 

tensor XE JR N i x ••• xNK, denoted as X(k), is obtained by treating k as the.first mode of 

the matrix and orderly concatenating other modes. 

Definition 8.2.3 (Frobenius Norm). The Frobenius norm of an tensor X E JR N i x ••• xNK 

is defined as 11x11~ = L,:;=1... L,:J:=l x~1-••n K' 

Definition 8.2.4 (Tensor Rank). Given a tensor X E JR N i x ••• xNK, its rank is defined as 

rank(X) = (R1 , · · · , RK) such that rank(X(k)) = Rk, where rank(X(k)) is the matrix 

rank of the mode-k matricization X(k) which is also referred to the k-rank of X. 

8.3 Methodology 

In this section, we give an overview of the proposed online TD method. 
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8.3.1 Tucker Decomposition 

Low-Rank Tucker Decomposition (TD) is to decompose a tensor into a core tensor and 

a set of projection matrices with low-rankness constraint. Given X E JRNix••• xNK, TD 

is generally formulated as the following optimization problem with constraints: 

mt X-Xt' s.t . X~ 9 x {Uk},and,rank(X) ,;; r (8.1) 

Usually, the projection matrices {Uk} are restricted to be unitary. However, there is 

some work [135, 150] which does not assume this condition. In this paper, we pro

pose algorithms for both scenarios. For existing TD methods, such as HOSYD [153], 

ALS [156], also known as HOOi, TUCKALS3 [154, 155] etc, they suffer from the fol

lowing drawbacks. First, they are time-consuming when Xis large-scale, as SYD op

eration is extremely expensive, let alone conducting SYD on every mode iteratively. 

Second, these algorithms may need too much space in online settings, because they 

need to store all data at previous timestamps. In the following, we will propose a novel 

framework for Tucker Decomposition which can overcome these challenges. 

8.3.2 Online Tucker Decomposition 

In real-world applications, data evolves over time at all modes. Denote a tensor stream 

until time t as {X(t') E JRN( x--- xN}; }t,E[tJ1, and their TDs are {QCt'), u it') }. Denote the 

data at time T + 1 as ,Y (t+ l ) . The proposed eOTD framework obtains the TD of ,Y (t+ l ) , 

and it has the following two properties: (1) it allows us not to repeatedly conduct SYD 

operation on every mode-k matrication matrix; and (2) instead of storing the data x (t') 

in previous timestamp t' E [t], it only requires to store its TD result at previous time t, 

{Q(t), uit) }, which needs much smaller space to store. 

Problem Setting. Assume that there is a tensor stream, {Xg) E JRNf x ••• xN1, : m E 

[Ml}, along with its TD x (t) = g (t) x {Uk}- At time t + 1, the tensor is ,Y (t+ l ) E 

1The superscript tin (·) (t) means that the value increases over time. 
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Figure 8.1 : Demo of online Tucker Decomposition for a third-order tensor. 

ll])Nt+ 1 x xNt+ 1 ( v (t+ l ) ) h v (t+ l ) v (t) d h . . b1m. ··· K = "-i i•• •iK ikE[2], w ere "-1...1 = "- an t e remammg su tensors 

newly arrive. Our goal is to find a new TD for x (t+ l ) given (Xt~i
1l )(i1 ,. .. ,iK)i(l ,- ·· ,1) , g (t) 

and {Uit) }. The problem setting for a third-order tensor in a online setting is visually 

shown in Figure 8.1 . 

Before introducing the proposed online Tucker Decomposition framework, i.e., eOTD, 

we first introduce two corollaries, which are the footstones of the proposed eOTD frame

work. 

Corollary 8.3.1 (Block Tensor Matrix Multiplication i). Suppose X E IRN1 x ••• xNk •-- xNK 

and Y E JRNi x ••• xN{ ••• xNK are two tensors, and U% E JRRkxNk and U¾ E JR R kxN{ 

are two projection matrices. Let Z E IRN1 x --- x(Nk+N£l ••• xNK be a tensor which is 

concatenated by X and Y along mode-k. Then, we have that: 1) if k' = k and 

u~ E JRRkx(Nk+N£) = [U% U¾], then 

(8.2) 

2) if k' -/=- k and U ~, E JRRk,xNk', then Z xk U ~, is concatenated by X xk' U ~, and 

Y X k' U ~, along the mode-k. 

The proof of Corollary 8.3.1 is deferred to Appendix F. 1. It shows the results of 

block tensor matrix multiplication on one mode. Next, we show the block multipli-
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cation between a tensor and matrices on all modes, which inspires the online Tucker 

decomposition framework. 

Based on Corollary 8.3.1 and Definition 8.2.2, it is straightforward to obtain the 

following result. 

Corollary 8.3.2 (Block Tensor Matrix Multiplication ii). Suppose X E JRNi x ••• xNK is a 

tensor. We split X into 2K tensors, (Xii iriK kE[2], such that ~ i( E[2] N k,ik = Nk, and 

ur = [ur,1 ur,2]E ]R(Nk, i +Nk,2)x R k _ Then, we have that 

(8.3) 

8.4 eOTD framework 

Given the TD (i.e., Tucker decomposition) at t-th timestamp, that is, x (t) = g (t) x 

{Uit) }, at time t + 1 we are going to (1) update {Uit+1
) } using the new coming data 

( v (t+l) ) d (2) d h nr d fi {U' ll])(N(t+ l ) N(t))x l }
A.i i ·•• iK (iu•· ,iK )i( l ,- ·· ,1) an up ate t e core tensor. vve e ne k E m. k - k k 

as auxiliary matrices. {Uit+1
) }, the projection matrices at time t + 1, are updated by 

combining {Uit)} and {U~}. If the projection matrices are restricted to be unitary, then 

a Modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS) process [160] is adopted for orthogonalization and 

normalization. In conventional TDs, they apply SYD or incremental SYD to directly 

obtain u it) , which may hit a bottleneck in memory and computation time when X is 

large-scale. In contrast, with our framework {UU is updated via tensor-matrices mul

tiplication and pseudo-inverse operations. As a result, it is much more efficient, which 

makes it easy to apply to large-scale applications. 

The full tensor at (t + 1)-th timestamp is x (t+l) = (xt~n ), with x?.~l) = x (t) = 

g (t) x {Uit) }. For any other sub-tensor xt~J2, it should be used to update one or more 

auxiliary matrices from {UU. Note that the benefit of spliting the full tensor into 2K 

sub-tensors in this way is that the subindex of every sub-tensor implies which auxiliary 
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matrices will be updated. More specifically, if a subindex of a sub-tensor equals to 2, 

then it will update an auxiliary matrix corresponding to the location of this subindex. 

For example, in the third-order tensor setting, Xi~i 1) is used for the update of both U~ 

and u;. Next, we first illustrate the eOTD framework on third-order tensors and then 

extend it to higher-order tensors. 

8.4.1 Third-order Tensors 

In this subsection, we show the update rules for both the projection matrices {Uit+1
) } 

and the core tensor g (t+ l) at time t + 1. 

8.4.1.1 Update Projection Matrices Uk} 

At time t + 1, the full tensor x (t+ l) is split into 23 subtensors {x t:i1; }ikE[2J such that 

xKt 1) = x (t) . Note that xKt1
) is irrelevant to the auxiliary matrices {UD. The 

remaining subtensors, however, can be partitioned into three categories according to the 

number of subindices that equal to 2s (i.e., indicating how many auxiliary matrices to 

update). For third-order tensors, we have that ([\ = {xgt l) , xfi"t1), X1(~i1
) }, C2 = 

{x, Ct+ l) x, Ct+ l) x (t+ l)} d re _ {x.(t+l)} 
221 , 212 , 122 , an 3 - 222 · 

For each subtensor Xi~\:i1; , based on Corollary 8.3.2 we have that 

(t ) 
(t+l) (t) k ' X. . . = ,-,_ x {Uk} where Uk = (8.4)

i 1 i2i3 ':::I ' ' { u~, 

We further define Yiihi3 = g (t) x {Uk}. If a subin ex is missing in Yiihi3 , it repre

sents an auxiliary tensor constructed by multiplying g (t) with the remaining projection 

matrices. For instance, Y- .i2,i
3 

= g (t) x 2 U 2 x 3 U 3 . Next, we show the update rule of 

the auxiliary matrices using every subtensor category by category. 

Update {UD with C 1• In category C 1, each subtensor is used once for updating a 

corresponding auxiliary matrix. We show the procedure of updating U~ using Xii'i1
) ; 
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update rules for other auxiliary matrices are similar. We first construct an auxiliary 

tensor Q.,1,1 = g (t) x 2 U ~t) x 3 U ~t) - Then, we update U~ as follows: 

(8.5) 

where t denotes matrix pseudo-inverse. Similarly, we have that 

where Q . = g (t ) X u (t) X u (t) and Q . = g (t ) X u (t) X u (t) . Although all1, ,1 1 1 3 3 1,1, 1 1 2 2 

auxiliary matrices have been updated using sub-tensors within ([\, we need to update 

them again using sub-tensors in C2 and C3 , because all these sub-tensors contribute to 

one or more auxiliary matrices. 

Update {UD with C2 • Every subtensor in this category is used twice for updating 

two corresponding auxiliary matrices. For example, Xi~i 1) is used for updating both U~ 

and u;. To update U~, we use the auxiliary matrix u; obtained from C1 . Namely, Q.,2,1 

is updated as Q. ,2,1 = g (t ) X 2 u; X 3 u ~t) . Then, 

U,new U'old ( )(v(t+l ) ) (/'. )t (8.7)1 +- a 1 + 1 - a "-211 (1) ~- ,2,1 (1) · 

Here, a is a memory rate deciding how much information is inherited from previous 

step. For u;, we have that 

U,new U'old ( )(v(t+l ) ) (/'. )t 
2 +- a 2 + 1 - a "-211 (2) ~2 ,. ,1 (2) , (8.8) 

h r. r. (t) U' u (t ) s· ·1 d . d d f v (t+ l ) d v (t+ l ) w ere ~2,. ,1 = ~ x 1 1 x 3 3 . 1m1 ar proce ure 1s con ucte or "-212 an "-122 . 

The update rules are illustrated as follows 

U,new U'old ( )(v(t+l ) ) (/'. )t (8.9)1 +- a 1 + 1 - a "-212 (1) ~- ,1,2 (1) , 
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U ,new U'old ( )(v(t+l)) (/'. )t (8.10)3 +- a 2 + 1 - a "-212 (3) ~2 ,1,. (3) , 

U I new U' old ( ) ( v (t+ l )) (/'. )t (8.11)2 +- a 2 + 1 - a "-122 (2) ~1 , ,2(2) , 

U ,new U'old ( )(v(t+l)) (/'. )t (8.12)3 +- a 2 + 1 - a "-1 22 (3) ~1 ,2,. (3) , 

where 91,. ,2 = 9 (t) X 1 Uit) X3 u;, and 91 ,2,. = 9 (t) X 1 U it) X2 u;. 
Update {UD with C3• Note that xJ~t1

) = 9 (t) x {UD is related to all auxiliary 

matrices. Following the same procedure, we iteratively update all auxiliary matrices as 

follows : 

U ,new U'old ( )(v(t+l)) (/'. )t-
1 +- a 1 + 1 - a "-222 (1) ~- ,2,2(1) , 

(8.13) 

,new ,old ( )( (t+ l )) (/'. )t- (8.14)U 2 +- a U 2 + 1 - a X 222 (2) ~ 2, ,2(2) , 

' new U' old ( ) ( v (t+ l )) (/'. )t - (8.15)U 3 +- a 3 + 1 - a "-222 (3) ~ 2,2,. (3) , 

where 9. ,2,2 = 9 (t) X2 u; X3 u;, 9 2,. ,2 = 9 (t) X 1 u~ X3 u;, and 9 2,2,. = 9 (t) X 1 u~ X2 u;. 
The overall procedure of updating auxiliary matrices {U~} is called triangular strat

egy and is illustrated in Figure 8.2. We begin with a triangular whose nodes are the 

projection matrices from the previous timestamp. The triangular grows to a bigger one 

where nodes are the auxiliary matrices by conducting Equations (8.5)~(8.15). 

https://8.5)~(8.15
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Figure 8.2: Procedure of updating {UD for a third-order tensor. 

Update u it+l). At time t + 1, the new projection matrices {Uit+1
) } are updated 

based on {Uit) } from the previous step and the auxiliary matrices {U~} from the cur

rent step. One strategy to update u it+l) (V k E [K l) is to concatenate u it) and U~ along 

the second mode. Namely, (Vit+1))T = [(Uit) )T (UU T] E IRN~t+i ) xh (V k E [Kl). 

However, {Vit+1
) } are not guaranteed to be unitary. To solve this problem, we ap

ply Modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS) process on v it+l) to create orthonormal projection 

matrices {Uit+1
) }. 

Throughout the update of the projection matrices, we only apply cheap tensor ma

trix multiplication and matrix pseudo-inverse instead of conducting the expensive SYD 

operations on large matrices. This makes it easy for the proposed framework to apply to 

large-scale applications. 

8.4.1.2 Update Core Tensor Q 

Given the new coming data at (t + 1)-th timestamp (Xi;t: i))(i,j,k)c/c( l ,l ,l), associated 

with g (t) and {Uit+1
) }, we now update g (t+ l). We split u it+ l) into two matrices: 

U (t+l) E m,N (t)xh d u (t+ l) E m,(N (t+ l )_N(tl)xh A {U(t+l)} "t t. 
k ,l m. an k,2 m. . s k are um ary ma nces 

and according to Corollary 8.3.2, x (t+l) = g (t+ l) x {Uit+1
) } implies that 

(8.16) 
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Eqn. (8.16) shows that the core tensor is updated by taking the sum of tensors which are 

obtained by multiplying the new coming subtensors with the submatrices of projection 

matrices. These subtensors have much smaller size compared with that of the original 

tensor. It is proven to be faster than multiplying the original tensors with the transport 

of the updated projection matrices. 

8.4.2 Extension to Higher-order Tensors 

In this subsection, we show the extension of the eOTD framework to higher-order ten

sors. Let x (t) E JRNi ,i X·•• xNK,1 and its Tucker decomposition is x (t) = g (t) x {Uit) }. 

The new full tensor is denoted as x (t+ l) E JR(Ni ,1 +Ni ,2)x --- x(NK,1 +NK,2) . We split X into 

2K sub-tensors (xt~JI ) ikE[2] such that x?~l) = x (t). 

8.4.2.1 Update Projection Matrices {Uk} 

The procedure is similar to that in the third-order tensor scenario. However, in the 

higher-order tensor setting, there are K categories { Cm }mE[K] · Every subtensor within 

(Cm will be used m times for auxiliary matrix update. For X i~t-~i
1I in Cm , Corollary 

8.3.2 shows that xt~i1I = g (t) x {Uk} , where Uk = u it), if ik = 1 or Uk = u~ 

if i k = 2. Denote the to-be-updated subindex set as § = {i k1 , • • • , i k= }. For each 

subindex i k1 E § , the update rules are as follows : 

(8.17) 

(8.18) 

We ref er to the overall procedure of constructing all auxiliary matrices as Auxiliary Ma

trix Construction (AMC) Algorithm, whose pseudo code is summarized in Algorithm 
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Algorithm 11 Auxiliary Matrix Construction (AMC) 
• . ( v Ct+ l)) . . . r. (t) {U(t) } dReqmre. "-i i ·••i 3 (i1 ,i2 ,i3 )1(1,. .. ,1) , ':::I , k , an a 

1: Partition {Xt~i1; } into K categories {Ck}kE[KJ according to the number of 
subindexes that equal to 2s; 

2: for each category (C k (k = 1, • • • , 2K - 1) do 
3: for each sub-tensor X i~t-~i

1
; E (Ck do 

4: Generate a to-be-updated subindex set § = {ik1 , • • • , ik,.,J; 
5: for each ik . E § do 

J 

6: Calculate the auxiliary tensor Y ik. according to (8.17); 

7: Update the auxiliary matrix u:k J 

according to (8.18); 
J 

8: end for 
9: end for 

10: end for 
11: return {UU. 

11. After obtaining {UU, we augment them to {Uit) } and then apply the MGS process 

to orthogonalize and normalize the constructed matrices for {Uit+1
) }. 

8.4.2.2 Update Core Tensor Q 

Based on the split of the tensor at current time t + 1, uit+ l) can also be split into two 

matrices: u til) E IRN(t)x h and ui~t l) E ]R(N(t+l )_ N(tl)x h_ Corollary 8.3.2 and the 

fact that {Uit+1
) } are unitary matrices yield that 

(8.19) 

8.4.3 Complexity Analysis 

Computation Complexity. The computation complexity of the proposed eOTD is 

dominated by the update of auxiliary matrices. When updating U~ . with Cm, it takes 

(t+l) IT ( (t+l) . . . (t+l) IT 
J 

IT ( (t+ l) 
i 

j 
EiC Nk

J , 
i r1 c 

m, 
Nk 1 for the matnc1zat10n of X i 

1 
·• •i and i kj EiC rk

J 
i r1 c 

m,rn 2 "F , I< rn "F Nk 
, 1

IT~ 
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for Qik respectively. (8.18) takes 
J 

HOSYD, a representative Tucker decomposition method, conducts matricization on ev-
(t+ l ) ( t +l) . . 

ery mode and then takes SYD. For X ( t+l ) E JRN1 ·••N K , the mode-k matnc1za-

tion takes Nit+l) rri~k N?+l) for every k mode, and the SYD operation usually take 

N (t+l) (ITt N (t+ l)) Totally it takes "K (N(t+ l) rri N (t+ l)+N(t+l) (IT-~ N (t+l))2 )
ik i k · ' L..,k=l k k i k i k · 

To better mpare the complexity of these two and sh w the improvement o the pro-

posed framework in computation, we let Nt:1) = N, Nt:}:1) = d and rk = r for 

all k E [K]. Then, the computation complexity of the proposed eOTD algorithm is 

O(dmNK-m + rmNK-m + rdmNK-m + rd2(m-l)N 2(K-m) ), while it is O(K((N + 

d)K + (N + d) 2K-1)) for HOSYD. Typically, when d « N, the dominant term of 

eOTD algorithm is to update auxiliary matrices from ([\. So, we have O(rN2(K-l)) 

for eOTD which is much less than O(KN2K- 1 
) of HOSYD. If we restrict the online 

setting to an extreme case where there is only one mode that evolves along time, then 

we have O (dNK-l ). It shows that the complexity of the eOTD framework is linear to 

the dimensionality of new coming data. 

Storage Complexity. HOSYD needs to store x (t) at every time t. The storage 

complexity at time t + l is rr:=1Nkt+ l). For the proposed eOTD algorithm, we only 

need to store the new coming data and the tucker decomposition at previous time, i.e., 

rr:=1 Nit+ l) - rr:=1 Nit) + rr:=1 rk + ~:=l rkNkt). Similarly, we let N (t) = N, 

N (t+l) - N (t) = d and rk = r for all k E [K]. Note that dis much smaller than 

N in online tucker decomposition setting and the rank R is always small. Therefore, we 

have that (N + d)K - NK + rK + rKN = O(KdNK-l + dK + rK) which is much 

less than (N + d)K = O(NK + dK). 
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Algorithm 12 eOTD for Higher-Order Tensors 
• • ( v Ct+ l)) . . r. (t) {U(t) } dReqmre. "-i i ·••i 3 (i1 ,. .. ,i 3 )i(l ,- ·· ,1) , ':::I , k , an a 

1: Construct auxiliary matrices {UU using AMC algorithm; 
2: Augment, orthogonalize, and normalize {Uit+1

) } based on {Uit)} and {UU; 
3: Update g (t+l) according to (8.19); 
4: return {Uit+1

) } and g (t+ l)_ 

8.5 Theoretical Analysis of eOTD 

In the previous section, we have conducted complexity analysis for the eOTD frame

work. Now, we provide theoretical analysis of eOTD in terms of low-rankness, the 

behavior of the Modified Gram-Schmidt process as well as approximation accuracy. We 

summarize the main results followed by the proofs in the following. 

Lemma 8.5.1 (Low-Rankness). Suppose x (t) = g (t) x {Uit) }. Let the new full tensor 

be ,Y(t+l) = (Xi~t-~i11)such that x?~l) = x (t)_Thus,for the reconstructed tensor ,Y (t+ l) 

returned by the eOTD, its k-rank is no greater than r for all modes. 

Lemma 8.5.1 , proved in Appendix F.1 , shows that the result of eOTD is guaran

teed to be low-rank. Next, we prove that the Modified Gram-Schmidt process will not 

introduce extra error for Tucker decomposition. 

Lemma 8.5.2. Suppose {Vit+1
) } is concatenated by {Uit) } and {UU along the sec

ond mode, then we have unique {Uit+1
) } such that (1) {Uit+1

) } are orthogonormal 

matrices obtained via conducting Modified Gram-Schmidt process on {Vit+l)}, and (2) 

the reconstructed tensors on {Uit+1
) } and {Vit+1

) } are ,Y(t+l) = g (t+l) x {Uit+1
) } 

and ,Y(t+l) = g'(t+ l) x {Vit+1)}, respectively, where g ((l) = ,Y(t+ l) x {Uit+l)T} and 

(/((l)~ ,:y(t+l) X {(vr+'));;J,}. Also, we have that, \ 

11x(t+l) - x (t+l) II~= 11x(t+l) - x (t+l) II~- (8.20) 

https://II~-(8.20
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Lemma 8.5.2 (Appendix F.3) shows that the Modified Grem-Schmidt process does 

not introduce extra error for the reconstruction of a tensor. 

Lemma 8.5.3. Given a tensor ,Y (t+ l), Algorithms 11 and 12 compute a proximal point 

,Y(t+ l ) such that 

(8.21) 

8.6 Experiments 

Now, we test the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed frameworks compared with 

the baselines on both synthetic and real data. 

8.6.1 Experiment Setup 

Baselines. We compare our algorithms with the following baselines: HOSVD [153], 

ALS (i.e., HOOi) [156], and TUCKALS3 [154, 155]. The details of the baselines are 

deferred to the related work (Section 8.7). 

Proposed Approaches. We propose two online Tucker decomposition approaches: eOTD 

and eOTD-NC. For eOTD, the projection matrices are orthonormal via the modified 

Grem-Schmidt process. For eOTD-NC, however, the projection matrices are not re

stricted to be orthonormal. 

All baselines are batch TDs which use all data. In contrast, the proposed approaches 

only use the Tucker decomposition results from the previous step and the new data 

from the current step. Online TDs are supposed to perform worse than batch TDs in 

terms of accuracy, because online TDs access less original data than batch TDs. In 

following experiments, we show promising results that the proposed eOTD(-NC) can 

achieve comparable accuracy compared with baselines. 
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Evaluation Measure. The reconstruction error, i.e., difference between the recon

structed tensor X ind the original one X, is defined as error(X,f) = 11 ~:il}. As 

the scale of the m~sure is small, we report the logarithm value of ~e error in following 

experiments2
. 

Note that the lower the measure, the closer the reconstructed tensor to the original 

one, the better the Tucker decomposition algorithm. 

8.6.2 Experiments on Synthetic Data 

In this part, we report the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed eOTD(-NC) ap

proaches, compared with baselines in two scenarios: 1) the dimensionality of the new 

coming tensor is much less than that of the previous one (i.e., N » d), and 2) the di

mensionality of new coming tensor is much larger than that of the previous one (i.e., 

N « d). 

Data Generation. For experiments when N » d, we first generate a three-mode 

tensor X E JR600 x5oo x5oo whose rank is (3 , 3, 3). X0 is set to be 500 x 500 x 500 in size. 

We randomly generate a tensor stream with 10 timestamps by a stepsize of 10 on all 

modes from X. Similarly, in the case where N « d, we generate a three-mode tensor 

JR620 52 52X E x ox o with the rank of (3 , 3, 3). X0 is set to be 20 x 20 x 20 in size and 

there are also 10 stream tensors at different timestamps by a stepsize of 60 on all modes. 

Assuming the rank is known, we run the proposed eOTD(-NC) and the baselines on the 

simulated data. As the scale of the error is small, we report their logarithm values for 

better visualization. 

Result Analysis. Figure 8.3 presents the experimental results for the proposed 

eOTD(-NC) approaches and baselines on simulated data when N » d. eOTD(-NC) 

approaches can achieve comparable accuracy compared with batch baselines, although 

eOTD(-NC) access less original data than batch baselines. It can be seen from Figure 

8.3a that the negative value of y-axis actually indicates that the reconstruction error is 

2The error and Logarithm value of error is interchangeably used in the experiments. 
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Figure 8.3: (a) Reconstruction Error and (b) Run Time comparison for eOTD(-NC) and 
baselines on synthetic data where N »dover 10 timestamps. 
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Figure 8.4: (a) Reconstruction Error and (b) Running Time comparison for eOTD(-NC) 
and baselines on synthetic data where N «d over 10 timestamps. 

very small because it is in log scale. eOTD(-NC) can even achieve higher accuracy 

than HOSVD. The reason could be the following: At each timestamp, we add additional 

rows into the projection matrices. It prevents the algorithm from being stuck in local 

optimal which is common in HOSVD. Figure 8.3b shows the running time for all tucker 

decomposition methods. We can see that the running time of the eOTD( -NC) algorithms 

is much less than that of baselines. Actually, our methods are tens to hundreds of times 

faster than baselines. Especially, as the tensor continues to increase, the speedup can be 

more than a thousand times. 

Next, we show experimental results when N « d in Figure 8.4. We can observe 

similar patterns in the scenario when N » d. For accuracy, Figure 8.4a shows that 

the proposed eOTD(-NC) can achieve comparable accuracy with both ALS and TUCK-
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Figure 8.5: Run Time of eOTD(-NC) algorithms with respect to don simulated data 
when (a) N » d and (b) N « d. 

ALS3 and have higher accuracy than that of HOSVD. eOTD(-NC) algorithms are the 

most efficient Tucker decomposition method as shown in Figure 8.4b. The speedup of 

eOTD(-NC) approaches in time is hundreds of times than all baselines, and achieves 

more than one thousand times when the dimensionality of tensors is larger than 600. 

Both Figures 8.3 and 8.4 show that the proposed eOTD(-NC) approaches can achieve 

comparable accuracy with a significant speedup in either N » d or N « d scenarios. 

Time Complexity. In Section 8.4.3 , we conduct complexity analysis of the proposed 

eOTD(-NC) algorithms. The analysis shows that the time complexity related to the 

dimensionality of new coming tensor dis : (1) when N » d it is O(RdNk-l) and (2) 

it is O(d3NK-3 ) when N « d. We report the running time in previous two scenarios 

in Figures 8.Sa and 8.Sb, respectively. We can see that: (1) when N » d, the running 

time of eOTD(-NC) is linear to d, and (2) its running time is cubic with respect to d. It 

further confirms our results obtained in the complexity analysis. Parameter a. We now 

conduct experiments to evaluate the effect of the memory rate a. We generate different 

synthetic data where tensors have different dimensionality and two timestamps. We 

change the value of a from - .5 to .5 with a step of .05. The reconstruction error in 

different scenarios are reported in Figure 8.6. We fit the samples into a linear function 

which is shown in the bold black line. From Figure 8.6, we can see that when the 

memory rate a = 0, eOTD algorithm achieves the lowest reconstruction error. Within 
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Figure 8.6: Reconstruction error comparison with respect to the value of a . 

the process of updating all auxiliary matrices, once an auxiliary matrix is obtained, it is 

further used to update another one. For example, U~ is used to update u; with C 2 which 

is further used to update U~ with C3 . It shows that each auxiliary matrix is inherited in 

a more complicated way rather than a linear dependency by using a memory rate. 
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Figure 8.7 : (a) Reconstruction Error and (b) Running Time comparison for eOTD(-NC) 
and baselines in terms of tensor modes. 

Performance w.r.t. # of Modes K. We conduct experiments to show the perfor

mance of the proposed algorithms on higher-order tensors. A tensor stream with 2 

timestamps is generated, that is, x 0 E JR8 X·•• xsand X 1 E JR10 x••• x10 where the number 

of modes K increases from 3 to 7. The logarithm value of reconstruction error and run

ning time are respectively presented in Figures 8.7a and 8.7b, along with a linear fitting 

line. For both the reconstruction error and running time, they almost linearly increase as 

the number of modes of a tensor increases. As the figures show the logarithm values, the 



Table 8.1: Reconstruction Error and Overall Running Time comparison for eOTD(-NC) algorithms and baselines on real appli
cations. The ratios of their running time between baselines and the proposed eOTD algorithm are shown in parenthesis. 

Method 
Climate 

Error Running Time 
PCOIL-20 

Error Running Time 
UCOIL-20 

Error Running Time 
COIL-100 

Error Running Time 
USC-HAD 

Error Running Time 

HOSVD -6.702 4.767(8.21) -8 .229 108.1(40.1) -8 .257 27.52(9.51) -12.34 4635(891) -12.18 35.45(11.7) 
ALS -6.713 5.242(9.02) -8.241 110.7(41.2) -8.263 29.25(10.1) -12.35 4524(870) -12.18 37.26(12.3) 

TUCKALS3 -6.713 7.641(13.2) -8.241 130.3(48.5) -8.263 298.1(103) -12.35 8464(1628) -12.18 2004(662) 
eOTD-NC -4.788 .5365(.923) -8.032 2.689(1.00) -7.406 2.863 (.990) -12.25 4.431(.852) -3.038 2.817(.931) 

eOTD -6.784 .5810 -8.032 2.684 -7.966 2.894 -13.39 5.198 -9.465 3.026 

...... 
--.J 
Vl 

https://2.689(1.00
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Figure 8.8: Log of reconstruction error with respect to the rank value for (a) Climate 
,(b) UCOIL-20, (c) PCOIL-20, (d) COIL-100, and (d) USC-HAD. 

results imply that they are exponential to the number of modes. Actually, eOTD(-NC) 

can achieve comparable accuracy when compared with baselines. As the dimensionality 

on each mode is small (i.e., 10 in total), the running time of baselines is comparable or 

even lower than the eOTD when K :s; 5. However, when K ~ 6, baselines take much 

more time than the proposed eOTD. 

8.6.3 Experiments on Real Data 

We conduct experiments on the following real world applications in which their data 

can be naturally formulated as tensor streams. 

Climate Data. The spatio-temporal climate data [161, 162] contains 19 features, 

such as temperature (range), precipitation etc, collected from 125 locations which are 

formed by a 2. 5 x 2. 5 degree grid for latitudes in (30 .475, 50.475) and longitudes in 

(-119.75, - 79. 75) during each month from 1990 to 2002. The data is put into a forth

order tensor with dimensions (feature, location, month, year). 
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COIL. Columbia Object Image Library (COIL) [163] is a database of gray-scale im

ages of 20 objects with two versions. The first version, unprocessed COIL-20 (UCOIL-

20), consists of images for five of the objects that contain both the object and the back

ground. The second version, processed COIL-20 (PCOIL-20), contains images for all 

of the objects in which the background has been discarded. Each dataset can be rep

resented by a forth-order tensor with dimensions (object, angles, width, height). More 

details of the dataset can be found in [163]. Moreover, the authors also create a larger 

dataset with 100 objects, known as COIL-100 from [164]. 

USC-HAD. USC-HAD contains 12 activities from 5 trails for 14 subjects repre

sented by data collected from wearable sensors. For each activity, we use the sensor 

readings represented by a matrix with size 500 by 6. Therefore, we can represent USC

HAD as a fifth-order tensor with dimensions (subject, activity, trail, time, reading). For 

the detail, please refer to [165]. 

For each real application, we split the data into tensor streams with T timestamps 

where each tensor is randomly chosen from the original input data. The goal is to eval

uate the performance of the proposed algorithms and baselines at the final timestamp. 

Result Analysis. For all applications, the proposed eOTD(-NC) approaches show 

very promising results in accuracy as well as efficiency. All baselines have almost the 

same accuracy which is slightly better than that of the proposed eOTD(-NC) algorithms. 

However, eOTD(-NC) algorithms have shown a significant speedup in running time. It 

is 662 times (on HSC-HDA), and even 1,628 times (on COIL-100) faster than the base

lines. The TUCKALS3 algorithm is the worst in terms of efficiency in all applications. 

The underlying reason is that it needs to compute the Kronecker product over K - 1 

projections on each mode. Although both proposed algorithms can achieve comparable 

results with baselines, eOTD algorithm outperforms eOTD(-NC). This implies that the 

modified Gram-Schmidt process can help to increase the accuracy. Figure 8.8 demon

strates the logarithm of the reconstruction error for all methods with respect to the rank 

value. We can see that all baselines achieve slight decrease in reconstruction error as 
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the rank increases. However, for the proposed eOTD algorithm, the reconstruction error 

does not change much as the rank value changes, but the proposed eOTD-NC algorithm 

seems to beb sensitive to the rank value. The only difference between the proposed 

two methods is that eOTD applies the Modified Gram-Schmidt process to orthogonalize 

and normalize the projection matrices which may improve the stability of the eOTD in 

terms of rank. In summary, experiments on the real data demonstrate that eOTD algo

rithm is stable with respect to the rank value and can achieve comparable accuracy with 

a significant speedup when compared with baselines. 

8.7 Related Work 

The decompositions of higher-order tensors (i.e., N-mode arrays with N ~ 3) have 

applications in signal/image processing, data mining, etc. Batch Tucker Decomposition 

(BTD) has witnessed great success in real applications. In [153], "Tuckerl" method, 

known as the higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) algorithm, aims to 

find the components that best capture the variation in mode k, independent of the other 

modes. Later in [154, 155], based on the alternative least square techniques, Kroonen

berg and De Leeuwcalled propose TUCKALS3 algorithm. In [156], De Lathauwer et 

al. propose more efficient techniques for calculating the factor matrices, called higher

order orthogonal iteration (HOOi). HOOi computes only the dominant singular vectors 

of X (k) using a SYD method rather than an eigenvalue decomposition or even just com

puting an orthonormal basis of the dominant subspace. However, these BTD methods 

have the following drawbacks: (1) They are time-consuming in large-scale applications, 

because they need to execute expensive SVDs on every mode iteratively. And (2) they 

are insufficient in storage in online setting, since they have to store all data at previous 

timestamps. In contrast, the proposed eOTD(-NC) is efficient in both computation and 

storage. 

In [157, 158], the authors conduct both offline tensor analysis (OTA) for a tensor 

sequence and incremental tensor analysis (ITA) for a tensor stream. In OTA, projection 
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matrices are updated by diagonalizing the variance matrix. To overcome the issue of 

computation and space, the approach conducts incremental tensor analysis (ITA). There 

are several variants of ITA in [157], such as dynamic tensor analysis (DTA), stream

ing tensor analysis (STA), and window-based tensor analysis (WTA). They use different 

methods to incrementally update the variance matrix. As all methods need to diagonal

ize the variance on each mode, they are inefficient in computation. Additionally, another 

trend for improving the efficiency of BTD in online setting is to replace SYD by incre

mental SYD methods. Several applications of this idea can be found in computer vision 

and anomaly detection [159, 166-168]. However, all these methods can only handle the 

case where data only evolve at one single mode. In contrast, the proposed frameworks 

only involve tensor-matrix multiplication and pseudo-inverse of small matrices which 

make them computationally efficient. Moreover, the proposed frameworks can easily 

handle tensors with arbitrarily large modes. 

8.8 Summary 

In this chapter, we propose a simple and efficient framework, named eOTD, to track 

Tucker decomposition for a tensor stream. We introduce the block tensor matrix mul

tiplication to build rules for updating the projection matrices as well as the core tensor. 

More specifically, the auxiliary matrices are obtained by solving a series of optimiza

tion problems, where close-form solutions are available. The projection matrices are 

then obtained by augment, orthorgonalization, and normalization via a Modified Gram

Schmidt process. Theoretically, we prove that the reconstructed tensor obtained by the 

proposed eOTD framework is guaranteed to be low-rank as well as a proximal point. 

Moreover, we show that the Modified Gram-Schmidt process will not introduce extra 

error. We demonstrate that the proposed algorithms can produce comparable accuracy 

and significantly reduce the computational and storage costs. 



Conclusions 

In the era of Big Data, data entries, even describing the same objects or events, can 

come from a variety of sources. There are some sources that typically provide accurate 

information, but due to various reasons such as recording errors, device malfunction, 

background noise, or even intent to manipulate the data, some other sources may contain 

noisy or even erroneous information. Therefore, it is an important task to automatically 

discover trustworthy or untrustworthy information for decision-makers. This process is 

called Multi-sourced Information Trustworthiness Analysis. 

In this thesis, we study multi-sourced information trustworthiness analysis from two 

perspectives, that is, reliability-aware information integration for trustworthy informa

tion and inconsistency detection for untrustworthy information. 

• Reliability-aware Information Integration. We develop novel reliability-aware 

information integration methods that incorporate the estimation of source relia

bility. We explore the power of source reliability estimation in both data-level 

and model-level information integration. In data-level information integration, 

the objective is to jointly estimate which source is reliable and which piece of 

information is correct. To this end, we develop new approaches that iteratively 

calculates source reliability and true value estimates. In addition, one of pro

posed approaches outputs the confidence in the true value estimates, which pro-
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vide useful information for decision making. In model-level information integra

tion, we propose to integrate models derived from a collection of distributed data 

sources. The proposed approach combines these models via weighted aggrega

tion, in which weights reflect source reliability and are inferred jointly with the 

model combination procedure. An effective solution is designed through solving 

a constrained optimization problem by alternating direction method of multipli

ers. In all works, nice properties of the proposed approaches are developed via 

theoretical analysis, and their impact has been shown on some real applications 

such as indoor floorplan construction and crowdsourced question answering. 

• Inconsistency Detection. We propose novel tensor-based frameworks to detect 

untrustworthy information (i.e., inconsistent information) from multi-sourced dy

namic data. More specifically, we develop two joint tensor factorization frame

works to learn the latent space for all sources available, and then the inconsistency 

degree of information can be obtained by comparing the corresponding projected 

tensors and the consensus one. Experiments on three real-world applications with 

dynamic multi-source data including Hotel Review, Network Traffic Flow, and 

Weather Forecast demonstrate the advantage of the proposed method. However, 

the multi-sourced data is usually dynamically changing over time, where an effi

cient online tensor decomposition, especially Tucker Decomposition, is desired. 

In Chapter 8, we propose a simple and efficient framework, named eOTD, to track 

Tucker decomposition for a tensor stream. We conduct comprehensive theoretical 

analysis for the proposed eOTD framework and demonstrate its ability to pro

vide comparable accuracy and significantly reduce the computational and storage 

costs. 



Part III 

Appendix 



Proofs for Properties in Chapter 2 

A.1 Proof of Property 2.4.1 

We follow the similar procedure of the proof in [31 ]: Decompose M (µ) - µ * into two 

separate functions : IE[rHX)] and r~(X), and then bound n(x) and n(x). 

Define µ u = µ* + 66 where 6 := µ - µ *, \/5 E [O, 1]. Before applying Taylor's 

property to the function µ ➔ wµ ( X , r,), we first take a look at its derivative and up-
a s (X ) e p( (X ,X )+(µ J, µ J ) ) c 2 

per bound it as follows : wµa ,TJ :s; a x 2 <; µ ) where a 6 
] 

0 
2 e~ . We first 

µ exp(~) a 

apply Taylor property to the functionµ ➔ wµ(X , r,) and take the expectation over X. 

Combining with the upper bound, we have that 

IE [(wµ(X,r,)- wµ•(X ,r,))(X-r,) ] 

:s; fo
1 

IE [a w(X , µs)XT] d5+ fo
1 

IE[aw(X , µs)r,]6d6 , (A.1) 

' rj(x( , ( 
exp( (X ,X )+(µ J ,µJ ) ) 

where w(X ,µ 5 ) = 2<; µ ) . Thus, we have that 
exp(~) 

IIIE [(wµ(X,r,)- wµ•(X , r,))(X -r,)] ll2 
(A.2) 

:<: [sup,E[O, 1111 rj (X) II "I' + SUPJE[O, !J 11rl(X) II ""]eII, 
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The following two Lemmas provide the upper bounds for IE[r~(X)] and IE[r~(X)], 

respectively. The proofs are deferred in A.1.1 and A.1.2. 

Lemma A.1.1. There exist /3 1 , /32 , /33 and /34, such that 

Lemma A.1.2. There exist A1 , ,\2 and ,\3, such that 

Applying Lemmas A.1.1 and A.1.2, it is easy to prove Theorem ?? . Specifically, 

substituting Equations (A.6), (A.7), (A.9), and (A.10) into (D.39), we have that 

whenever 11 ~*2
11 ~ ~ 16/ 3. Based on this fact, the bound (2.11 ) holds provided that the 

single-to-noise ratio 11 ~*}2 is sufficiently large, and the bias-to-mean ratio llµ~ 11 2, is suf

ficiently small. So far, we have finished the proof for Property ?? . 

A.1.1 Proof of Lemma A.1.1 

We first apply Taylor's property to the function X ----+ exp( (X ,X )-·:)µ 8 ,µ 8 
) ), which yields 

[ (1 + ll ~
8 
}~ )XT] [a(X, X)XT] (1 (A.4)f s(X) = IE 2(X ) +IE 2(X )

exp( af8 
) exp( af8 

) 

' ( o:(x( ' oj{XJ ( 

Based on (A.4 ), it is easy to obtain that 

sup 11n(X)llop::; sup IIIE('yi(X))ll op + sup IIIE('yi(X))ll op-
<lE[0,1] <lE[0,1] <lE[0,1] 
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The remainder of the proof is to show a sufficient uniform upper bound of II IE(ry}(X)) Ilop 

and II IE('YJ(X))ll op over c5 E [O, 1]. Based on the discussion before, the distribution of 

Xis symmetric around 11µ*11 2- Let us define A = {X ~ ll~* II }. Note that llµs ll 2 < 

(1 + r)IIµ * ll 2- For IIIE ('Yi(X))ll op, therefore, we have that 

IE('Yi(X)) 

(A.5) 

Based on the fact that llµsll 2 = IIµ*+ c5(µ - µ*)11 2 ~ 11µ*11 2 - ¾11µ*112, and the 

standard Gaussian tail bounds, IP[A] ~ exp( - 1~;i§ ), we can narrow the upper bound 

(A.5 ) further: 

(A.6) 

Similarly, we have that 

(A.7) 

Therefore, Lemma A.1.1 holds based on (A.6) and (A.7), where /31 , /32, /33 and /34 are 

chosen properly. 

A.1.2 Proof of Lemma A.1.2 

Similar to the proof in Corollaries A.1.1 , we have that 

(A.8) 

,f(X) 
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To derive the uniform upper bounds of IIIE('-yf(X))ll ap and IIIEb ?(X))ll ap, let c5 E [O, 1] 

be arbitrarily given and e1 E IRN denotes the first canonical basis vector. We can con

struct an orthonormal matrix, Q, such that Qµs = llµsll 2e1. Assume that Y = QX, 

which makes Y ~ N(Qµ* , 17
2IN)- Note that llµsll 2 ::;; (1 + r)IIµ * ll 2- Thus, we have 

IIµ * II§ 

IIIE('-yf(X))ll ap ::;; IE [c/+(l~
1 2 

] Conditioned on A:= {Yi::;; ll µ: ll 2
},;~ -

exp( ; ) 

IIIE("fi (X)) ll op 

(A.9) 

Based on the constructed orthonormal projection matrix, the operator norm of the ma

trix is shown as follows IE ('-y?(X)) = IE [ a(";1 ~?µ)] f: E. Based on [31 ], it is easy 
a 2 exp ( ~ ) 

16 2 IIµ* II§ II • 11 2 3IIµ* 12 
to obtain that E < cw2( a e- ~ + ~ e- ~ ) whenever 11µ*112 > 16172/ 3.11 - 9e2 II µ * II ~ 16a2 2 -

Moreover, for any index j -/=- 1, we have Ej j = IE [ 2II~ 1 Y ] . Similar to the deriva-
exp ( J 2 1 ) 

tion of the uniform upper bound of IIIE('-yf(X))ll ap, we have Ejj ::;; 2a exp(- 1~;i§ ). 
Combining the results on E 11 and Ejj, we have that 

(A.10) 

Therefore, the corollary holds based on Equations (A.9) and (A.10), where >.1, >.2and 

>.3 are chosen properly. 

A.2 Proof of Corollary 2.4.3 

Define gµ(X , rJ) = wµ(X ,rJ)(X - rJ). Therefore, Mn(µ) = ½~;=1 9µ(X 8, rJ 8 ) 

and M(µ) = IE(gµ)- Thus, Q = {gµIµ E D}. Define X 6 
supsE[SJ IIX8 

11 2. Based on 

Theorem??, we can show that llg-IE(g)ll2 ::;; X +C+>.rllµ*ll 2, and IE(g2) ::;; (X +C)2. 

As for the special case with T = 0 in Lemma 5.1 in [28], for E > 0 we have that 
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where c is a positive constant. Define the right hand side as c5. Then we can derive that 
1 

E = CfJ,N(0 ,8) s- 2 for some constant CfJ,N(0 ,8) · 

A.3 Proof of Property 2.4.4 

Define event At = {IIMn(µt)-M(µt)ll2 ~ CfJ,N(rl ,8)s-½} and A= n:=0A. Corollary 

?? states that for each t we have thatIP[At ~ c% ,N(o ,f) s-½ J ~ 1 - c5. Therefore, for any 

E > 0, we have that 

IP [llµ t+l - µ*112 > c] = IP [IIMn(µ t) - M(µt)ll2 + IIM(µ t) - µ*112 > clA]IP [A ] 

+IP[IIMn(µ t) - M(µ t)ll2 + IIM(µ t) - µ*112 > clAc]IP[A c] 

~ IP [IIMn(µt) - M(µt)ll2 + IIM(µt) - µ*112 > clA] + IP [A c] 

0~ IP [,\t+ l 11µ - µ*11 2 + 1~>. c%,N(O,% )s-½ > c] + ~~=0IP [Af] 

~ JP [,\t+ l 11µ0 - µ*112 + 1~>. Cf ,N(O ,f )5-½ > c] + tf ~ 6. 

The first inequality holds because IP (A) ~ 1, VA. To obtain the second inequality, we 

first show that 

As At ~ n~=OA, we have that IIMn(µt)-M(µt) 112 ~ c5. Applying the same procedure 

on 11 M (µ t) - µ*I '2, we can obtain the first part. The second part is easy to obtain by 

using the Boole's Inequality. The last inequality holds provided that E ~ ,\t+1 11µ0 -

*II + s-_l_1µ 2 1->. Cf ,N(rl ,f) 2 . 

Therefore, in probability at least 1 - c5, we have that 

(A.12) 
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which completes the proof. 



Proofs for Theorems in Chapter 3 

B.1 Proof of Theorem 3.5.1 

Proof Recall that Pn = IP [yn = y~ ]- We defined that 6 = lEx,Y [lp (Y~ ,1r*) - lp (Yn, 1r)]. 

It is easy to calculate 6 as follows : 

IP [lp (Yn, 1r) - lp (Y~ ,1r*) > 0] ( 

= IP [lb(Yn,1r) - lp(Y~ ,1r*) - ~x,Y [lp(Yn ,1r) - lp(Y~ ,1r*) ] ( (B.2) 

> -JE~,Y [fYn, 1C) - ~ II'[fY n, ,r) - lp(Y~ ,,h - (-L'.) > L'.] (lp(Y~ ,,r')]] 

It is easy to verify that 

lp(Yn ,1r) - lp(Y~,1r*) - (-6) = ~ :=l [](X: = Y~)Pn -7r~Pn] og ~~(~=~~l 
+ ~ :=l [](X: = Y~)(l - Pn) - 1r~( l - Pn)] x log (l-1rrn)(~-1r;;)" 
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Now, define Zm,1 = (](X:, = Y~) - 1r~ ) · Pn, so 0 < IZm,11 < 1. Based on 

the independence assumption, we have that Z1,1, Z2,1, · · ·, ZM,l are independent and 

IE [Zm,1] = 0, Vm E {1 , 2, · · · , M}. Let Cm,l = log (l-(~:):1 · Based on the assump-
1r7n 7rrn 

tion that l1rm - 1r~ I :s; 61 and 7rm ~ p, Vm E {1 , 2, · · · , M}, Cm,1 is positive and 

bounded away from 0. Moreover, C, an upper bound of Cm,l, can be obtained, that 

is, C = 2log /!_ Similarly, we define Zm,2 = (](X:, = Y~) - 1r~ )(l - Pn) and
81 

. 

Cm,2 = log (1_; ,:i)(~- 1r;;) . Thus, Zm,2 is a centered independent random variable. More

over, Cm,2 :s; C = log 2 P.!:_81 • 

Then, we have that 

IP [lp(Yn, 1r) - lp(Y~, 1r*) > 0] 

= IP [ ~ :=1 [Cm,1Zm,l + Cm,2Zm,2] > 6] ( (B.3) 

<:'. II' [~t C m ,1Zm,1 > %] tll' [~~~ 1 ~ ,, z m,2 > %] ( 

Based on the assumption that 6 > 0 and 6 has the same order as M, for a large 

enough M, there exists a constant m 0 > 0 such that 6 = m 0 M. Applying Hoeffding's 

inequality we have: 

m2
where E = 0 g > 0. Therefore, 

(B.5) 

which indicates that (Y;,1e, 1rmle ) is a consistent estimator of (Y~,1r*). □ 

B.2 Proof of Lemma 3.5.2 

Proof As lp(Ynl1r) is a continuous function in terms of 1r, it is easy to obtain Lemma5.1 

according to the definition of the continuity of a function and the consistency of the 1rm l e . 
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Specifically, 

llp(Ynl7l"mle ) - lp(Ynl?T ) = llp(Ynl7l"mle ) - lp(Ynl7r*) + lp(Ynl7r*) - lp(Ynl?T)I 

::; llp(Ynl7l"mle) - lp(Ynl7r*)I + llp(Ynl7r*) - lp(Ynl?T)I (B .6) 

' ( MLEt , Co,nru<y ofl" ( 

) 2 . . . . log(1)8)(log _ P_ 

The MLE error 1s controlled and estimated m Theorem 5.1. Given that M ~ m p-oi
2 0 

llp(Ynl1rmle) - lp(Ynl1r*) I = 0 in probability 1- c5. Moreover, l1r~ -Kml ~ 61, combing 

the continuity of lp, we have that llp(Ynl1r*) - lp(YnlK)I is small. □ 

B.3 Proof of Lemma 3.5.3 

Proof We prove this by contradiction. Assume that Y~ #- Yn · Because Yn is the 

maximum likelihood estimator, lp(Y~IK) ~ lp(YnlK). Let E > 0 be arbitrary small 

value. Based on the assumption and Lemma 2, it is easy to see that llp(Ynl1rmle) -

lp(YnlK)I < E. Also, we have that 

Based on the conditions in Lemma 1, we have that 

As E > 0 is arbitrary, let E ----+ 0 and we have lp(Y~IK) > lp(YnlK), which contradicts to 

the fact that Y n = arg max lp(Yn11T). Thus Lemma 2 holds. □ 
Yn 
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B.4 Proof of Lemma 3.5.4 

Proof For any pair (Y, 1r), we try to show that 

(B .8) 

given a large enough M. Note that ~:=1 ] (X~ = Yn) is the sum of N i.i.d. Bernoulli 

random variables with mean Km- Applying Hoeffding's inequality, we have: 

(B .9) 

10¾118 Let E1 = ). To satisfy the condition in Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, we let 
3 10 

E1 :s; 61 . Thus, we have that N ~ ~(1 / iS). Then, 1-ify ~ :=l ](X~ = Y n) - 1rml :s; E1 
1 

holds with probability at least 1 - c5. Therefore, we have that 

+ ]fy ~:=l](X~ = X~) - 7rm(B.10) 

log(l / 8) 
N 

So far, we have completed the proof for Lemma 5.3. □ 

B.5 Proof of Lemma 3.5. 7 

Proof Note that 

https://7rm(B.10
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Applying Taylor theorem to log(N - I::=l] (X: = Yn)) on N - Lf-=ln ] (X~ = Yn' ), 

we have that \ 

log(N - L:=1 ](X: = Y n)) 

= log(N - L ](X~ = Y n1 )) + L d! (N- I: ](X;;_;=Yn1))d (B.12)n'-=/n 1:S:d:S: n1# n 

d! (N- I: ](X;;_;=Yn1))d · 
n1# n 

Similarly, applying Taylor theorem to log(I::=l] (X: = Yn)) on Lf-=ln ] (X~ = Yn' ) 

we have: \ 

Plugging (B .12) and (B.13) into (B.11) and ignoring terms that are irrelevant to Y n, we 

can obtain that 
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We further define that 

(L '-'- ll(X"; = Y ,)))I: ](X==Y ) (e n-,-n n n 
f(~r(~n ](X~ = Y n, )) = log n' cf.n ct-Ln;__,e ll(X"; = Y ,)) 

\ , e n -,-n n n 

Thus, we have that 

lv(Yn) ~ L ~~I f(Ltnl(X;:l ~ Yn,))l(X;:' ~ Y n), 

So far, we have proven Lemma 5.4. □ 



Proofs for Propositions in Chapter 

4 

C.1 Proof of Proposition 4.4.1 

For the object n, we have S n with IS n I = n. Denote the distribution of a sample x~ as 

Gi (·). Based on the assumption, x~ ~ Normal(x~ , a-;) = Gi(x~ )- As shown in [63], to 

prove Proposition 4.4.1 we only need to prove the following conditions: 

(a) There exists a non-lattice distribution H with mean O and variance 1, and a 

sequence kn with 107 n ➔ oo, such that kn of the population G~s are of the form 

Gi(x ) = H( x:;i ) with a-/s bounded away from O; 

(b) IE (1Xi l3+5° ) f M1 < oo for some 60 > O; 

(c) lim inf v;'. >\i and~ Lt(µ,- Tln)2 ~ o(n-½); 

(d) ~ i:::tinuo:; ~38n> OJ E (IX,I'+') f M,_< -~~ 
where µi - x , and µ - n ~ iESn µi. Namely, ~i , µ - x - µi. Next, we prove the 

sufficient conditions point by point. 
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Proof of (a). As introduced in Section 4.2, X 8 ~ Normal(x* , a-;), where a-; > 

0. Let H be the standard normal distribution, i.e., Normal(0 , 1). As any continuous 

distribution is non-lattice, H is a non-lattice distribution. Moreover, let kn = n and 

G- = H( x-µ i ). We have ___I1:__ ➔ oo. 
i a i logn 

Proof of (b). For the normal distribution, we have that 

(C.1) 

where r(-) is the gamma function, i.e., r(n + 1) = nf(n). Let 60 = 1, we have that 
6

IE (1Xil 4 
) = a-;4~) = 3o-; M1 < 00. 

Proof of (c). (i)Vs, a-; > 0 and v~ = ¾I:7= 1 a-~ > 0. (ii) Vi, µi = Pn· 

Proof of (d). As shown in the proof of (a), H is a normal distribution which is 
8 92212continuous. Let 6 = 1 and combine with (C.l ), yielding that IE (1Xil 8 ) = a-~ ) = 

1050-~ < oo. As shown above, all the conditions are satisfied. Thus, 

IP'(T::; t) = <I>(t) + 6:{:rr,(2t2 + 1)¢(t) + o(n-112
); 

(C.2) 
IP'*(T::; t) = <I>(t) + 6tJ:rr,(2t2 + 1)¢(t) + o(n-112

) . 

Proofs of (b) and ( c) also show that K3 ,n - P,3 ,n ➔ 0, yielding that IP* (T ~ t) = IP(T ~ 

t) + Op(n-1!2
) . Then, Proposition 6.2.1 has been proven. 

C.2 Proof of Proposition 4.4.2 
- ' 1 

Note that IP [0(X) ~ 0(X) - p-i(l-~B(X))l7 ] = a. as IP(T ~ t) = a. So, 

~ ~ p- 1 (1 )[V(B(X))] i ~ ~ 
0r x(a) = 0(X) - -~ . For the bootstrapping, 0f x(a) = 0(X) -

' ISn l ' 
- - ' 1 
p-l(l-a) [Var(B(X*))]'Z. Combing the facts that p-l = p-l +o (n-1) and ½r(0(X*)) = 0sJ p 

½r(0(X)) + Op(n-1
) from [65], the proof of Proposition 2 is straightforward. 



Proofs for Lemmas and Theorems 

in Chapter 4 

D.1 Proof of Lemma 5.4.3 

In this part, we first presents some useful preliminaries and then gives the detailed proofs 

of Lemma 4.1 one by one. The proof is basically follows the analysis in [69]. 

D.1.1 Preliminary 

We first review some definitions. The primal and dual residuals are rf = x f - x k and 

dk = f3 (zk+1 - zk). The augmented Lagrangian function is defined as follows: 

As ({x:} , z*, {,\:} , {wf}) is a saddle point for £ f3 , we have that 
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Namely, 

(D.3) 

Moreover, within the DqADMM update procedure, x~+l minimizes £ f3 (xi, zk, {Af} , { wf}). 

The first order condition shows that 

(D.4) 

Combining with that Lagrangian parameter update, i.e., A.~+ 1 = Af + /3 (x~+1 - zk), we 

have that 

The convexity of Ji (i.e., Assumption 5.4.1 ), combining (D.5), implies that 

Ji (xi ) ~ Ji (x~+l) + (v Ji (x~+l) , xi - x~+1) 
(D.6) 

B Ji(xi ) - Ji(x~+l) + (xi - x~+ 1, wf A~+l + /3wf (zk+1 - zk )) ~ 0. 

By rearranging terms in (D.6), we have that 

Ji( x~+1) + (Afwf + /3wk( zk+l - zk) x~+ 1::;; Ji(x?) + (Ak+lwf + /3wf(zk+l - zk)) x?(D.7) 

B Ji(x~+1) - Ji(x:) :=;; -A~+1wf (xk+l - x:) - /3wf (zk+1 - zk)(x~+l - x:). 

Summing overN workers yields that 

~ : 1 Ji(x~+l) - Ji(x?) 
(D.8) 

< " N -A.k+lwk(xk+l - x*) - /3wk( zk+l - zk)(xk+l - x*)
- L ....n= l i i i i i i · 
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Similarly, for the optimization problem related to z , that is, 

(D.9) 

Combining with that ,\.7+1 = ,\.f + ,B(x7+1 
- zk+1 

), the first order condition shows that 

0 E 8£13 ({x7+1 
} , z, {,\.f} , {wf}) 

(D.10) 
= '°'N -Akwk _ ,Bwk(xk+l _ zk+l) = '°'N -Ak+lwk.

L ....n = l i i i i L ....n = l i i 

Immediately, we have 

(D.11) 

Adding (D.8) and (D.11 ) in Section D.1.1 together and rearranging terms, we have that 

~:1 fi(x7+1 
) - fi(x:) 

< '°'N -Ak+lwk(xk+l - x*) - ,Bwk(zk+l - zk)(xk+l - x*) + wk Ak+l( zk+l - z*) 
- L.., i= l i i i i i i i i i (D. l 2) 
= " N -Ak+lwkrk+l - ,Bwk(zk+l - zk)(r k+l + (zk+l - z*))

LJi= l i i i i i 

+wf (,\.7+1 
- ,B(zk+1 - zk))(xt - z*). 

Recall that (D.3 ) in Section D.1.1 shows 

Next, we will prove Lemma 5.4.3 . 
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D.1.2 Proof of Lemma 5.4.3 

Proof By adding (D.12) and (D.13) in Section D.1.1 together, multiplying by 2 on both 

sides, and rearranging terms, we have that 

~~ 1 wf (9(>.7+1 - >.*)r7+1 + 2{3 (zk+l - zk)r~+l + 2{3 (zk+l - zk)(zk+l - zk~) 

< :i:i:1wf &(,J,k+l ),' ~ /J(zk+l ~ zk))(::• ( z'JJ) rl4) 
Next we analyze each term in° As >,k+l = >.k+ f3rk+1 we have that rk+1 = l. (>.k+ l_, ...... 1 · i i i , i f3 i 

>.}) . Substituting r7+1= !(>.7+1- >.7) into the first term in 81 , i.e ., 2(>.7+1- >.:)r7+1, 

yields that 

(D.15) 

= 2(>.7 - >.:)r~+l + 2/3 ll r7+1II~ (D.16) 

= 2(>.7 - >.:)r~+l + /3 ll r~+1II~+ /3 ll r7+1II~ (D.17) 

1 = ¾( >-7 - >.:)(>.7+ - >-7) + ¼11>.7+1- >-711 ~+ /3 ll r~+1II~ (D.18) 

= ¼(11>.7+1- >-?II~-11>-7 - >-?IID+ /3 ll r~+1II ~- (D.19) 

The last equation holds because that >.7+1- >-1 = (>.7+1- >.?) - (>.1 - >.?) and 

Next, we analyze the second term in 8 1, together with the last term in (D.20). Namely, 

(D.21) 

= /3 ll r7+1II~+ 2{3 (zk+l - zk)r7+1+ 2/3 ll zk+1- zkll~+ 2{3 (zk+l - zk)(zk - z*) 

= /3 ll r7+1+ (zk+l - zk) II~+ f3 11 zk+l - zkll~+ 2{3 (zk+1- zk)(zk - z*) (D.22) 

= /3 ll r7+1+ (zk+ l - zk) II~+ f3 ( 11 zk+l - z*II~ - ll zk - z*IID- (D.23) 

https://z*IID-(D.23
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The last equation holds because the following equations hold: 

ll zk+1 - zkll~+ 2(zk+1 - zk)(zk - z*) 

= ll (zk+1- z*) - (zk - z*) II~+ 2((zk+l - z*) - (zk - z*))(zk - z*) 

= ll zk+1- z*ll 2 
- 2(zk+1- z*)(zk - z*) + ll (zk - z*) II~+ 2((zk+l - z*) - (zk - z*))(zk - z*) 

= llzk+1- z*ll 2 
- 2(zk+1- z*)(zk - z*) + ll (zk - z*) II~+ 2((zk+1- z*)(zk - z*)) - 2ll zk - z*II~ 

(D.24) 

By substituting (D.19) and (D.23) into (D.14) and multiplying -1 on both sides, we 

show that 

~ : 1wf [½11,\} - At ll~+ ,B ll zk - z*II~ - ({11,\7+1- Atll~+ ,B ll zk+1- z*II~)] 
~ ~ : 1wf,B ll r7+1+ (zk+l - zk) II~+ ~ : svf ((,\k+l - ,\* - ,6(zk+1 - zk))(xt - z*)) ) ( 

25 = ~ : 1 wf (f(ll r7+1II~+ ll zk+1- zkll ~)) ( (~- ) 

+ :>::;".1 wfX ; f3r7+1 (zk+i ~ zk) + 2(At A/ ~ .\;)l~; ~ z') ~ 2/3 ( zk+i ~ zk)(x; ~ z'),) -( 

By rearranging teis in 8 2 , we have that ( ( 

Next, we analyze each term in 8 2 . For the first term, we have that 
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For the second term, we show that 

2(zk+1 - zk) (x~+l - x:) = 2(zk+1 - zk )(x~+l - zk) + 2(zk+1 - zk )(zk - x*) 

= -ll zk+1 
- x~+1 II~+ ll zk - x~+1 II~ 

(D.28)
+ll zk+1 

- zkll~ + ll zk+1 
- x7 11 ~ - ll zk - x7 11 ~ - ll zk+1 

- zkll~ 

Next, we analyze the last term in 8 2 . >.~+1 
- >.; = )..k - >.; + /3 r~+1 implies that 

(D.29) 

>.:) + /3wf+ 1r~+1
. We use* to denote the value of limit. Thus, conducting the limits on 

both sides, we have that w; (>.; - >.:) = w; (>.* - >.;) + f3wfr1 wfrk ---+ 0. As wfrf = 0, 

we have that>.; = )..*. Thus, >.~+ 1 
- >.; has small norm when k is large enough. By 

substituting (D.27) and (D.28) into (D.25) and ignoring the term with tiny norm, we 

show that 

1~:1 wf (½11>.f - >.711 ~+ /3 ll zk - z* II~ - ((11>.~+l - >.711 ~+ /3 ll zk+ - z* IIO) 
~ ~ : 1 wf/3 (~r~+1 II~+ ll zk+l - zk ll ~) + l~k - z* II~ - ll zk+l - z7 11 ~+ ll zk+l - zkll~ 

-ll zk+1 ---\_x~+1 II~ + ll zk - x~+1 II~+ ll zk+1 
- x* II~ - ll zk - x7 11D ( 

B ~:1 wf (½11>.f - >.711 ~+ /3 ll zk - x7 11 ~ - ({11>.~+l - >.711 ~+ /3 ll zk+1-~711 ~)) (D.30 

~ ~ : 1 wf/3 ((llr~+1 II~+ ll zk+l - zk ll ~) + l~k - x~+1 II~+ ll zk+l - zk ll~ - ll zk+l - x~+1 IID (1
B ~:1 wf (½11>.f - >.711 ~+ /3 ll zk - x7 11 ~ - ({11>.~+l - >.711 ~+ /3 ll zk+ -x7 11 ~)) ( 

1:> L;".1wf/3 (llr7+1 Ill + II zk+ - zk Ill) ( \ 

The last inequality holds because of the triangle inequality, that is, ll zk - x~+ 1 II~ + 
ll zk+1 

- zk ll~ - ll zk+1 
- x~+ 1 II~is positive. 
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As the definition of Vk, i.e., Vk = L: 1 wf (½11,\f - A? II~+ ,B ll zk - x? IIO, (D.30) 

yields that 

Vk - vk+l :> ~f:1 wf/J (llrf+'ll l + llzk+' - z' IID ( (D.31) 

which yields the result in Lemma 4.1. □ 

D.2 Proof of Theorem 5.4.5 

Proof Recall that 

L: 1 fi(xJ+1 
) - fi(x? ) 

= L: 1 ( f AJ+1wfrJ+1 
- ,Bwf (zk+1 

- zk)(rJ+1 + (zk+1 
- z*)) (D.32) 

+wf(A7+1
\- f) (zk+' - zk))(x; - z')) ( 

and 

Combining with the facts that ,\J+1 are bounded, L : i wfrf ➔ 0 and dk ➔ 0, (D.32) 

and (D.33) show that 

ll·m " N- wk,k+l(x* - z*) < 1· " Nf ( *) f ( k+l) LJ l /\ - Im LJi=l i xi - i xik -+oo i= i i i k -+oo (D.34) 
< lim L 1:'._ wk,\k+ 1 (x* - z*).
- k -+oo i-1 i i i 

Then, the convergence of wf and ,\f, combining with the 

□ 
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D.3 Proof of Theorem 5.4.6 

Proof Recall from the Subsection D.1.1 (i.e., Preliminary section in Appendix D.1 ) that 

and 

(D.37) 

In addition, we have that 

(D.38) 

By combining (D.36), (D.37), and (D.38) toether, and rearranging terms, we show that 

(~~: 1 (xi x7+1,{Jwf (zk- zk+1)) + (>.i ->.7 1, zk+1 - x7+1) 

= ~ : 1(wf (xi - x7+1) , f3 (zk - zk+1)) + (>.i - >.7+1, zk+1 - x7+1) 

= ~ : 1(wf (z - zk+ l ) , {J (zk - zk+ l ) ) + (>.i - >.7+1' zk+ l - x7+1) . 

Next, we ~i( simplify each term in b:hC1 and r 2 . First, fora11 ~ls in r 1 , we have 

that 
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Now, we decompose each term in r2 in terms of norms. 

For the first term in r2 , we have that 

~~ 1 (wf (z - zk+l ), f3(zk - zk+l )) 
(D.40) 

= ~~ 1 f3~f (ll zk+1 
- z* ll 2 

- ll zk - z* ll 2 ) + ~ll zk+1 
- zkll 2 -

For the second term in r2 , similarly we have that 

" Nwk( >. - >,k+l zk+l - xk+l ) = " Nwk(>. - >.k+l l.(>.k - >,k+l))
LJi= l i i i , i LJi=l i i i , f3 i i 

(D.41) 
= ~~ 1 ~i (11>-i - >.7+1 11 2 

- 11>-i - >-f 11 2 ) + 2~ 11>-f - >.7+ 1 11 2 -

Substituting (D.39), (D.40), and (D.41 ) into r1 and r2 of (D.39), we have that 

~~ 1 fi(xi) - fi( x7+1
) + (- wf (x7+ 1 

- zk+1 
) , >.i) 

~ ~~ 1 f3~f (ll zk+1 
- z* ll 2 

- ll zk - z* ll 2 ) + ~ll zk+1 
- zk ll 2 

(D.42) 
+ ~~ 1 ~i (11>-i - >.7+1 11 2 

- 11>-i - >-f ll 2 ) + 2~ 11>-f - >.7+ 1 11 2 

:> L f:1 ~;! (ll zk+ 1 
- z' II ' - ll zk - z' II ') + Lt ~h (II,\, - >,}+1 II ' - 11-\, - A}II '). 

By reversing the inequality sign in (D.42), and summing over k from Oto T on both 

sides, we have that 

~r=O ~~ 1 f i(x7+l) - f i(xi) + (wf (x7+ 1 
- zk+l), Ai) 

::;; ~~ 1 ~!=o f3~f (ll zk - z* ll 2 
- ll zk+l - z* II :) + ~i (ll>-i - >-f ll 2 -11>-i - >.7+1 11 2~.4 )

3 
= ~~ 1 f3~ i (ll z0 

- z* ll 2 
- ll zT+l - z* ll 2 ) + ~~( II>-: - >-?11 2 -11>-t - >.f+1 ll 2 ) 

< '°'N f3wf ll z0 
- z* ll 2 + wf II>-* - >-0 11 2 < _!_ '°'N §_ ll z0 

- z* ll 2 + ____!_II>-* - >-0 11 2 
- LJi= l 2 i 2(3 i i - N LJi= l 2 i 2(3 i i · 
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The last inequality holds based on Lemma D.4.1. Denote 5\ = T ~l L-f=ox} and z = 

T ~1 L-f=oz k. Thus, 

L-: 1 L-f=of i(x7+ 1 
) - f i(x* ) + (x} - zk, >..;w:) 

= L,: 1(T + 1) [L-f=ofi(x7+ 1 
) - fi(x* ) + (x} - zk, >..;w:)] (D.44) 

~ L,: 1 (T + 1) [f i(i\) - f i(x* ) + (xi - z, >..;w:)]. 

Combining (D.43) and (D.44), we have the following convergence rate for the asyn

chronous centralized distributed optimization, that is , 

□ 

D.4 Lemma of Weighted Mean 

Lemma D.4.1. Assume wi = g(ti) for all i = 1, · · · , N . Provided g is a monotonically 

decreasing function, then we have: 

(D.45) 

Proof To prove (D.45), we only need to prove that 

(D.46) 

Moreover, we have that 
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As f is monotonically decreasing, we have that 

t - t I< O· 
i i - ' (D.48) 

It implies that (g(ti) - g(ti,))(ti - ti, ::;; 0, for all i and i '. Further, we have that 

~ f-':',1~t (g (t,) - g (t,, )) (t, - t,,) <'. 0, which proves (D.46). □ 



Proofs for Lemmas in Chapter 7 

APPENDIX 

Surrogate Function. 

First, we aim to find the relationship between the objective function £A(us,zl8) and its 

surrogate function Q1 (us,zl8; 8 n) as defined in Eqn.(7.10). According to the definition 

of £A(us,l l8), we have: 

M 

LA (U'•'18) ex ~ ~ ~ IIX' - 9' Il xP'•d II}+ ~ l IIU' •' - U'•' II}] 

ex ~ ~ ~ IIX(l) - U'·'A/II} + ~ 1 IIU' ·' - U'·' II}] 

ex t ~ [t= (t"Af(AW + A,U'·') i j (U'·')T, -2 ~ (fcl)(A,? + A,U"·t (U'·')i;] ( 
M [ \r ~·'(Af(AW +M,l] (u!;'l' t<~f w~·\ 

-2 L U~'\j [xcl)(Aff]{(1 + log ~iiz _) -2>-zL f~'\jut/(1+ log ~iiz _)] t 
. . ~IJ .. ~IJIJ IJ 

= Q1 (U8
' 
1l8; Bn) -

https://Eqn.(7.10
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In our proof, we replace the related term with its upper bound, when u s,z = u~,z the 

equality is achieved. Therefore, we have Q1(us,ll8n ;8n) = £A(us,ll8n)- So far, we 

have proved the desired property of Q1(us,zl8 ; 8 n)- Namely, 

{ 1(us,1Ie; Bn) 2': LA(us,1I0), ve, Bn; 

1(us,1Ie; Bn) = LA(us,ll8n), V8n. 

Similarly, for Q2(98 l8; n), we have: 

M 

LA(9' l0n) ex ~ ~ ~ IIX' - 9' IlxdU' ,d II}] 

ex t~~llvec(X' ) - U' vec(9' )11}] ( 

ex t ~ [pyec(9' )U' (U' f) ,j vec(9' )I -2 ~ ( ' vec(X' f] ( 

M [ e~Q~)Us(usf ]k vec(Qs)~ 
< L L 2vec(98 ) 

s= l k 

-2 ~ fec(9~)kvec(X' )k(U' f ( (+log :::i~~\:)] 
= Q2W8 I~;Bn)-

Provided that Q~ = y8 
, we have that Q2(Q8 l8n; 8 n) = £A(Q 8 I8n), which proves the 

desired property of Q2(Q8 l8n; 8n), that is, 

{ 2(9 8 18; Bn) 2': LA(9 8 l8), ve, Bn; 

2(98 18; 8 n) = LA(9 8 l8n), V8n. 



Proofs for Lemmas in Chapter 8 

F.1 Proof of Corollary 8.3.1 

We only prove the first case and the proof for the second case is similar. To prove 

(8.2), we only need to prove that for each element (n1 · · · , ik , · · · , nK ), where ik E [h ], 

nj E [Nj], Vj -/- k, 

(Z xk Uf;)n ,···i, ···n, ~ (X xk U%)n,••·•, ·••ns + (Y xk unt·i, ·· ·ns . 

Based on the definition of a tensor, we have that 

(a) 
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F.2 Proof of Lemma 8.5.1 

Assume that the eOTD returns the Tucker decomposition for the new full tensor as 

follows : ,Y(t+l) = g (t+ l) X {uit+l)}, 

where g (t+l) E IRrx ••• xr , and uit+l) E IRN (t+ l l xr , Vk E [K ]. For any mode k, we have 

that 

X (t+l) - U (t+l) . g (t+l) . U (t+ l) T (F.l)Cf - k (k) -k 

h U (t+l) .Q_ u (t+ l) M . \ u (t+l) M u (t+l) M ... u (t+ l) B d o fi ·1· s 2 4 Mw ere -k - k + l 'Cl K 'Cl 1 'Cl 'Cl k-l . ase on e m 10n .. , 

we have that 

(F.2) 

The last inequality holds because there is at least one value within the parentheses that is 

less than r. More specifically, the reasons are: (1) the proposed algorithm returns unitary 

projection matrices, so rank(Uit+ l)) = r; (2) as Q~!t) E IRrxrK-
1 

, rank(Q~!t)) :s; r; 

and (3) rank(U~t1)) = Ilk'#rank(Ui~+i)) = rK- 1 _ 

F.3 Proof of Lemma 8.5.2 

Note that {Uit) } is obtained either by SVD at the initialization step or the Modified 

GramSchmidt process in later steps, so u it) has full column rank, that is, rank(Uit) ) = 

r. As {Vit+l) E IRNCt+ i Jxr } is obtained by concatenating {Uit) } and {U~} along the 

row, rank(Vit+ 1
) ) = r. Namely, vit+ l) has full column rank. Based on [169] , the 

thin QR factorization vit+l) = uit+l)Lk is unique where uit+ l) E IRN(t+ l ) xr has or

thonormal columns (i.e. (Uit+1
) ) Tuit+l) = I r) and Lk E IRrxr is upper triangular with 

positive diagonal entries. 

Moreover, for the left inverse matrix of v it+ l), we have (Vit+1))~it = Lk-lu it+ l) T. 
~ ~ (t+ l) ~ 

As ,Y(t+ l) = g (t+l) x {Vk }, the core tensor is computed as g (t+l) = ,Y(t+l) x 
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(t+ l))-1}{ ( V k left because 

(F.3) 

11 x (t+ l) - x (t+ l) II } 
= ll g (t+l) x {vit+1)} - x (t+ l) II } 
= II (x (t+l) x {(v it+1)) ~ft} ) x {vit+1)} - x (t+ l) II } 
= 11 x ct+1) x {vit+1) (v it+1)) ~ft} - x (t+l) II } 
= 11 x Ct+1) x {uit+1)LkLk - 1u it+1)T} - x Ct+1) 11 } 

= 11 x ct+1) x {uit+1)u it+1) T} - x (t+l) II } 
= II (x (t+l) x {uit+1) T}) x {uit+1)} - x (t+ l) II } 
= 11 g (t+l) x {uit+l)} - x (t+ l) II } = 11 x (t+ l) - x (t+ l) II }. 

F.4 Proof of Lemma 8.5.3 

Based on Algorithm 12 (i.e., eOTD), ,Y(t+ l) = g (t) x {Uit+1)}, where u it+l) is split 

into u it) and u~ on the second mode. Minimizing 11x(t+l) -Xlr given g (t) and {uit) } 

is equivalent to minimizing the following problem \ 

where U k is defined as Eqn. (8.4). Thus, the minimizer of 11x(t+l) - Xlr generates 

auxiliary matrices that minimize the following objective functions: \ 

(F.4) 
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forall( i1 , ·· · ,iK)-/=- (1 , · ·· , 1). EveryauxiliarymatrixU~canbesolvedbyaclose

form solutions independently with least square method. The results are sequentially 

obtained via Algorithm 11 . Therefore, repeating this procedure for different sub-tensors 

leads to an optimal (local) minimizer within a neighborhood of x Ct+1) . 
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